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Abstract 
This thesis is a case study of the People's Radio of Hong Kong (PRHK), which was 
established in 2004 in response to strong social demand for democracy in 2003. For a few 
years until mid-2007, PRHK was the most established citizens' Internet radio in Hong 
Kong. Drawing upon Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe's theory of radical democratic 
citizenship that conceives citizens as political subjects and advocates civil society 
participation in challenging existing hegemony, this study conceptualizes PRHK as 
"citizens' media" that embodies radial democratic citizenship. This conception is 
particularly important in the case of Hong Kong, where the rights of people, the core 
element of citizenship, are restricted, for example, in setting up their own non-
commercial FM radio stations. 
In light of this, this thesis examines how radical democratic citizenship was 
enacted in PRHK's formation process, its organizational form and its media operation. 
During the formation process, radical democratic citizenship enacted in PRHK was a 
product of the broad socio-political changes in which ordinary citizens have recognized 
themselves as powerful political subjects and have started to use the Internet to advocate 
democratic value. In the organizational form of PRHK, radical democratic citizenship 
was partly enacted as the station successfully drew a wide range of participants from the 
civil society who shared the public concern for freedom of speech. However, PRHK 
failed in building a radical democratic workplace because it was unable to establish a 
participatory decision-making mechanism within the organization. This was the main 
reason for its stagnant development and final decline. With regard to its media operation, 
radical democratic citizenship was enacted in a way that PRHK, as an Internet media site, 
has brought forth new social and technological settings. It enabled the participants to 
make their preferred radio programs, while these people were largely denied access to 
traditional mainstream media. Finally, this thesis discusses the theoretical implications for 
citizens' media and the practical implications for establishing and operating citizens' 






這硏究借用了左翼學者Ernesto Laclau和Chantal Mouffe共同定義的「基進 
民主公民身份」（radical democratic citizenship )作理論基礎。這槪念認爲公民可以 
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Chapter 1 一 Introduction 
The Global Rise of Internet Independent Media 
In 2006, the Time Magazine chose "You" as "the People of the Year", the active 
Internet users that contributing to the advent of the 'web 2.0' era. The embrace of 
people's capability and creativity has reached a new zenith in this Internet age. 
Concomitant with this trend is the proliferation of many Internet-based independent 
media, e.g. Indymedia, OhmyNews, to name a few. Yet people's participation into 
reconfiguration of mediascape is not an unprecedented phenomenon, the last heyday can 
be traced back to the epochal debate of the New World Information and Communication 
Order (NWICO) in the 1970s and 1980s. In the famous MacBride Report, "the rights to 
participate" was highlighted to celebrate the people's wants and needs to produce their 
preferable media through their available communication process upon their self-
determined social relation.1 The report not only triggered a wave of academic studies but 
also showed its legacy in social praxis (Rodriguez, 2001，pp.5-10). Since the 70s, many 
people around the world have continued to seek and create new means for expressing 
themselves and delivering their messages, for example, through handbills, press, poster, 
1 During the NWICO debate of the 1970s, two giant power blocs - the liberal and capitalist western bloc 
and the communist bloc- dominated the world. In this polarized world, the third bloc of power comprising 
of 77 third-world countries formed a "non-aligned movement" to counter this phenomenon. Apart from 
political and economic issues, communication was also on the top agenda. In 1977，the UNESCO funded 
and organized the MacBride committee, calling for a NWICO. It was critical of the monopoly of private 
media corporations, the imbalanced information flow between developed and developing countries, and 
between north and south geo-political regions as well as the commodification of media products. While 
coming to this information age, the transition from NWICO to the World Summit on Information Society 
(WSIS) marked a new phase of international communication. It was not only a conceptual shift but also an 
indicator of social change. Firstly, WSIS placed more emphasis on new media. Secondly, the WSIS placed 
another emphasis on civil society. Apart from "the right to know", both NWICO and WSIS advocated the 
idea of "the right to participate". Despite that the two reports have different purposes, missions and 
emphases, WSIS could not be conceived as a radical break from NWICO, rather it was a continuity and 
correction. And most importantly, it restated the very need of democratization of communication and hence 
redistribution of communicating power (Thussu, 2000, pp.11-52; Padovani, 2005). 
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public speech, dance, jokes, songs, graffiti, dress, radio, film and video (Downing, 2001). 
Despite the diversity of media forms, the goal is to challenge the existing media 
industries and established social relations. 
In tradition, there are two main theoretical threads in the effort to create an ideal 
media system 一 the liberal and Marxist perspectives 一 whose contradiction was clearly 
demonstrated during the NWICO debate. 
Table 1 A Schema of Different Ideal Types of Media Systems 
Liberal Marxist Radical Democratic 
Public sphere Public space Class domination Public arena of 
contest 
Political role Check on Agency of class Representation/ 
of media government control Counterpoise 
Media system Free market Capitalist Controlled market 
Journalistic Disinterested Subaltern Adversarial 
norm 
Entertainment Distraction/ Opiate Society communing 
gratification with itself 
Reform Self-regulation Unreformable Public intervention 
(Modified from Curran, 1991, p.28) 
The liberal perspective advocates that media should be a free marketplace of ideas. 
Scholars studying the relation between media and democracy often treat the former as 
independent variable and the latter as dependent variable. With democracy is meant by 
the political institutional arrangement and media conceived as the democratizer, 
traditional political communication research is directed to the examination of the process 
of democratization through media. However, this approach has left the existing media 
system and thus the status quo untouched. 
From the Marxist perspective, media is perceived to be a tool of class domination. 
Marxist political economists are concerned that the convergence of communication 
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technology and the trend of privatization would deteriorate citizens' access to information, 
which at last would deprive them of political rights (Murdock & Golding, 1989). Critical 
theorists are also worried that commercial media, as a mass production and consumption 
industry, could homogenize culture, undermine the emancipation of human potential and 
override the other possibilities of life (Horkheimer & Adorno，1972). Raymond Williams 
once put forward that, communication is the record of human growth. Therefore, to 
equate "mass communication" with "communication" would make us lose sight of the 
real history of communication since other forms of "non-mass communication" also 
contribute to the cultivation of culture (Sparks, 1993), for example, the independent 
media which are not controlled by existing power-holders. 
Therefore, this thesis takes a third approach - the radical democratic tradition, to 
conceive the role of media in the society. Sharing with the Marxist tradition that the 
media system has to be changed to eradicate the relation of domination and subordination, 
but also going beyond the simplification of the media system as a site of class struggle, 
the radical democratic perspective envisions media as a broader public arena of contest. 
Mouffe (1988, p.93) suggested that, 
"Some new types of struggle must be seen as resistances to the growing 
uniformity of social life, a uniformity that is the result of the kind of 
mass culture imposed by the media. This imposition of a homogenized 
way of life, of a uniform cultural pattern, is being challenged by different 
groups that reaffirm their right to their difference, their specificity, be it 
through the exaltation of their regional identity or their specificity in the 
realm of fashion, music, or language." 
In light of this, the role of media, as Curran (1991) defined, is "assisting the 
equitable negotiation or arbitration of competing interests through democratic processes" 
(p.30). The prerequisite is that the media system should be re-organized to make the 
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subordinate interests and people "more representative and progressive" (p.38). At a result, 
the examination of the relationship between media and democracy has to be shifted from 
the perspective of democratization through media to democratization of media with the 
latter being a subset of and an important impetus to the former. In recent years, the 
proliferation of Internet technologies, which as a more non-hierarchical, emancipatory 
and democratic kind of media, is envisioned by many as enhancing the possibility of 
grassroots political action and actualizing a more participatory kind of democracy 
(Couldry & Curran, 2003). On this basis, the purpose of this thesis is to understand how 
citizens' Internet media can be organized in order to fulfill the ideals of radical democracy. 
Hong Kong 一 The Rise of Internet Activism 
In the past few years, Hong Kong has also joined the bandwagon of 
unprecedented local Internet media activism. Why did it suddenly outburst? What was the 
impulse? In what particular form did they evolve and operate? Who have participated in 
this movement and what have they done with this new media in reconfiguring the 
mediascape in Hong Kong? All these questions were closely related with the social and 
political changes in the last decade. 
While the previous wave of local media activism on press in the 70s was triggered 
by the upsurge of social movements at that time (Ip, 2007a, pp.61-62)，the rise of Internet 
activism in this early 21st Century is also closely related to the social-political changes. 
After the handover in 1997, Hong Kong has also been experiencing a great 
metamorphosis. On July 1st 2003，half a million Hong Kong people took to the streets 
protesting the legislation of the Basic Law Article 23, the "National Security (Legislative 
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Provisions) Bill". In this protest, people also sought for universal suffrage and voiced 
against the flawed administration of the HKSAR government. This protest was framed 
post hoc as a "paradigm shift" of Hong Kong political landscape — a watershed of local 
political activities: while the June 4th event in 1989 has stirred up the formation of many 
political groups and the consciousness of political participation (Yip & Lee, 2004)，the 
July 1st demonstration in 2003 has contributed to the flourish and strengthening of civil 
associations and civic participation (Chan, 2007). Another legacy of this demonstration 
was that, "people power" has become a popular discourse. "People power" signifies the 
solidarity of Hong Kong people and their triumph of collective action. It also highlights 
that Hong Kong people feel the very need of voicing out their opinions (Chan & Chung, 
2004). Altogether it is generally perceived that the Hong Kong identity and citizenship 
were reactivated and transformed. 
In contrast to conventional social movements usually organized by minority 
groups, the mass media played a great part in advocating the July 1st demonstration (Chan 
& Lee, 2007). According to one study, public opinion in the period around the 2003 July 
1st demonstration was so energized that it affected the political orientation of the 
newspapers (Chan & Lee，2006). That means, on one hand, mainstream media can be 
subject to change in critical moments, on the other hand, it also reasserts that mainstream 
media are detached from the public opinion in the rest of the time. In light of this, 
political groups have been putting more effort to present themselves as people' s 
representatives and the government has explicitly declared 'public opinion' as the 
cornerstone of policy-making. 2 But paradoxically, the current model of public 
administration - the "consultative democracy" that has long been implemented since the 
2 For the 2006-07 policy address, 'Always people first' (「以民爲本 j ) was one of the main themes. 
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colonial rule，is being criticized as ineffective in absorbing public opinion (Lui, 2007); for 
the political representatives, they are not entitled enough mandate while direct election is 
not fully implemented 
As a whole, in Hong Kong, there are very few institutionalized channels for 
people to express themselves publicly to the government and the whole society. This 
accounts for why Hong Kong was once entitled 'the city of protest' since people find 
protest as the one of the few ways that can enable their expression. Against this 
background, there has been a wave of Internet activism emerging in Hong Kong. Can 
they make themselves as people's channels? 
Direction of the Study 
Carroll & Hackett (2006, pp.88-89) sketched four forms of media activism: (1) 
influencing content and practices of mainstream media, (2) advocating reform of 
government policy/regulation of media, (3) building independent, democratic and 
participatory media and (4) empowering audiences to be more critical of hegemonic 
media through media education. At this early stage of movement, building independent 
media is the predominant form in Hong Kong. 
Table 2 Different Forms of Independent Internet Citizens' Media in Hong Kong 
Discussion Board Internet Video Internet Column Internet Radio 
E x e m p l a r A n t i - 2 3 news RebuildHK Inmedia People's Radio of 
group Hong Kong 
(later called 'E-
politics21，) 
Founded Not long before June 2003 October 2004 June 2004 
Year 2003 July 1st 
demonstration3 
3 The exact time cannot be traced back due to lack of information. 
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Formation Membership One-man band Membership No membership 
Background A group of young Professional Cultural critics, Veteran social 
of leading active netizens video producer academics, and activists 
figures veteran media 
practitioners 
Agenda(s) Political issues Political issues Cultural policy, Diverse, more on 
social Movement Social issues 
As demonstrated in Table 2, there are largely four forms of Internet citizens' 
media in Hong Kong. Despite their distinctness in media forms and corresponding social 
impacts, there share several patterns. First, they pose skepticism towards mass media and 
to go beyond them in supplementing alternative voices. Second, their emergence was 
made possible by the technological advancement- namely the Internet. Third, they have 
gathered a group from diverse backgrounds to seek for social change. 
Among all forms of independent Internet media, the rise of Internet radio was 
perhaps the most remarkable. Their quantity and diversity are most impressive compared 
to Internet columns, Internet videos and discussion boards. Until now, there are more than 
twenty of them.4 The People 's Radio of Hong Kong (香港人民廣電台；called PRHK as 
below) was the exemplar. Since the 60s and 70s，while the media activism around the 
world was largely set against market-oriented broadcasting in America and 
establishment-controlled public broadcasting in Europe (Crookes & Vittet-Philippe, 
1986), and political oppression in Taiwan (Lee, 2003)，the theme of media activism in 
Hong Kong was constructed on the protection of the freedom of speech and striving for 
democracy. 
Triggered by the political storm of the sudden step-down of two famous radio 
4 Internet radio stations owned by institutions are not counted, e.g. university radio, church radio, etc. For 
the full list, see Appendix 1. 
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hosts in 2004，a group of veteran social activists established the PRHK. As its slogan 
"People have to speak, we have to broadcast" (「人民要說話，我 f f l要開咪」) 
succinctly reveals, the core principle of PRHK was to defend the freedom of speech and 
strive for democracy. Moreover, the Chinese name of "People's Radio of Hong Kong" 
(香港人民廣播電台）was deliberately designed to challenge the "China National 
Radio"(中央人民廣播電台)，inferring that PRHK was indeed the one representing 
the Hong Kong people rather than the China government. 
Drawing upon Laclau & Mouffe (1985)'s theory of radical democracy, Rodriguez 
(2001) has proposed the idea of "citizens' media" to conceptualize independent media as 
sites of political struggle. People participating in independent media are "subject of 
struggle". And this active participation in social life, claiming and reasserting one's rights 
and identity is conceived as a process of enacting citizenship. Although her study focus 
was on Nicaragua, Catalonia, Colombia and the United States, this idea is also important 
in the case of Hong Kong where the rights of people, the core element of citizenship, are 
restricted in setting up their own non-commercial FM radio stations. Against this 
background, PRHK aimed to provide Hong Kong people with a space to express their 
concerned issues. The founding declaration of PRHK stated that it was "for, about and by 
the people". Their premises were to provide the information of the people to the public, to 
provide the people with their necessary information. It also probed for open participation 
and self-management by all people. After 3 years of operation, before it was closed down 
in May 2007，PRHK was still the most established Internet radio station in Hong Kong in 
terms of the quantities of radio programs it has produced and the diversity of participants 
it has drawn from different sectors of the civil society. This thesis, therefore, is designed 
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to be a case study of PRHK. 
Conceiving PRHK as an window of Hong Kong civil society and citizenship, 
through the active participatory experiences of PRHK participants of various kinds, from 
the founders, the management group to program hosts, this exploratory study aims at 
developing the idea of citizens' media in the context of Hong Kong to (1) draw the 
connection between the formation of PRHK and the transformation of civil society and 
citizenship, to examine (2) PRHK as a democratic and self managed civil association as 
well as (3) an Internet media site for different kinds of civil associations and citizens to 
enact and foster their citizenship by producing their preferred radio programs. The study 
also aims to understand the capacity and limitation of Hong Kong civil society and 
citizens to establish their own media practices. 
Structure of the Thesis 
In the following pages, Chapter 2 is a literature review on the theoretical 
implications of radical democracy on citizens' media and the tradition of radio as citizens' 
media. Chapter 3 will discuss briefly the historical transformation of civil society and 
citizenship in Hong Kong, and the relationship between the local radio industry and 
citizenship. Chapter 4 is on research questions and research design including the 
rationale of document review, field studies and in-depth interviews. Chapter 5 will trace 
the structural factors contributing to the denial of rights for radio broadcasting among 
average Hong Kong people. Chapter 6 will examine the trajectory of the emergence of 
PRHK in connection with the transformation of civil society in recent years. Chapter 7 is 
about the particular form of PRHK as radical democratic civil association. Chapter 8 
focuses on the media operation of PRHK, analyzing how PRHK participants have 
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explored the broadcasting space of Internet radio in producing their preferred cultural 
codes. At last, Chapter 9 offers discussion on the theoretical and practical implications of 
this study, its limitations and suggestions for further studies. 
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Chapter 2 一 Literature Review 
Radical Democracy Citizenship 
The origin of citizenship has ancient roots. In the ancient Greek tradition, 
citizenship was identical to legality and morality; while in Roman tradition, it was a legal 
status in terms of membership of the Roman political community, the respublica (Delanty, 
2000). Originated from these two traditions, in modern society, citizenship is generally 
conceived to compose of several components - rights, duties, community/ membership, 
participation as well as identity (Delanty, 2000; Isin & Wood, 1999; O'Byrne, 2003). 
Classical Debate on Citizenship: Liberalism and Communitarianism 
In the conventional theoretical debate between liberals and communitarians on the 
content of citizenship, the key debate is whether individual rights or society's common 
good should come prior to the other. From the liberal perspective, citizenship refers to the 
individual rights entitled by the state. It is a kind of "negative freedom" of what Berlin 
(1984) contended that individual is entrusted with legitimacy to pursuit his own want and 
good, provided that the others' pursuits are not thwarted. On this basis, liberal citizenship 
is embedded in the 'giver-receiver' relationship between the state and individuals. 
In contrary to the liberals' emphasis on individual rights and negligence of 
common good, the communitarians strongly reject the idea that the society is an 
aggregate of individuals，who are mere disconnected right bearers or stakeholders. They 
think that the citizen is capable of defining what the common good should be and the 
totality of his/her position in the community, whose ability is denied in liberalism 
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(Kymlicka, 2002, p.284-326). It is a normative requirement that citizen has to devote 
him/herself to community life and public affairs. Communitarian citizenship has gone 
beyond the individual-state relationship with the inclusion of community, which means 
more on participation, cooperation and obligation. Citizenship no longer confines itself to 
individual rights but is also of one's relation with others. 
Deliberative Democratic Citizenship as Communication Act 
Having postulated that citizen is obliged to participate, then where should they 
participate? And what are they supposed to do? With doubt on the efficiency and 
goodwill of the state power, deliberative democracy theorist stressed the civil society as 
the ideal place of actualizing citizenship (Habermas, 1989). To limit the encroachment of 
state and market power, civil society is not only an institutional network of voluntary and 
non-governmental associations but also a life-world inscribed with social norms, 
everyday life practices and human relationships. Therefore, it is the place where the 
divide between the private and public, individual and social, and passive and active can 
be accommodated and breached (Seligman, 1992，p.5). 
Communication is the cornerstone of all these everyday life activities. Barber 
(1984，p. 190) attributed the significance of 'talk' to modern democratic practice: 
"The affective power of talk is, then, the power to stretch the human 
imagination so that the I of private self-interest can be reconceptualized 
and reconstituted as a we that makes possible civility and common 
political action." 
'Talk' does not simply refer to its literal meaning of talking back and forth with 
others. It is a way of deliberation which draws the distinction between 'mass' and 
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'citizen' such that "masses make noise, citizens deliberate; masses behave, citizens act; 
masses collide and intersect, citizens engage, share and contribute" (pp. 154-155). But 
deliberation is not just a way of (re-)defining the society but also the citizen him/ herself. 
As Barber (1984，p. 152) argued deliberation can empower ordinary citizen in the sense 
that "every man is compelled to encounter every other man without the intermediary of 
expertise". 
In this theoretical thread, the dynamic of the civil society and citizenship 
formation is stressed. Although this kind of participation is also inherently normative in 
nature, it differentiates itself from "both the empty proceduralism of liberalism and the 
weighty and questionable substance of civic republicanism" (McAfee, 2000, p.96) by 
envisaging citizenship as a dynamic, lived and vivid everyday life enactment process of 
dialogical discussion and exchange. 
Radical Democratic Citizenship as Project of Political Struggle 
Although deliberative democracy is received by many as the ideal condition of 
every ordinary citizen, it has drawn lots of criticism from poststructuralists, for example 
the theory of radical democracy. In the 80s, at the period when Leftist thoughts have 
come to a deadlock situation in regard to the upsurge of non-class based new social 
movements, poststructuralists Laclau and Mouffe published their most important book 
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy (1985), proposing a theory of radical democracy that 
sought a revival on leftist politics. In contrast to traditional Marxist perspective that 
assumes identity as pre-fixed by pre-discursive objective interest of the class, they 
contended that there is no necessary relation between one's structural position and his 
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subject position and there are no pre-given and apriori structurally fixed counter-people, 
places and topics. Rather they are all "discursive entities" (Asen, 2000). On this basis, 
political struggle is not a war of class but a war of position. 
Drawing upon Gramsci and Foucault to put the presence of hegemony and 
irreducibility of power as the premises of the constitutive of social relations, Laclau and 
Mouffe (2001) rejected deliberative democracy for it ignores the presence of 
heterogeneity and plurality, the incompatibility of differences, and the impossibility of 
universal ism and essentialism. Rooted in the Enlightenment, deliberative democracy 
persists in the triumph of universal reason in rational debate and ultimate consensus-
building in which consensus is "a decision that is singular and historically determinative" 
(Barber, 1984，p.161). Epistemologically, it has neglected the reality that certain groups 
of people are rejected in the public sphere and civil society due to the presence of 
structural relations of dominance and subordination. 
To Mouffe (1996), deliberative democracy fails to address the conflictual 
dimension of democratic practice. She strongly rejected Rawl's idea that political conflict 
can be resolved by establishing an overlapping consensus on justice, on the basis of 
conceiving politics as "a mere activity of allocating among competing interests 
susceptible to a rational solution" (pp. 252-253). As Phillips (1996) argued, the true 
meaning of democracy not only concerns a plurality of political presence but also a 
plurality of political ideas. Not only would certain groups of participant be excluded, 
certain forms and expressions of speech are also at the risk of being excluded. Young 
(1996) contended that deliberative theorists merely think that speakers could be made 
equal after bracketing their political and economic influences, but they fail to recognize 
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social influences like cultural differences and different social positions can also exclude 
and devalue the speech of certain people. In deliberative democracy, the nature of speech 
is limited and restricted to certain forms and styles. Therefore, she further suggested that, 
the concept of "communicative democracy" should be stressed rather than deliberative 
democracy. Communicative democracy is more substantial than deliberative democracy 
for it ‘‘recognizes that when political dialogue aims at solving collective problems, it 
justly requires a plurality of perspectives, speaking styles, and ways of expressing the 
particularity of social situation as well as the general applicability of principles"(p.l32). 
In regard to the presence of so many differences, then how do people live together 
as a community and society? In defining political community, Mouffe drew heavy 
reference from Michael Oakeshott's idea of ‘civil association'. In his seminal text On 
Human Conduct, Michael Oakeshott (1975) differentiated two forms of associations in 
modern society - the enterprise association and the civil association. The former is 
organized on a common purpose, such as corporation. The latter is formed on the basis of 
common practice such that it is not "organic, evolutionary, teleological, functional, or 
syndromic relationship but an understood relationship of intelligent agents" (p.112). The 
relationship is established and maintained with the recognition of commonly agreed rules 
of practice and civil discourse (the respublica) that govern the relationship of one and 
another. Oakeshott (1975, p. 129) explained that, 
"The law of civil association... are not imposed upon an already shaped 
and articulated engagement; they relate to the miscellaneous, unforeseen-
able choices and transactions of agents each concerned to live the life of 
'a man like me', who may be strangers to one another, the objects of whose 
lives are as various as themselves, and who may lack any but this moral 
allegiance to one another." 
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To Laclau (1996)，Oakeshott was right to point to the contingency of the form of 
respublica, since the contingency of historicity can enhance people's consciousness and 
conscience and make them responsible citizens and more capable to engage in their 
defense (p. 123). However, Oakeshott fell short of noticing the conflict in the dynamics of 
forming respublica. The problematic left untouched is who at last possess the power to 
decide what the "moral allegiance" is at that contingent moment. Therefore, to radicalize 
Oakeshott's conservatism, Mouffe recast that the respublica is a hegemonic project such 
that its forms are subject to the continuous reconfiguration of power relations. As Fraser 
(1997) succinctly put it, "the point is that there are no naturally given, a priori boundaries 
here. What will count as a matter of common concern will be decided precisely through 
discursive contestation" (p.86). On this basis, Mouffe (1993，pp.69-70) conceived radical 
democratic citizenship as the following: 
"It is common political identity of persons who might be engaged in many 
different purposive enterprises and with differing conceptions of the good, 
but who accept submission to the rules prescribed by the respublica in 
seeking their satisfactions and in performing their actions. What binds them 
together is their common recognition of a set of ethico-political values. In 
this case, citizenship is not just one identity among others, as in liberalism, 
or the dominant identity that overrides all others, as in civic republicanism. 
It is an articulating principle that affects the different subject positions of the 
social agent." 
As Brown (1997) suggested, in liberalism, "morality is where we privately decide 
what is good and bad; politics is how we go about getting what is good publicly" (p.6)， 
while in communitarianism, "morality and politics...often become the same enterprise" 
(p.7). But for radical democracy, its task is to "re-establish the lost connection between 
ethics and politics" (Mouffe, 1992, p.230). Mouffe has likened citizenship to a common 
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identity shared among different subject positions. It opens the possibility of collective 
action without annihilating the plurality of subject positions. 
In sum, the anti-essentialist approach of radical democracy highlights that there is 
nobody or any subject position which will be forever ignored and subordinated. Though 
until now, some groups have experienced more subordination than others, such as women, 
black people, homosexual people and children, they can be empowered in the manner of 
collective action. The necessary condition is the construction of radical democratic 
citizenship. It is an empowerment of ordinary citizen (and especially the subordinated) 
who recognizes him/ herself as political subject which have the power to politically 
intervene in the existing world. Therefore, on one hand, it is a way of redefining one's 
power relation with others and renegotiating the asymmetrical power relation between the 
subordinated and the dominant. On the other hand, it is also a way of living with others 
together with the recognition of social, cultural and political differences and hence 
accepting and tolerating many possibilities of life. 
Citizens' Media as Political Space 
For radical democracy, "the dimension of the political" is conceived as "inherent 
to every human society and that determines our very ontological condition" (Mouffe, 
1993，p.3). Since power relation is the constitutive of the social and is irreducible, hence 
the task of radical democracy is not "how to eliminate power but how to constitute forms 
of power that are compatible with democratic values" (Mouffe, 1999，p.753). First, 
human relation can be more democratic only when the social agents can recognize that 
power is present in their mutual relations (Mouffe, 1999，p.248). Second, any power 
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relation that constitutes "domination and subordination" has to be eradicated and has to 
be reconstituted into relation of "oppression". As Smith (1998, p. 8) argued, 
"In the former, a social agent is subjected to the will of another, but does 
not see the subordinating agent someone who blocks her from fully 
realizing her identity. In the latter case, the social agent is also subjected 
to the will of another, but she recognizes that that the relation of subordi-
nation is indeed an antagonistic one, for she believes that that relation is 
stopping her from developing her identity." 
Such a transformation requires a site for antagonism. Provided that power relation 
is permeable in various social lives, Wolin (1992) argued that the understanding of 
citizenship ought to be contextualized in diverse places, inscribed by diverse kinds of 
relationships. In these relationships, the citizen, as a political being, can draw symbolic, 
material and psychological power to act upon others or to be acted upon. In this sense, 
power is not generated by the state, rather "it is experience, sensibility, wisdom, even 
melancholy distilled from the diverse relations and circles we move within" (p.252). Also 
due to the presence of differences, there cannot be one singular space for participation or 
site of struggle as what deliberative democracy theorists have suggested, there exist 
"multiple public spheres" (Fraser, 1997) and hence multiple points of participation. 
Therefore, the goal of radical democratic citizenship is not simply to influence and 
struggle against the dominant public sphere but to abandon the idea of a unique 
constitutive space. As Laclau and Mouffe (2001, p. 167) argued, 
"Pluralism is radical only to the extent that each term of this plurality 
of identities finds within itself the principle of its own validity, without 
this having to be sought in a transcendent or underlying positive ground 
for the hierarchy of meaning of them all and the source and guarantee 
of their legitimacy. And this radical pluralism is democratic to the extent 
that the autoconstitutivity of each one of its terms is the result of displa-
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cements of the egalitarian imaginary. Hence, the project for a radical 
and plural democracy, in a primary sense, is nothing other than the 
struggle for a maximum autonomization of spheres on the basis of the 
generalization of the equivalentical-egalitarian logic." 
To radical democracy, there should be multiplication of spheres which Fraser 
(1997，p.80) defined as "parallel discursive arenas where members of subordinated social 
groups invent and circulate counter-discourses, which in turn permit them to formulate 
oppositional interpretations of their identities, interests, and needs". As one of the key 
information and ideology dissemination institutions in modern society, media is always a 
site any party wants to seize and take control of (Thompson, 1995). In regard to the 
situation that mainstream media is inherently dominant in power (Lee & Chu，1998), 
activists have been searching for new spaces of independent media with multifaceted 
potentials and impacts. 
All across the world, citizens' media are organized and shaped in different forms. 
They are usually established by underprivileged or minority groups of various kinds -
religious, feminist, sub-cultural, ethnic and political groups - whose voices are largely 
excluded from the mainstream media. Thereby they share different ideals, acquire 
different functions and strive for different goals. They can be legal or clandestine in status. 
Their programming may be mass appealing or niche seeking. Some of them accept 
advertising, while a greater number of them stand firmly away from commercial 
influence. 
Alternative Media: Beyond Mass Communication 
The concept of "alternative media" is highlighted for the difference between 
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independent media and mainstream media in various aspects ranging from the purpose, 
organizational formation and structure, means of technologies, content, mode of 
distribution, audience composition and regulation (Lewis, 1993; Atton, 2002). It is 
usually argued that the non-hierarchical and non-professional practice of alternative 
media offers more flexible operation which makes it more responsive than mainstream 
media to the society (Lee, 2003). However, the conceptualization of "alternative media" 
has several pitfalls that obscure its fluidity. First, since everything, per se, is alternative to 
something else, it is vague and devoid of meaning to frame independent media 
"alternative" (Downing, 2001, p.ix). Second, 'alternative media' possesses no concrete 
identity as it is always subject to its difference with the mainstream media (Lewes, 2000， 
p.388). Third, as Hamilton (2000) contended the study of alternative media is too media-
centric. Rather it is should be society-centric and focused on how the alternative form of 
media has led to alternative ways of communication and thus alternative social relations. 
All in all, this binary categorization between "mainstream" and "alternative" has 
stabilized the social position of independent media and has essentialized its demarcation 
with mainstream media. 
Radical Media: Striving for Social Change 
To focus on what social impact independent media can bring forth, "radical 
media" is highlighted as the moderator of social movement. Drawing from Gramsci's 
concept of "hegemony", Downing argued that the primary task of radical media is 
"counter-hegemony" (1984). He further suggested four principles for realizing media 
democracy: first, the emphasis on multiple realities of oppression beyond the economic; 
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second, the critique of Marxism's blindness on intelligentsia and the party; third, the 
priority of movements over institutions; and fourth, the attempt to construct prefigurative 
politics and a liberating process (pp. 16-24). The characteristics of de-institutionalization 
and power decentralization of radical media make it an empowerment to social 
movement. Previous studies showed that radical media contributed to the formation of 
social movement by acting as a communication network (Sreberny-Mohammadi & 
Mohammadi, 1994) and a platform for articulating dissident opinions to raise public 
concern (Howley, 2004). 
Community Media: Communicating for Integration 
To differentiate from the studies of radical media which focus more on the 
"outward" social impact, the idea of "community media" is postulated on its "inward" 
impact for the particular group of people it serves. Rooted in the premise of political 
economy, it has the assumption that "ownership by the people resulting in the people's 
voice is its own justification" (Lewis, 2002，p.55). Lewis & Booth (1989) suggested 
community is "attributed to a nearly universal longing for the supposed certainties of a 
past (usually rural) society where loyalty, belief and kin provided a shield against the 
wickedness of the wide world" (pp.90-91). By its local relevance, the conventional 
research tradition was to examine the ability of community media to preserve indigenous 
value and local culture. However, when society becomes more industrialized and diverse, 
and as technologies advance, the evaluation of community media has been put in a 
broader examination framework for their capability of building ties, establishing 
solidarity and reinforcing identities within a particular community and how it produces 
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representation for the community, be it online or offline, about gender, ethnicity, political 
or cultural interests (Jankowski & Prehn，2002). 
Citizens 'Media: Enacting Citizenship in Quotidian Experience 
While the above three theoretical threads focus on the formation of independent 
media and its social impact, there is, however, little concern on the lived experiences of 
participants and how they articulate meaning in the participatory process for identity 
construction. Drawing upon Laclau and MoufFe's poststructural and anti-essentialist 
theory of radical democratic citizenship, which essence is recognizing the presence of 
different subject positions and plurality of political interests in the society, Rodriguez 
(2001) proposed the idea of "citizens' media" to suggest that the participants are in fact 
political subjects, and their participation in independent media can be understood as 
political struggle and process of enacting citizenship. 
Although their practices are largely to challenge, or at least to provide an 
alternative to, mainstream media and dominant discourses, it is, however, not possible to 
point to any definite form or single formula for it will overlook and fail to capture the 
complex interactions between citizens' media, the civil society and the citizens at 
contingent contexts. Borrowing McClure's (1992) idea of quotidian politics, which is "a 
politics which extends the terrain of political contestation to the everyday enactment of 
social practices and the routine reiteration of cultural representations" (p. 123), she 
contended that the examination of citizens' media "should focus on the citizens and their 
creative intentional ity in altering the mediascape rather than centering on the external and 
objective forms citizens' media can take" (p. 164). Her investigation on citizens' media 
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was mainly on citizens' will and strategies on program production and media content in 
their corresponding historical contexts. 
In sum, the demarcations of the abovementioned independent media are only 
conceptual constructs to address the versatile potentials of independent media. Not only 
are they not mutually exclusive, indeed they share several premises that (1) the 
distinguishing features of independent media are not merely the medium deployed, but its 
form, usage, purpose and personnel; (2) the decentralized media practice and 
participatory nature of independent media enable it to go beyond the agenda and 
framework set and constrained by the mainstream media; (3) independent media can 
foster macro and micro social impacts, for example, by contributing to the formation of 
civil society and the empowerment of participants; (4) and most importantly of all, the 
prerequisite of the democratic potentials is centered upon the availability of people 
participation and the capacity of their control over the participatory process. 
Transition from Radio to Internet Radio 
Among all media, radio is probably the predominant form of citizens' media 
throughout history and across the world. Due to its low setting-up cost and the 
characteristics of high accessibility, comprehensibility, interactivity and mobility, radio is 
comparably user-friendlier than newspaper, television and film to enable any people 
making use of it for whatever purposes. Though Tacchi (2000) suggested that there is no 
such thing as "radioscape" since radio "is what history says it is...it is what it is at given 
time, in a given context of use and meaningfulness" (p.292), the actual uses of radio as 
citizens' media can be largely differentiated into three big categories - political, cultural 
and developmental. 
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Political Potential of Radio 
Physically, radio is just a spectrum of electromagnetic waves, but sociologically 
and politically, it also signifies a spectrum of ideas. Therefore, it has long been a 
battlefield for power. The way it is designed, deployed and organized is in fact a political 
decision (Sandvig, 2006). Radio has once played a great part in international 
communication. In the early years of radio, leftist activist Trotsky (1926) anticipated that 
the peasants' possession and usage of radiotelegraphic network would be a necessary 
condition for unification of European and Asian people into a "Soviet Union of Socialist 
Peoples" (p. 259). The power of radio reached its zenith from World War II to the Cold 
War era as it was widely used as propaganda tool since radio electronic signals can be 
easily transmitted across the border from one country to another. 
Cultural Potential of Radio 
Radio was once the most advanced communication technology in the world since 
its first appearance in the 1920s. As Crisell (1994, p.13) contended, radio is an "intimate 
mode of communication" for offering imagination in audience's mind and providing 
company to people in any time at anywhere. Moreover, by its local character, radio even 
has the potential on localism to combat with urbanization and industrialization to promote 
national identity (Howley, 2000). But since the 50s, its halo was soon taken away by 
television. With its appeal of sound and image, its potential of commercial value and its 
enormous impact on society, television successfully caught the full attention of ordinary 
people, the private sector and the academia. Therefore, although radio has a long cultural 
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history (Hilmes, 2002)，it is at the same time regarded as "the forgotten medium" (Pease 
& Dennis，1995) and "the invisible medium" (Lewis, 1989). These catchphrases vividly 
highlight the medium characteristic of radio while also signifying its conflictual or 
incoherent cultural status in contemporary public life. As Lewis (2000, p. 161) put it, "in 
advanced industrial societies there is a radical disjuncture: radio is everybody's private 
possession, yet no one recognizes it in public". 
Developmental Potential of Radio 
While the cultural significance of radio started to decrease in modern cities since 
the 60's, radio remains exclusively important in developing regions for its developmental 
potential. As radio is the "hot medium" (McLuhan, 1964)，which possess high 
information intensity and requires low audience participation in reception, it is often 
deployed for educational uses. More importantly, radio also possesses the peculiarity of 
actualizing participatory democracy. Brecht (1930, p. 169) attributed this characteristic 
with the unique production-reception mechanism of radio: 
"Radio should be converted from a distribution system to a communica-
tion system. Radio could be the most wonderful public communication 
system imaginable, a gigantic system of channels... if it were capable not 
only of transmitting but of receiving, of making the listener not only hear 
but also speak, not of isolating him but of connecting him. This means that 
radio would have to give up being a purveyor and organize the listener as 
purveyor." 
To Brecht, the prime task of radio is to ensure that "the public is not only taught 
but must also itself teach" (p. 171)，so as to cultivate people from passive mass into active 
citizen. To further address the argument in comparison with other kinds of media, 
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Enzensberger (1976, p.38) differentiated electronic media into the 'repressive use of 
media' and the 'emancipatory use of media': 
Table 3 Characteristics of Repressive and Emancipatory Uses of Media 
Repressive Use of Media Emancipatory Use of Media 
Centrally controlled program Decentralized program 
One transmitter, many receivers Each receiver a potential transmitter 
Immobilization of isolated individuals Mobilization of the masses , 
Passive consumer behavior Interaction of those involved, feedback 
"Depoliticization A political learning process 
Production by specialists Collective production 
Control by property owners or Social control by self-organization 
bureaucracy 
He categorized television and film as the "repressive media", radio as the 
"emancipatory media". The former two media do not really serve communication but on 
the contrary prevent it, because they enable "no reciprocal action between transmitter and 
receiver... while [every] transistor radio is, by the nature of its construction, at the same 
time a potential transmitter; it can interact with other receivers by circuit reversal" (p.22). 
Putting this democratic mechanism on the geographical plan, Hagerstrand (1986) even 
suggested that the ability of radio to react instantly can simulate face-to-face 
communication across the country without people really gathering together and can 
create a "possible space" which help facilitate the decentralization of political decision-
making process within the territory. 
Internet Radio: The Radiobility of Internet 
Unlike the television era, the coming of the Internet era, surprisingly, does not 
further suppress the status of radio yet helps revitalizing its development in terms of the 
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increase of quantities. Internet radio was invented in 1994 by Pol Glaser, a former 
Microsoft employee who has developed the Internet streaming technologies (McCauley, 
2002, p.513). In America, Internet radio has been growing to be a new media business in 
recent years;5 national public broadcasters like BBC and NHK also offer the platform of 
Internet radio in providing world services. But its usage is more spectacular among the 
public. Until August 2007, on the world's most popular free-of-charge Internet radio 
server provider ‘shoutcast.com，，there are more than 18,000 registered Internet radio 
stations, attracting over 300,000 listeners worldwide. This is achieved in less than eight 
years since the launch of the website.6 
Before having a close examination into the characteristics of Internet radio, the 
very fundamental question that has to be asked is: Is Internet radio a new medium? 
Despite the distinctiveness of Internet, there are scholars trying to conceive Internet radio 
as continuation of media development instead of a radical break. Tacchi (2000) suggested 
that, the newly developed technologies can easily achieve "usability, mobility, 
accessibility and radiobility" (p.292). By radiobility, it is meant by "the technical ability 
to be radio, or to be radio-like or 'radiogenic'". Atton (2004) also argued that, the use of 
the idea of ‘radiobility’ is "a useful way to go beyond our historically and culturally 
limited notions of radio practice and at the same time to consider the Internet not as a 
distinct medium presenting entirely new and ahistorical opportunities for broadcasting" 
(p. 122). This anti-essentialist perspective to draw the emergence of Internet radio with 
5 According to Arbitron comScore online radio rating research, there are more than 6 million people per 
week listening to the biggest five Internet radio service providers - America Online's AOL radio Network, 
Clear Channel Online Music and Radio, Live 365，Microsoft's MSN Radio and Windowsmedia.com. 
Yahoo! Music/LAUNCHcast.5 Travelocity, JC Penney, Dell, NBC, Coca-Cola, A&E and Allstate all started 
to advertise on Internet radio. They are potential commercial benefits to big media corporations (Bachman， 
K. Radio under Seige. Mediaweek. April 11，2005). 
6 SHOUTcast is a free-of-charge online platform of streaming technology that enables people to set up their 
own Internet radio station. It is developed by Nullsoft company. The website is www.shoutcast.com. 
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reference to existing radio is "to emphasize connection not uniqueness" (p.121), to 
historicize not particularize the development of Internet radio. 
Technically speaking, Internet radio is the mere convergence of Internet and radio 
technologies. Traditional analog broadcasting has gradually given way to digital 
broadcasting, which allows the sharing of video, audio and text on web. Internet radio 
station does not necessarily have a corresponding terrestrial radio station, and may simply 
broadcast via the Internet. In the aspect of distribution, for its transborder capability, 
Internet technologies can grant "the globalizing possibilities of local broadcaster" (Atton, 
2004，p. 133). Coyer (2005) found that Internet radio could be both 'hyper global' and 
'hyper local' in terms of free content sharing online, production and reception of 
audiences, and multiplicity of languages used. Internet has added value to radio 
broadcasting on extending availability of programs for a longer period of time and a 
wider geographical range, and enhancing interactivity between producers and receivers. 
Internet helps transmitting programs to those who have no access to the terrestrial radio 
stations; it also helps storing archives as a form of sound recording, durable media 
product and cultural heritage. 
With regard to production, Hendy (2000，p. 192) argued that the low entry cost of 
Internet radio offers the opportunity of'individualized production process' and 'creative 
possibilities'. It facilitates the decentralization and de-professionalization of media 
production. Moreover, the room for production of Internet radio has much to do with its 
regulatory structure. Internet brings radio from an electromagnetic spectrum of highly 
regulated terrain to a new broadcasting space of lesser government regulation. But on the 
other hand, it is at the same time transforming 'broadcasting，to 'narrowcasting'. Once 
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designed suitable for illiterate people, radio takes up the responsibility of informing and 
educating the mass. However, when it has now emigrated to the net, it excludes a group 
of people who possess inadequate cultural and economic capital to access the Internet. 
Though the above scholars have given a thorough account of the medium 
characteristics of Internet radio, they have skipped the discussion of the similarities or 
differences of the social usages of Internet radio and traditional radio. In regard to every 
advent of new technologies, technological determinists suggested that the advent of 
technology would determine and drive social change, while social shaping scholars 
consider the situation otherwise. For the latter, Castells (1997，2000a & 2000b) suggested 
that the advent of the information era backed up by the development of new 
communication technologies has been drastically repackaging our identities, reweaving 
our everyday life experiences and reconfiguring the existing power relationships in the 
way that "technology does not determine society: it embodies it. But neither does society 
determine technological innovation: it uses it" (1997，p.5). Their relationship can only be 
explained as a complex pattern of interaction. In the same line of thought, Fischer (1992， 
p.272) contended: 
"Contemporary culture probably includes combinations of, even contra-
dictions among, elements that have been labeled traditional and modern... 
we might consider a technology...not as a force compelling 'modernity', 
but as a tool modern people have used to various ends, including perhaps 
the maintenance, even enhancement, of past practices." 
It is inferred that technology per se does not generate a radical break from current 
practices. The possibility and potentiality of whether it is rediscovering the past, 
reinforcing the present or shifting the future is subject to people's deployment, which can 
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be enabled and/or restrained, and thus ought to be examined, within a particular social-
historical context. On this basis, with no exception to traditional media, the examination 
of the potential of Internet radio should not be essentialized for its own validity but has to 
be put into the wider and particular historical technological, social, political and cultural 
contexts. 
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Chapter 3 - Hong Kong Civil Society, Citizenship and Radio Industry 
Having reviewed the anti-essentialist approaches in conceiving citizenship, 
citizens' media and Internet radio, this study conceptualizes citizens' media as the site of 
antagonism to accommodate an array of relations of oppression. The rights of 
participation is the operational principle underlying the practice of this kind of media. But 
to examine these concepts in accord to particular settings, it is the relation between 
communication and citizenship that needs to be analyzed and understood. 
Hong Kong Civil Society and Citizenship 
Hong Kong is a particular place where universal suffrage has long been denied 
from the colonial to the post-colonial era, but civil liberties are respected both by the state, 
the political society (the legislature and political parties) and the civil society. This 
discrepancy has drawn scholars into the investigation of the status of Hong Kong civil 
society and citizenship. Under these circumstances, Hong Kong civil society has attained 
a high degree of development but without culminating in a democratic political regime 
(Whitehead, 2004, p.31) such that the relationship between the state and civil society is 
"minimally-integrated" (Lau, 1984). 
Kuan et al (2002) contended that "Hong Kong civil society did not emerge under 
the circumstance of oppression. And a politically loose and plural society and the upsurge 
of economy and the lack of leadership make the civic associations being conservative" 
(p.35) such that the civil associations "are pluralistic, they take a mild approach, aim not 
to oppose the government; they are pleased to operate with the government; they are 
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confident of having social impact; and they have international connection" (p.39). One of 
the important reasons for the detachment between the state and the civil society is the 
underdevelopment of the political society. Ma (2007) analyzed that the political society 
(the legislature and political groups), which supposedly is the intermediate institution 
between the state and the civil society, has failed to incorporate, aggregate the interests of 
these two sectors, which at a result has aggravated the confrontation between them. 
Therefore, what existed in Hong Kong is in fact a triple isolation among the state, the 
political society and the civil society such that these sectors are largely operating on its 
own in pushing their agendas. 
From a former British colony to a city of China, Hong Kong citizenship has long 
been problematic. Since the 70’s, local scholars have started to explain why Hong Kong 
has been a relatively stable city in the process of industrialization and modernization. 
Although social conflicts have occurred, no matter there was reconcilement or not at the 
end, they did not alter the social structure at large. From an administrative perspective, 
King (1975) introduced the concept of "administrative adsorption of politics" to suggest 
how the colonial government has absorbed the dissident voices in the society through 
recruiting local elites into the government or forming alliances with them. From a cultural 
perspective, Lau (1978) also introduced the concept of'utilitarianistic familism’， 
suggesting that Hong Kong being a modern yet a Chinese society, the people of Hong 
Kong concerned family matters more than current affairs. And when facing problem, they 
would probe for help from family instead of demanding the government. Hence, in regard 
to the low level of participation in social affairs, there is the argument that, in the 80's, 
the enactment of citizenship is merely confined to holding passports (Lo，2001). 
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In the seminal text Class, Citizenship, & Social Development, Marshall (1964) 
examined the evolution of citizenship in the 18th and 19th century Britain and defined 
citizenship in terms of three kinds of rights - civil rights, political rights and social rights. 
Civil rights are the rights to seek for freedom of speech, freedom of property, equality 
and liberty. Political rights refer to the rights to participate into the decision making 
process of state affairs through universal suffrage. Social rights are the rights to get 
access to the use of social and welfare services. Following Marshall's conception, Ho 
(2004) highlighted that, in the colonial era, citizenship in Hong Kong was put forward by 
the government as political rhetoric. In Ho's analysis, there were three forms of 
governances: (1) the anarchy of exchange (market forces); (2) the hierarchy of command 
(imperative coordination by the state); (3) the heterarchy of self-organization (networks). 
For the colonial government to establish and maintain political stability, the political 
rights of Hong Kong people were underdeveloped due to the lack of universal suffrage. It 
also tried to equivalent a wide range of civil rights to just market rights, which is 
guaranteed by the operation of free market. The priority of "freedom of speech" was 
placed under the "freedom of market" on the government agenda. It was similar in 
fostering social rights as the colonial government was reluctant to take a strong initiative 
role in providing social welfare to Hong Kong people. Instead it demanded the people to 
shoulder their own responsibilities, at most seeking help from family and neighborhood. 
In addition, from a discursive approach, Ku (2004) analyzed that, since the 70s, 
the discourse of "law and order" has been used as the ideology of colonial governance. 
The discourse of "rule of law" started germinating in the 80s and 90s, which "marked a 
shift from a more authoritarian framework of law and order to a rule of law discourse that 
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incorporated a rights-based conception of citizenship" (p.162). In tracing the government 
discourse of citizenship on three public events - the 1969 Star Ferry riots, the 1981 riots, 
and scuffles taking place at Cultural Center, Tsimshatsui, on Christmas and New Year's 
Eve of 2002, Lam (2005) also contended that the government discourse on the nature of 
Hong Kong citizenship has long been depoliticized such that the "sense of citizenship" 
was framed as "well-mannered, well-adjusted, and socially responsible" (p.312). For the 
colonial government, a good citizenship was also framed with economic narrative in two 
aspects. On one hand, the government deemed those riot participants of low socio-
economic status; on the other hand, it conferred an ideal citizenship as contributing to the 
economy and not dependent on government help. The colonial government also carefully 
constructed a shallow community identity only among Hong Kong people and suppressed 
its linkage to Motherland China. 
Lam further noted that, after entering the 1997 with the change of regime, 
citizenship in Hong Kong remained an economic project but it has also become a political 
project. The HKSAR government has attempted to re-politicize citizenship in a limited 
extent by shifting the economic narratives to nationalism, neo-Confucianism, Asian 
values and collective memory, trying to "consolidate a ‘thicker，set of common memories 
necessary for increasing the sense of community" (p.317). The project has become even 
more important in entry to the new millennium. At the same time, in face of economic 
developmental crisis in late twentieth century, namely the Asian financial crisis, the 
government endeavored to promote the "enterprising citizenship" again, inferring that a 
good citizen is judged and valued for his self-help capability and his contribution to the 
economy (So, 2004). 
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In sum, from the colonial to the post-colonial era, the government has been 
fostering citizenship in terms of political and social rights less than civil rights. But the 
content of civil rights was framed narrowly as just economic rights. 
The Political Inclination of Hong Kong Radio Broadcasting 
While the government has failed to pay full attention to issues of the political 
rights and the content of civil rights, the media，especially the radio industry, guaranteed 
by the rule of law and freedom of speech, has taken up the responsibility of promoting 
both issues. Radio broadcasting in Hong Kong has been renounced for its ceaseless 
endeavor to cultivate mass culture and civic engagement (Wei, 2004). For the former, the 
merit of is shared with or even taken over by television; but the latter remains peculiar to 
radio. 
Radio as the Nurturer of Monitorial Citizenship 
The political inclination of Hong Kong radio broadcasting towards defending 
freedom of speech is historically rooted. In 1967, the leftists organized a riot, trying to 
attack the colonial government's negligence of underprivileged people. Altogether the 
riot killed 51 people. Lam Pang ( )，a Commercial Radio's (商業電台 ) f a m o u s 
radio host, was one of the victims killed by the leftists for his severe sarcasm and 
criticism towards their anti-colonial government movements.7 Afterwards, the colonial 
government recognized the need to promote identity of Hong Kong people in order to 
establish a stronger social solidarity. From then on, media has been playing a great role in 
7 Since then, the Commercial Radio started to broadcast the program 18/F, Block C, the room number of 
Lam Pang's flat, to pay tribute to him. The program has reached its 40th anniversary in 2007. 
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cultivating Hong Kong people's civic consciousness in which Radio Television Hong 
Kong (香港電台 ) h a s taken the greatest part. In 1969, RTHK launched its first phone-
in program Conversation through Telephone (《電言舌訴心、聲》）to let Hong Kong people 
deliberate their dissident voices. 
In the late 80s, scholars suggested that the media system and political system were 
"minimally-integrated" (Kuan & Lau，1988). The interplay between mass media and 
political system in Hong Kong was not institutionalized but was situationally contingent 
because no local political organization has secured a permanent access to any particular 
media. At that time, the media played a great role in fostering 'monitorial citizenship' by 
informing and keeping people alert of the social-political change (Lo, 2001). Schudson 
(1999) argued that, a monitorial citizen cannot regularly carry out omniscient political 
behaviors. Rather, they step back in most of the time to monitor the society, although they 
will act out since they sense the problem. The importance of radio reached a peak in the 
80's due to the unexpected and fierce debate about the future of Hong Kong. 1984 is the 
decisive year - the future of Hong Kong has been settled with the signing of Sino-British 
joint declaration. In 1989, the Tiananmen massacre happened in Beijing. Phone-in 
programs like Wander down at the Peak (《太2Pll["F漫步》）and the 80s (《乂\十年 
代》）were prominent during these years. 
Yet the 90s was a more politically turbulent period. Hong Kong's return to China 
in 1997 continued to nurture the political consciousness of Hong Kong people. After the 
handover, Hong Kong has been experiencing a great social and political metamorphosis. 
In 1999，the Asian Financial Crisis devastated the Hong Kong economy. Given the failure 
of HKSAR administration to deal with the crisis, discontent among the people started to 
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boil. 
Radio as the Surrogate of Democracy 
In Hong Kong, under the circumstance of stagnant democratization process, mass 
media played up a "surrogate democracy function" in the manner of political deliberation 
I 
(Chan & So，2001). Among all, radio phone-in programs have provided politically 
significant infotainment (Lee, 2002). It reconfigured the media ecology in terms of the 
transformation of journalism practices (Lee et al, 2003) and has become the "drive 
engine" of public opinion apparatus (Ma & Chan, 2006). Though the phone-in programs 
offered by the radio stations have vast limitations to become a public sphere (Lau，2002)， 
its social and political impacts are undeniable. In 2003, during the SARS crisis, famous 
radio host Albert Cheng King-hon (鄭,經翰)even turned himself into an activist to 
organize the medical care donation campaign. 
The orchestration among the media eventually contributed a great part to 
triggering around half a million of people taking on the street on July 1st to protest against 
the National Security Legislation and fight for democracy and freedom. The power of 
media reached its new heights, especially for the "one newspaper, one magazine, and two 
mics"(―報一刊兩支咪），which stand for the却 /7/eZ^办（《蘋果日報》),the 
Next Magazine (《壹週干 [ ]� )and two famous radio hosts Raymond Wong Yuk-man 
(黃毓民 ) and Albert Cheng King-hon. Their ceaseless attack on government 
administration and top-rank officials have drawn criticism from the establishment camp 
(both pro-Hong Kong government and the pro-Beijing government), which blamed them 
for generating populist atmosphere and harming the social solidarity and stability in Hong 
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Kong. 
Radio as Symbol of the Freedom of Speech 
Just before the July 1st demonstration in 2004, three famous radio phone-in 
program hosts stepped down an act perceived by the public as the result of the 
'suppression of freedom of speech'. On 1st April 2004，Albert Cheng's company was 
attacked. The event even moved on to the international stage, Reporters Without Borders 
(無國界言己者)issued an open letter on 6th April 2004 to demand Chief executive Tung 
Chee-hwa to investigate the incident. On 2nd May, the commercial radio declaimed that 
Albert Cheng would temporarily leave his programme Teacup in the Storm (「風波裡的 
茶杯」）• On 13th May, Raymond Wong declaimed that he was "tired mentally and 
physically" and have to leave his program for a period of time. No sooner had Wong 
resigned, on 19th May, Allen Lee Pang-fai (李鵬飛)，the substitute radio host of Albert 
Cheng's program, also stepped down and resigned from his post of Hong Kong 
representative to the PRC National People's Congress due to verbal threat from a PRC 
Central Government official, he himself claimed. 
The event generated a wave of hot debate in society for several months before the 
July 1st demonstration. The opposition camp claimed that freedom of speech was severely 
destroyed by the self-censorship of Commercial Radio, by political powers from the 
Hong Kong government as well as the Central Government of China, urging the public to 
be aware of this social crisis. But given no evidence about the political threat and the 
radio hosts' refusal to stand in front of the public to explain what pressure they really 
faced, the establishment camp related the incidents with the radio hosts' personal affairs, 
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like business and financial conditions. They also contended that the termination of 
contracts was only a business decision between the Commercial Radio and the hosts 
themselves. After a period of hot discussion, nobody was arrested and the people 
involved did not come out for further clarification. The incident ended but left much 
doubts and suspicions. 
To recapitulate, this chapter has reviewed how the radio industry is tied with the 
historical transformation of Hong Kong social and political development and the 
citizenship of Hong Kong people. It reveals radio has taken up the task of fostering 
political and civil rights. But more importantly, radio possesses a symbolic value in Hong 
Kong as the indicator and defender of freedom of speech. It was at such a time when the 
symbolic value of radio was most prominent in 2003 but suddenly threatened in 2004 
when Hong Kong people and society felt the very need to protect this valuable asset. It 
was this background against which the subsequent wave of Internet radio activism was 
emerged. 
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Chapter 4 一 Research Design and Methods 
One-Case Design 
This thesis is a one-case study. The People's Radio of Hong Kong (PRHK) is the 
object of analysis. According to Yin (1994, p.6), case study is preferred when (1) the 
research concerns "why" and "how" questions; (2) the researcher has little control over 
the concerned event; and (3) the research scope is largely on contemporary events. The 
advantage of case study is that it is sensitive to social context. It has a relatively high 
explanatory power on social phenomenon. 
However, the external validity of case study is always put into question for its 
inadequacy and insufficiency of using the particular to explaining the whole. But as 
indicated in the Table 2 in Chapter one, PRHK was in fact not an isolated case in the 
whole picture of Internet media activism in Hong Kong. Rather, it was the forerunner and 
the exemplar. Though PRHK was neither the very first nor the most long-lived Internet 
radio station for it has operated for three years from June 2004 to May 2007, within these 
3 years, it was the largest scale and the most popular station in terms of its wide range of 
participants and program genres and its high listening rate. Its success and failure are the 
testimony to the capability and limitation of Hong Kong civil society and citizens. 
Therefore, it fulfills the three rationales of one-case design: (1) it represents the critical 
case in theory testing; (2) It represents an extreme or unique case; (3) it is the revelatory 
case (Yin, 1994，p.38-40). 
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Research Questions 
In this study, the inquiry is about how PRHK participants have enacted their 
citizenship in the process of participation. The first problematic is to map out the 
structural constraints on the broadcasting rights in Hong Kong from a macro perspective. 
It is to understand state-centered rights of radio broadcasting in Hong Kong. Then, the 
second problematic is to examine how, under these constraints, Hong Kong people have 
endeavored to set up their own Internet radio station in order to express their interests. 
This process is conceived in this study as the active enactment of citizenship in civil 
society. Therefore, the core research question is: 
How does PRHK enact radical democratic citizenship in its formation process, 
organizational form and media operation? 
(a). What are the structural constraints on the radio broadcast rights in Hong Kong? 
Through retracing government documents news archives, it is to examine how the 
dynamics between the state, the political society and the market lead to the denial of 
broadcasting rights of Hong Kong people. It will be answered in Chapter 5 
(b). Why did PRHK suddenly emerge and why was in the form of Internet radio? 
It is to examine the broader social-political contexts of the sudden changes of 
Hong Kong civil society and citizenship in 2003 and 2004 in which PRHK was evolved. 
It also aims to understand the reason PRHK took up the form of Internet radio but not 
others. It will be answered in Chapter 6. 
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(c). Is PRHK a radical democratic media association? How and why? 
It is to understand how the principle of radical democratic citizenship is 
manifested in the internal organizational structure of PRHK. The motives and interests of 
participation of various kinds of participants, including founders, core participants, group 
participants and individual participants will be examined. It will be answered in Chapter 
7. 
(d). Is PRHK a radical democratic media site? How and why? 
It is to examine the media operation of PRHK that is how PRHK participants have 
used the every fissure of the broadcasting space of Internet radio to produce their 
preferable programs. It is not to understand what kind of impact PRHK as medium of 
Internet radio can foster but to examine what and how PRHK participants have done with 
the this media platform. It will be answered in Chapter 8. 
Research Methods 
To achieve triangulation for reliable and valid interpretation of data, several 
research methods were deployed in this study: 
News Archives and Documents 
I have collected news archives from January 1998 until June 2007 about the 
emergence of Internet radio stations in global and local levels,8 and the public debate 
about broadcasting reform in Hong Kong. Related government documents about 
8 The electronic news archive search engine "Wisenews" was used. 
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broadcasting policies on Internet radio and progress on broadcast digitalization were 
reviewed. The purpose of this is to examine those structural factors which pose 
difficulties for or contribute to the emergence and formation of Internet radio stations in 
Hong Kong. 
Bulletin Board and Blog Observation 
In order to dig into the discussion among the participants and between the 
participants and the audiences, the Bulletin Board and blogs of PRHK were also observed. 
The aim of observation was not primarily for understanding their online behaviors, but 
for additional evidence about the operation of PRHK. Since the bulletin board and blogs 
are open to public and welcome public participation and discussion, the ethics of 
protecting personal privacy and getting informed consent beforehand is beyond 
consideration. Therefore, some materials were used without the informed consent from 
the corresponding people. 
Participant Observation 
Participant observation is a means for researcher to approach the authenticity of 
life-world by immersing him/herself into the natural setting where social events, stories 
and human interactions routinely happen. As a methodological practice, it is meant by 
"being in the presence of others on an ongoing basis and having some status for them as 
someone who is part of their lives" (Lindlof & Taylor, 2000, p. 134). 
I regularly visited the station studio once every one to two weeks starting from 
October 2006, which amounted to a total of 20 times. I entered the field as an observer-
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as- participant. To adopt this role, the primary task of researcher is still to do observation, 
but it does not avoid interaction with the participants in the field (Lindlof & Taylor, 2000， 
p. 149). Therefore, I had informal chats with PRHK participants in the field and have 
joined them for night snack regularly in order to build rapport with them. But I have 
made my identity as a graduate student and the purpose of doing research clear to the 
PRHK participants so that they were well-informed of my background. It was for the 
sake of mutual respect and academic ethics. 
In the field, I tried to observe (1) how participants were preparing and discussing 
their programs before and after; (2) the live broadcast situation; and (3) how participants 
of different programs are interacting with one another within the studio. Apart from 
routine programming, I have also joined PRHK occasional activities such as the live 
broadcast of June 4th candle vigil and July 1st demonstration. Field note was written after 
each field visit, which included field observations and stimulations engendered from the 
field. 
In-depth Interviews 
Lindlof & Taylor (2002, pp. 172-173) noted that, interview is for the informant "to 
tell us about events, processes, or objects that exist outside the immediate interview 
context". It serves several purposes: 
• Understanding the social actor's experience and perspective through stories, accounts, 
and explanations 
• Understanding naive conceptualizations of communication 
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• Eliciting the language forms used by social actors in natural settings 
• Gathering information about things and processes that cannot be observed effectively 
by other means 
• Inquiring about occurrences in the past 
• Verifying, validating, or commenting on information obtained from other sources 
• Testing hypotheses developed in the field 
• Achieving efficiency in data collection 
In this study, qualitative interview is an essential tool of accounting and reviewing 
the lived experiences of PRHK participants before, during and after participating in 
PRHK. It helps understand their motives and processes of participation and their changes 
after it. Interview also provides evidence to verify or falsify the information and 
interpretation produced in the field. 
I have conducted in-depth interviews with PRHK participants of various kinds in 
terms of their participation levels, including the founders, different social groups, 
renowned social activists and active netizens, to understand their participation processes. 
Following the logic of purposive sampling and maximum variation sampling, twenty 
three interviewees were chosen on several criteria: (1) they have participated in PRHK 
for at least half a year;9 (2) they are chosen for their various experiences and typology of 
programs they belong to.10 
Table 4 Numbers of Different Kinds of Interviewees 
9 In fact, as an open space, different people move in and out PRHK very easily, for to enact citizenship and 
to accumulate lived experience, sufficient time is a matter, therefore, guest host of one or two particular 
episodes will not be considered. 
10 For the full list of interviewees, see Appendix 2. 
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— Roles in PRHK Numbers 
Founders • E s t a b l i s h e d PRHK 3 
• Society Bearers (社團註冊人） 
參 Regularly involved in the management 
and decision making 
Core Participants • Regularly involved in the management 4 
and decision making 
Group Participants • Participating on behalf of a particular 8 
organization or group 
• Producing programs 
Individual • Participating on behalf of his/ her own 8 
Participants • Producing programs and joining 
occasional activities 
Total Numbers of Interviewees 23 
Before conducting the interviews, tentative interviewing questions are formulated 
by drawing inferences from the radical democratic theory and citizens' media theory. 
Therefore, the questions covered the medium characteristics of Internet radio in general, 
and the format of media production, the organizational form, and most importantly, the 
participants' interpretation towards their participation in PRHK in particular. After the 
field studies, the questions were revised to include more practical concerns of the 
production processes and the organizational structures of PRHK. The interviews started 
with the general participants - the individual participants and the group participants. On 
one hand, they were more willing to reveal and discuss sensitive issues, and on the other 
hand, they can be treated as trial interviews for subsequent modifications of interview 
items. Therefore, the founders and active members were interviewed at last to order to a 
have a more comprehensive review and responses from them.11 
The interview began in February 2007; the last interview was in May 2007. All of 
them were held in semi-structured manner. The duration of interview varied, but most of 
11 For the full list of interview questions, see Appendix 3. 
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them lasted for about one hour to one and a half hour. I digitally recorded all the 
interviews and later transcribed them into Word texts for subsequent analysis. 
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Chapter 5 - The Denial of Radio Broadcast Rights in Hong Kong 
In Hong Kong, the radio broadcast rights as legal status granted by the 
government is underdeveloped. It is well indicated by the astonishingly low numbers of 
existing radio channel. Among the eight industrialized countries and the 'East Asian 
Tigers', Hong Kong has the highest "population to analogue radio channels ratio". The 
ratio is even higher than some authoritarian countries like North Korea, Singapore and 
Russia. 
Table 5 An Overview of Radioscape in the World 
Country Population Number of analogue radio Population to 
channels analogue radio 
„ . • channel ratio12 
AM FM Shortwave 
Hong Kong 6,980,412 3 “ 10 一 0 536954: 1 
North Korea 23’301，72T~ 17 14 14 517816: 1 
Japan 127,433,494 2 1 5 ~ 89 “ 21 392103 : 1 
Singapore 4,553,009 0 ~ 17 2 239632: 1 
South Korea 49,044,790~ 61 150 ~ 2 —230257:1 
Germany 82,400,996 51 787 一 4 97863 : 1 
United Kingdom 60,776,238 216 431 ~ 3 93502: 1 
Russia 141,377,752" 323 ‘ 1500 — 62 75001 : 1 
Canada — 33,390,141 245 582 6 “ 40084: 1 — 
Taiwan 22,858,872 218 “ 333 50 ~ 38035 : 1 
United states of 301,139,947 4789 8961 19 21870: 1 
America 
France 6 3 , 7 1 3 , 9 2 ~ 41 3500 2 17983 : 1 
Imiy 58,147,733 100 4600 9 12348:1 
(Central Intelligence Agency, 2006) 
12 The data is round off to 2 significant figures. 
13 The data is retrieved from the World Factbook of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) of the United 
States of America. CIA's entry of "radio broadcast stations" includes "the total number of AM, FM, and 
shortwave broadcast stations". 
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Table 6 An Overview of Radio Broadcasters in Hong Kong 
Public Broadcaster Commercial Broadcaster 
Radio Television Commercial Radio Metro Radio (MR) 
Hong Kong (CR) 
(RTHK) 
"Founded Date 1928 1959 1991 
Sources of Funding Government Privately-owned Privately-owned 
subsidized 
"No. of Channels 8 一 3 3 
I FM — 6 一 2 “ 2 
AM 1 1 1 
Internet 1 / / 
Language Offered Cantonese, English, Cantonese, English Cantonese, English 
Putonghua 
Type of License Government trustee Commercial sound Commercial sound 
broadcasting broadcasting 
license license 
Of cuurse, a higli ratio does not necessarily correspond to a wide spectrum of 
ideas, the diversity - the distribution of ownership of the channels - matters too. Yet the 
radio industry of Hong Kong is also highly condensed. The 13 analogue radio channels 
are shared among the three broadcasters RTHK, CR and MR. 
Government Control of Broadcasting Policies 
Due to the high concentration of ownership of radio channels, Hong Kong 
broadcasting policies has long been criticized as politically too conservative. Sandvig 
(2006) succinctly pointed out that "licensing was and is expressly political and limiting 
dissent and controlling speech is often the goal” (p.52). The issue can be attributed to the 
legacy of the colonial administration. In the 50s and 60s，the colonial government started 
to implement closed broadcasting policies for the sake of social control, especially to 
prevent the leftists to use the radio spectrum to do propaganda (Ip, 2006 & 2007b). Until 
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2007, the broadcasting policies have not been reformed to keep abreast of the drastic 
social change. 
In addition, the broadcasting policies are also strict for citizen participation. As 
stated in the Basic Law Article 39 that the provisions of the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights apply to Hong Kong such that Hong Kong people should have all the 
above rights to enjoy freedom of speech and expression. However, according to the Hong 
Kong Common Law, it is illegal to possess and operate FM radio transmitter without a 
government license.14 
As McConnell (1999) argued that, it is a usual tactic of the government to reject 
the need and urgency of a public channel for technical reason, for example, it had to 
maintain an orderly radio spectrum and its efficient use for public interest. In Hong Kong, 
apart from this argument, the government also put forward that, since the population size 
of Hong Kong is small, it is not urgent or necessary to open up public media channel for 
citizens' media (Commerce and Economic Development Bureau Communications and 
Technology Branch, 2006). In March 2007, the Committee on Review of Public Service 
Broadcasting, which was commissioned by the Hong Kong government as an 
independent body, published the review report on the public service broadcasting 
environment in Hong Kong. There are some paragraphs on the need of public channel in 
Hong Kong. The committee shared similar view with the government that: 
"Given the high penetration of free TV and radio services in Hong Kong, 
and a small and relatively homogeneous population, there is no apparent 
case for funding community broadcasting with public money. Should 
14 Hong Kong Common Law, Chapter 106, the Telecommunication Ordinance Section, No. 8 - "Prohibition 
of establishment and maintenance of means of telecommunications, etc., except under license". 
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certain sectors in the society find value in receiving community broad-
casting services tailored for their specific needs, it should be pursued on 
a self-financed basis." (Committee on Review of Public Service 
Broadcasting, 2007, p.71) 
While not allowing the operation of FM transmitter, the possibility for the 
government to promote community media is low in the foreseeable future. 
Powerlessness of the Political Society 
In regard to the indifference of the government towards the opening up of radio 
spectrum, starting from 1993, the political society (the legislature and political parties) 
have been continuously underscoring the necessity of public channel in the council. 
Table 7 Numbers of "Motions without Legislative Effect’，from Year 1993 to 2006 
" [ — 丌 ^ I 
.
3
3 斤 ― = 
n = ^ 二 — — — - H i = 
二 HHH:什 
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Year 
(Legislative Council, 2007) 
According to the Basic Lcrw in Hong Kong, the legislators are not entitled to the 
‘active right' to raise any motion with legislative effect, they are only granted the 
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"passive right" to veto the motion initiated from the government.15 That means, even if 
the motion was passed, it would not constitute any impact on the broadcasting policy. 
Despite that, some legislators still tried to raise the motion to express their concerns. 
Table 7 shows the trend of the frequencies of "Motion without Legislative Effect". 
It can be divided into two phases. The first phase was before 1997 in the face of handover. 
The second phase was from 2003 onwards, which was triggered by the hot debate on the 
Basic Law Article 23 (the National Security Bill) and the July 1st demonstration 
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afterwards. On 27 June 2003, the motion for public media channel was again proposed. 
In 2004，the numbers of motion has reached a historical height. Despite the repeated 
efforts of the legislators, there was no positive response from the government. The denial 
of the latest motion was a good illustration of this situation. On 8th November 2006, 
legislator Albert Chan Wai-yip (陳偉業 )proposed a 'Motions without Legislative 
Effect', urging the government to open up the airwaves. There were three measures 
proposed in the motion: 
1. Opening up the airwaves to allow the public to operate radio stations on their own, so 
as to make available diversified broadcasting services; 
2. Opening up public access television channels at an early date; and 
3. Fully implementing digital broadcasting at an early date to increase the number of 
broadcasting channels. 
15 According to the Basic Law Article 74，"Members of the Legislative Council of the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region may introduce bills in accordance with the provisions of this Law and legal 
procedures. Bills which do not relate to public expenditure or political structure or the operation of the 
government may be introduced individually or jointly by members of the Council. The written consent of 
the Chief Executive shall be required before bills relating to government polices are introduced." 
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All legislators from democratic camp were supportive of the motion, while the 
establishment camp opposed it. The geographical constituencies, consisting mainly of 
legislators from the democratic camp passed the motion, while the functional 
constituencies, mostly members of the establishment camp, vetoed the motion. Thus at 
the end the motion failed.16 That means, in the path to the broadcasting reform, the 
government has the greatest power to drive the direction, if not the only one. 
Not simply pushing the government hard, the legislators have tried to link up the 
possibility of public channel with the development of digital broadcasting. But in the 
2006-2007 Policy Address, Chief Executive Donald Tsang Yam-kuen stated that: 
"Hong Kong is a forerunner in promoting media convergence with a single 
platform supporting telephony, broadcasting and Internet access services 
(triple-play). Media convergence technology and business models are rapidly 
developing...The application of new wireless communication technologies 
has also spread rapidly and widely...We aim to ensure, through market forces, 
more flexible and effective utilisation of the radio spectrum as a public 
resource, facilitating technological advance and the evolution of new business 
models." (Hong Kong SAR Government, 2006，pp.8-9) 
This paragraph suggests the government's mentality regarding the future 
broadcasting reform: (1) it tried to shift the burden of digital broadcasting to the market, 
including the mainstream media. In fact, it has repeatedly declared that the plan for 
digital broadcasting should be market initiated and it will be launched and initiated until 
the technology is developed (Hong Kong Economic Journal, February 9th 2006, p. P07); 
(2) even though the control of radio spectrum will be loosened in the foreseeable future, it 
will be primarily reserved for business uses. Dating back to 1996, the colonial 
16 The geographical constituencies passed the motion with 13 'yes' votes and 7 'no' votes; while the 
functional constituencies negatived the motion with 4 'yes' votes and 12 ‘no, votes. According to the Basic 
Law, a motion has to be passed by both the geographical and functional constituencies, and within each 
constituency, there should be 2/3 of the 'yes' votes. 
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government has once issued 22 VHF low band frequencies called the "open channels" for 
communication between mobile stations for business use (Office of the 
Telecommunications Authority, 1997). It shows that the attitude of HKSAR government 
coincide with that of the colonial government. 
Failed Promise of the Mainstream Media 
The government's favor towards the market is also shown in the stagnation of 
developing digital broadcasting technologies, which is the biggest impediment to the 
opening up of the radio industry. Although Hong Kong possesses an advanced economy; 
its pace of digital audio broadcasting (DAB) development has lagged far behind than 
most of the developed countries and cities. Since the 80s, the International 
Telecommunication Union has recognized the need and since then the global society has 
been gradually experimenting and adopting DAB mechanism,17 it was not until 1998 
when the Information Technology and Broadcasting Bureau (ITBB) of Hong Kong 
commenced to figure out the blueprint of DAB. In February 1998，the ITBB established 
the Digital Audio Broadcasting Steering Committee and a Technical Sub-Committee 
(TSC) to carry out technical trials on both indoor and outdoor DAB reception tests. That 
year was also the historical moment when the TSC joined hand with the public 
broadcaster RTHK and the commercial radio broadcasters, the Commercial Radio and the 
Metro Radio, to execute the very first trial on DAB (Steering Committee for DAB Trial 
17 Digital broadcasting is the latest technological means to transform traditional analogue transmission 
signals into the form of 1/0 digits. This transformation helps reducing signal capacity, increasing the 
numbers of channels, offering faster transmission, omitting signal interference and at a result enhancing the 
quality of signals. Eureka 147, the first digital broadcasting system recognized by the ITU, is the most 
widely adopted and well-received DAB model. 
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Technical Sub-Committee, 1999a, 1999b & 1999c).18 Since then, both CR and MR the 
subsequent trails were organized only by TSC and RTHK.19 CR and MR have been 
reluctant to push for the DAB implementation. They have repeatedly expressed their 
concerns that the DAB research and development is not cost-effective for them, they had 
to estimate carefully that the future revenue can cover this cost. They also worried that 
the addition of digital audio channel would affect their advertising revenue of the 
traditional FM channel. MR even suggested that RTHK, which concern less about market 
response, is in the best position to first explore and experiment DAB (Legislative Council 
Panel on Information Technology and Broadcasting, 2006). What reveals here is the 
commonsensical reality that commercial corporations are always putting their profit on 
the very first on their agenda prior to public interest. 
To recapitulate, the radio market in Hong Kong is relatively closed as compared 
with other countries. First, the government has been indifferent to further opening up of 
radio market and the necessity of the public channel. Second, the establishment camp of 
political society supported the government stance in maintaining tight control of radio 
frequencies, while the democratic camp did not have enough legislative power to counter 
this situation. Third, the commercial broadcasters did not actively involve in DAB 
18 They selected to test the Eureka 147 L-band system with a car radio. The outdoor reception test was 
conducted at Ma On Shan, Kwai Chung, Tai Koo Shing and Sai Wan Ho, while the indoor test conducted in 
commercial buildings, housing estates, government offices and shopping malls. The results suggested that 
the outdoor reception was satisfactory, which the network coverage can be comparable to the existing FM 
broadcasting network. However, the indoor reception was as insufficient as the existing FM reception in 
terms of its poor signal penetration into floors of low level. Besides, the mobile reception quality also has 
to be improved. 
19 In 2004, the second trial on DRM (Digital Radio Mondiale) took place in March and the third attempt on 
Eureka 147 band III in September. The fourth attempt of retrial on Eureka 147 band III held from 
November 2006 to May 2007. http://wwvv.rthk.org.hk/about/digitalbroadcasting. Last accessed 27th August 
2007. 
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development together with RTHK. Rather they sat back in order to secure their vested 
interests. Altogether these three factors have posed structural constraints on the radio 
broadcast rights of Hong Kong people in both receiving a wider range of media choices 
and also in producing their own radio channels. At a result, the civil society has to remain v 
on its own to breakthrough these constraints. 
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Chapter 6 - The Rise of PRHK as Political Struggle 
In new media age, there has been a transformation of institutional configurations 
of mediascape. Some scholars contended the historical significance of the political 
economy premise of "state-capital complex" has decreased, rather factors like the rise of 
social movements and the advancement of new communication technologies started to 
play their parts (Dahlgren, 1991; Hollander, 1992). In Hong Kong, while the government 
does not grant citizens the rights to set up their own FM radio stations, in the past few 
years, Hong Kong people have finally chosen Internet radio to fulfill their own wants. 
PRHK was the exemplar. 
In Hong Kong, The development of Internet radio stations can be divided into two / 
phases. The first phase was originated from the late 20th century, the period of "Internet 
boom". Many companies devoted tremendous amount of resources for exploring this new 
media business. But the Asian financial crisis blasted the boom shortly after. It was the 
first time the technical and commercial potential of Internet radio were first exploited in 
Hong Kong. The second phase was from 2003 onwards and its form has changed from 
business-oriented to citizen-oriented. Against this background, this chapter aims to argue 
that, although the trickle down and the advancement of new communication technologies 
was important factor for the emergence of Internet radio, the immediate factor for its 
sudden outburst had much to do with the wave of Internet activism in the broader context 
of social and political changes in 2003. 
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The Emergence of Internet Politics in 2003 
Hong Kong is a technological advanced city. The penetration rates of personal 
computers and Internet service have been increasing significantly over the years. 
Table 8 Penetration of Information Technology in the Household Sector20 
“ 2001 2005 2006 
Households with personal computers at home (%) 60.6 70.1 71.7 
Households with personal computers at home 48.7 64.6 67.1 
connected to Internet (%) 
(Census and Statistics Department, 2006a) 
Table 9 Usage of Information Technology among Household Members 
一 I 2001 I 2005 2006 一 
Persons aged 10 and over who had used 
personal computers during the twelve months 60.6 70.1 71.7 
before enumeration (%) 
Persons aged 10 and over who had used 
Internet service during the twelve months 48.7 64.6 67.1 
before enumeration (%) 
(Census and Statistics Department, 2006a) 
According to the Office of the Telecommunication Authority (OFTA), by March 
2007, the broadband penetration rate in Hong Kong was 73.3%, which was among the 
highest in the world. It was estimated that there were about 1.8 registered customer 
accounts with broadband access (Census and Statistics Department, 2006b). The 
broadband facilitates smoother streaming of signals, thus a higher live listening quality 
for Internet radio. In addition, the global development of Internet technologies also 
contributed a part. In 1999, the media corporation AOL launched the free-of-charge 
Internet radio platform 一 shoutcast.com. Most Internet radio stations in Hong Kong are 
20 Figures for 2001 refer to April to June, 2001. Figures for 2005 refer to May to August, 2005. And 
figures for 2006 refer to June to August, 2006. 
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using this platform. However, all these technological developments were just necessary 
conditions for the emergence of Internet radios; the overall conducive environment has to 
include the change of civil society, citizenship and predominant democratic use of 
Internet in the past few years. 
The origin of the change can be traced back to the political storm in 2003. In that 
year, the Hong Kong government was the target of opposition. As the party politics failed 
in channeling the dissident voices in the civil society (Yu, 2005; Ma, 2007)，the political 
storm could be conceived as the direct confrontation between the government and the 
civil society in which the citizens' usage of Internet has exerted a great impact. In fact, 
since the 70's, there has existed a dual structure of societal organizations (Lui et al, 2005). 
One thread of them has close relation with the democratic camp, while the other thread 
with the establishment. But in 2003 political crisis period, it was the democratic use of 
Internet that prevailed. Therefore, to put it concretely, the democratic uses of Internet 
were a demonstration of the political struggle between the democratic camp and 
establishment camp. 
First, The Internet has played a unique role in scrutinizing the government. At the 
SARS crisis period, the government refused to disclose the infected areas, a group of 
young people have built the website Sosick.org (寻巨常病態)to supplement the role of 
the government in informing and alerting the people of the health environment. Not 
21 SARS is the abbreviation of the respiratory disease 'Severe acute respiratory syndrome'. The disease was 
pandemic across the world from late 2002 to mid 2003. Reportedly, Hong Kong was the most infected area 
in the world. There were about 2000 people infected and 300 of them killed. Though many people 
suspected that the situation in Mainland China was even worse, it was not confirmed due to the refusal of 
the Chinese government to disclose relevant information. In fact, at the early stage of SARS crisis, the 
Hong Kong government refused to call this disease SARS since it was similar to the abbreviation of Hong 
Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR), instead it called the disease “非典型肺炎(Atypical 
Pneumonia)" in Chinese. 
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merely an information sharing platform, the citizens' democratic use of website has given 
the signal to the public that Hong Kong people had the ability to help themselves despite 
the failure of the government. 
Second, Internet has become a new mobilizing power. Leslie Yan Chi-ching, the 
host of PRHK program Club YSL, was already an Internet radio host in Hiradio (係播網 
絡電台）in 2003. He recalled, 
"Right before the July 1st demonstration, I have received many MSN 
and ICQ messages in my program time...The messages were probing 
for people to go for demonstration... this kind of message became more 
as the July 1st came." 
Leslie was also an active netizen, he remembered his usage of email: 
"The messages were circulated for many times. I have received the messages 
for several times. I felt the hot atmosphere on the Internet. And in my Internet 
radio song dedication program, the audience always said we were so poor 
in the SARS period but we have to be strong. I discovered that beside the 
mainstream media, there is another voice and another force on the Internet. 
And the voice was not a few, just they are ignored in the mainstream media... 
therefore, after the July 1st demonstration, there were more people listening 
to the Internet radio." 
Third, numerous academic studies have shown that Internet has functioned as a 
platform for discussion and transmission of the information about the July 1st 
demonstration (Chung & Chan, 2003; Chan, 2006). The online discussion board "E-
politics21"(網政廿一)formed in September 2003 was one of the exemplars.22 During 
the hot debate about the legislation of Article 23, its predecessor "Anti-23 newsgroup" 
(反廿三條新聞組）was popular among netizens. On the newsgroup, netizens posted 
22 http://www.e-politics21 .org. Last accessed 27th August 2007. 
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their comments, created sarcastic political cartoons and recreated the media sources from 
mainstream media. Through this newsgroup, netizens started to gain knowledge of the 
development of Internet political activities, including the information about the later 
establishment of PRHK. 
Fourth, Internet has served a social networking platform. In fact, apart from 
Internet radio and email, personal website was also powerful at that time. Damian Yau 
Nai-kuen (游乃權 ) w a s one of PRHK's core participants, and he is well known in the 
social movement field and cyberspace as "Recalcitrant Citizen C o w " (习民阿牛 ) . I n 
fact, his original nickname was just "Cow"(阿牛），but after the 2003 July 1st 
demonstration, he added 'Recalcitrant Citizen' onto his nickname. He explained that 
"recalcitrant citizens are the products of the society and the government". During the few 
years after the Asian financial crisis, like most Hong Kong people, Yau's financial 
situation has been worsening and went bankrupt eventually, which led to his 
dissatisfaction towards the government. On July 1st 2003，after the demonstration, he has 
used just one day to create the website - "Against the PRC, Trouble Hong Kong"(反忠 
亂講）.23 He said that he was deeply touched by the social atmosphere on that day and 
he felt like he was "reborn on 2nd July 2003". Although at first, he just wanted to create 
the website for self-expression, the popularity of the website made him famous on the 
Internet world and also within the social activist circle. At a result, his website has 
become a social network platform for him to further get in touch with social activists, 
which paved for his later participation in PRHK. 
The cases of Leslie Yan, Damian Yau and E-politics21 have shown that Internet 
23 The website of'Against the PRC, Trouble Hong Kong' is http://comphk.sinaman.com/index.html 
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has become and exerted a democratic force since 2003，especially among the segments of 
political interested people who were supporting the democratic camp and opposing the 
establishment camp. As Smith (1998, p.66) suggested that for the theory of radical 
democracy, it is impossible to pre-determine which political intervention is more efficient 
than others, however estimation can be made about the effectiveness in response to 
historical specific conditions. This broad trend of successful democratic uses of Internet 
did provide a successful sample which paved for the later formation of PRHK, as the 
successor of the emergence of Internet politics. 
Anti-Tung Solidarity: Continuation of People Power 
Although technologies do provide opportunity, minimize barrier and thereby 
facilitate the actualization of people's wants and needs, what matters more is still people's 
initiative. To put it concretely in this study, it was the citizens' will to reconfigure the 
existing social condition in which they had been experiencing their social lives. What Hill 
and Hughes (1998，p. 186) suggested is remarkable here, 
"The net itself will not be a historical light switch that turns on some 
fundamentally new age of political participation and grassroots demo-
cracy", but that "people will mould the Internet to fit traditional politics". 
Apart from the broad trend of citizens' democratic uses of Internet, the emergence 
of PRHK had much to do with the recognition of Hong Kong citizens as powerful 
political subjects. It was exemplified by the formation of the political group "Anti-Tung 
Solidarity"(民主倒董力量），whose members were founders and core participants in 
the early formation of PRHK. 
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Although the July 1st demonstration made the government postpone the legislation 
of the Basic Law Article 23，the "common enemy" Chief Executive Tung Chee-wah did 
not step down as many people demanded. A group of social activists, who are regarded as 
"radical" in local political spectrum, were dissatisfied with this result and also the 
leadership of the democratic legislators that they did not have the persistence and have 
failed to grasp the political opportunity to call for the immediate institutional political 
change. On August 3rd 2003, they set up the single-issued anti-establishment group Anti-
Tung Solidarity. 
The goal and formation of Anti-Tung Solidarity were unprecedented in Hong 
Kong political history. It was the very first political group in Hong Kong whose ultimate 
goal was the call for the step-down of one particular politician. Moreover, to avoid the 
influence of political parties, its members were required to join in on behalf of 
themselves, not the organization they belonged to. Some ATS members later became 
PRHK core members, including Terman Wong On-yin (王岸然)，Fung Chi-wood (瑪 
智活 ) a n d ATS convener Stephen Siu Yuek-yuen (蕭若元）• Terman Wong explained 
why he joined ATS, 
"At 2003,1 knew them but we did not have a very close relationship. They 
also knew me because I wrote in newspaper. On July 1st, when I went for 
demonstration, I felt bored. I just heard slogan like 'Against Article 23' 
and 'demand for democracy', but suddenly my mood became high when 
some people yelled 'Tung Chee-wah, step down!'" 
"In fact, I really don't figure out what happened at that time. If we haven't 
left but continued to sit there and propose a democratization plan, we may 
have succeeded. There were so many people taking to the street, and all left 
when the protest was over. Many people were very dissatisfied with the 
leadership of the mainstream democratic camp." 
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On July 14th 2003, He received the phone call from Wong Yuk-man，inviting him 
to join a meeting to discuss the plan of forming an anti-Tung group. The set up of ATS 
has drawn many criticisms from public intellectuals and politicians who accused it of 
wrongly putting effort on pulling down Tung Chee-wah rather than on fundamental 
institutional and constitutional changes. However, in his newspaper article "It is 
everybody's responsibility to pull down Tung democratically", Term an Wong responded, 
"Anti-Tung is a little goal of democracy. Democratic leaders all indulge in 
loud and empty talk, saying how important it is to fight for a democratic 
regime. It is in fact obscuring the truth, avoiding the responsibility of 
anti-Tung because they are afraid to offend the Tung government and the 
authoritarian Chinese Communist Party. A real democracy is direct 
democracy. People have the right to impeach their selected leader. Of 
course, the Basic Law does not grant this right...but that to place 
institution over the will of people is not the meaning of democracy. 
There were many examples in democratic countries that people power 
has led to the fall of power of the authority. Therefore, Anti-Tung 
Solidarity is an embodiment of democracy." (Wong, 2003) 
Having gathered a group of people, ATS started to operate in 2003 autumn and 
was still active till mid 2004. Its members shared the same ethico-political value that the 
existing government- and party-dominated political landscape should be changed by 
ordinary Hong Kong citizens. Its core activities were to organize protests and public 
meetings to keep advocating and alerting Hong Kong people the urgency and necessity of 
pulling down Tung Chee-wah immediately. 
Apart from ATS, the July 1st demonstration also has breed other political subjects 
who later have joined PRHK, for example, the Hong Kong Women Coalition (香港女同 
盟），a homosexual rights group which was established on July 1st 2003, and the 71 
People Pile (七一人民批），a political group formed by a group of young people after 
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the July 1st demonstration whose aim was to cultivate the consciousness of democracy of 
Hong Kong people and to push forward democratic reform. 
Internet Radio as Hot Property from 2003 to 2004 
Right at heyday of ATS, Internet radio was already a significant new medium 
many parties in democratic camp wanted to seize. In 2004, the democratic camp, 
including legislators, personnel from some human rights civil associations and social 
activists, has discussed informally on the possibilities of setting up an Internet radio 
station. But after recognizing the difficulties of technical support and volunteer 
recruitment, the idea was suspended. At last, only the Article 45 Concern Group took up 
the action to establish the A45 radio,24 which put the primary aim on mobilizing people to 
vote the 2004 legislative Council (Apple Daily, March 10th 2004, p.A08). The 
Democratic Party also launched its Internet radio program Pigeon Station (《飛合鳥電 
台》）.Individual politician like the legislator Cyd Ho Sau-lan (f可秀蘭)also cast her 
interest on Internet radio, although the plan was not executed. In contrast, the political 
parties and politicians who have ample material and labour resources apparently did not 
put their effort on developing this new medium. 
It was not until the sudden resignation of the famous radio hosts - Albert Cheng 
King-hon and Raymond Wong Yuk-man in the mid-2004, which was the upsurge of 
public demand for democracy after the July 1st demonstration in 2003, some ATS 
members took up the role in experimenting Internet radio in a more extensive scale. 
24 The Article 45 Concern Group was formed by several Hong Kong famous lawyers, such as Audrey Eu 
Yuet-mee, Alan Leong Ka-kit, Margaret Ng Ngoi-yee and Ronny Tong Ka-wah, etc. It was the predecessor 
of political party Civic Party. 
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During the negotiation between the Commercial Radio and the famous radio hosts, a 
group of people who most of them were ATS members formed Alliance for Opening up 
Radio Frequencies (爭取開放大氣電波聯盟）to support the hosts. Fung Chi-wood was 
the spokesman. The alliance advertised on the newspapers to demand the step down of 
Commercial Radio management and urged the public to boycott Commercial Radio. 
They have also talked to government officials to probe for the opening up of radio 
frequencies but with no success. 
In fact, the same group of people has struggled for the protection of freedom of 
speech since 1997 handover. In 1997, Fung Chi-wood and Eddie Leung Kam-cheung 
(梁錦祥 )have joined with other activists to found the "Hong Kong Voice of 
Democracy"(香港民主之聲).Its website was an online information platform about 
the issues and news about the freedom of speech in China and Hong Kong. In 1999, they 
tried to apply for an FM public radio channel; they have met with the government 
officials and requested for the application form. Their proposal was denied as what they 
had expected because they could not meet the requirement. Fung Chi-wood explained, 
"First, we don't think radio station has to be so large scale. They could 
not reject this argument. What they indeed say is that the government 
has to ensure that all radio stations are responsible. That is to have a 
table operation...we and the government have different views on media 
operation, Take newspaper and magazine as examples, one can easily 
launch one without any application...We hold this view on radio too." 
However, they did not have any concrete plan to struggle further. What they have 
done at that time was just a gesture to the government to alert it about the demand from 
the society, to test its bottom line in face-to-face discussion, while hoping to draw public 
attention. Eddie Leung explained, 
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"At that time, we haven't formulated the idea well. We just wanted to try 
to apply. But what if they denied our application? We haven't thought of 
any systematic follow up plan. What should we do next? What resources 
did we need? We don't have any idea." 
"But the difficulty did not lie on us; it was the government that produced 
the difficulty. There is no formula for you to follow when you want to 
apply a radio station. You don't know how much resources you need in 
order to do that. And for licensing, it is different for each station. 
Commercial Radio has it own standard, Metro Radio also." 
Although Fung was legislator from 1992 to 1995, he did not issue any motion to 
discuss the opening up of the radio spectrum. Although they have already noticed the 
availability and have acquired the knowledge of Internet technologies as they have built 
up their own website. Besides, even though it was in the "Internet boom" in which many 
commercial Internet platforms have emerged including Internet radio, they did not come 
up with the idea of setting up Internet radio. Fung and Leung explained that they did not 
see the possibility of success because they did not feel the social atmosphere at that time. 
Harold Lass we11 (1950) once put that "politics is who gets what, when, where, and how". 
Mathews (1999，pp. 132-133) argued that, conventional politics always aim at creating 
public event, while citizen politics target at creating public space. The resources for 
conventional politics are more financial and legislative, while the political capital for 
citizen politics is "public will". For PRHK founders, they perceived the presence of 
strong public will of defending the freedom of speech, which was advocated at that time 
as the core value of Hong Kong, as their golden political opportunity to start their 
citizens' radio movement. 
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Action-Reaction: Internet Radio as Transitional Project 
In fact, the sudden rise of PRHK was like an action-reaction act. The whole 
incident of step-down of famous radio hosts in 2004 was generally perceived as the act of 
suppression of freedom of speech initiated by the establishment (the Hong Kong and the 
Chinese government), various sectors of the public have shown big reaction to it. As 
Mauss (1975, p.xvii) suggested: 
"No social condition, however deplorable or intolerable it may seem to 
social scientists or social critics, is inherently problematic. It is made a 
problem by the entrepreneurship of various interest groups, which 
succeed in winning over important segments of public opinion to the 
support of a social movement aimed at changing that condition." 
According to the opinion poll conducted by the Public Opinion Center of the 
University of Hong Kong in May 2004, in comparison to the statistics in February, the 
public's satisfaction on freedom of the press has decreased from 59% to 51%; the 
dissatisfaction rate has increased sharply from 12% to 23%; the overall evaluation on 
media creditability was 5.91，which has decreased 0.25 points.25 In addition, the Hong 
Kong Alliance in support of patriotic democratic movements of China estimated that 
about 5,600 people have joined the June 4th candle light vigil, which was the highest after 
the 1997 handover (Ming Pao Daily News, May 31st 2004, p.A02) 26 A group of scholars 
also came out in a high tone to declare and restate the core values of Hong Kong, 
including "liberty, democracy, human rights, rule of law, fairness, social justice, peace 
and compassion, integrity and transparency, plurality, respect for individuals, and 
25 http://hkupop.hku.hk/. Last accessed 27th August 2007. 
26 There was a discrepancy of estimation between the organizer and the police. The police estimated that 
there were only about 3,000 participants. 
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upholding professionalism."27 
Having sensed that the Hong Kong people concerned and cherished the freedom 
of speech, Fung Chi-wood, Leung Kam-cheung and other affiliates saw the opportunity 
to set up a radio station. Together with the resources and labor support from ATS, starting 
from April 2004, they started to prepare the setting up of PRHK and have considered 
several plans: 
1. To build a transmission tower in Taiwan to transmit the signal back to Hong Kong. 
2. To buy a ship that sails across to the high seas to transmit the signal back to Hong 
Kong. 
3. To seek collaboration with taxi broadcast stations. 
4. To deploy the form of guerilla media. Carry out illegal broadcast at one place for 
some period and then shift to other places, so as to escape police arrest. 
But due to shortage of material and human resources, lack of determination and 
limited time, none of these innovative strategies was implemented. As the extensive 
democratic use of Internet in 2003 has given them the signal that Internet will become 
increasingly influential in the future, they finally adopted the form of Internet radio, 
which was also feasible and legal enough for them to survive. 
Nevertheless, Internet radio was still transitional strategy for them. Their ultimate 
goal was still the opening up of the radio spectrum. Through the operation of PRHK, they 
thought they can gain experience from program production which may help prepare for 
future engagement with mainstream airwave broadcasting once it will be opened up. As 
stated in the PRHK declaration: 
27 http://www.hkcorevalues.net/b5—declar.htm#eng. Last accessed 27th August 2007. 
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"In a democratic and open society, radio airwave, like water and air, is 
public property; it should be possessed by the public, absolutely not 
owned by the government nor corporation. It is a holy and inviolable 
right of freedom of speech, entitled by all United Nations treaties, that 
the civil society is able to own its channel, and express their ideas through 
the airwaves and in other media." 
"The reality tells us that, it is ridiculous to rely on free market to protect 
the freedom of speech... In Hong Kong, one possesses no right to broadcast 
without money. Provided that the government and corporation are not going 
to change the situation, the only solution is to be self- supporting..." 
As mentioned in Table 1 in Chapter One, it is the premise of radical democracy 
that public intervention is needed to transform the existing media landscape. The above 
paragraphs of PRHK declaration disclaimed radio broadcast rights should be a universal 
rights possessed by everyone. For PRHK did not believe that the power-holders (the 
government and corporations) would act for the public interest, it initiated a call for 
active participation from everyone to join the unprecedented citizens' radio movement. At 
last, while without relevant knowledge and past experience, PRHK invited Leslie Yan 
and Damian Yau, who had already engaged in the emergence of Internet politics in 2003， 
to provide technical support and joined for program production. Using just $ 7000 dollars 
to buy all the necessary equipments and without a long-term development plan, PRHK 
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founders rushed to build the station and started the broadcast on June 30 2004, the day 
right before the symbolic day of people power July 1st, hoping to take up the role and 
responsibility of existing mainstream radio of defending the freedom of speech. 
In sum, while there are different motives and social forces behind the uses of 
Internet, it was in the year 2003 and 2004 that the different forces could be 
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accommodated to seek collaboration on democratic practices compatible with democratic 
values to push forward democratization process of Hong Kong. One of the predominant 
forms was the uses of the Internet. In this broad context, the emergence of PRHK was 
also the result of the successful construction of the radical democratic citizenship in the 
politically turbulent period in which ordinary citizen was perceived and believed as 
powerful political subject that could escape the political control of the government and 
the political parties, and even backfired them by joining together to actualize the 
aspiration of "people power". 
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Chapter 7 - PRHK as Radical Democratic Media Association 
The essence of radical democratic citizenship of constructing an autonomous 
discursive sphere and an egalitarian site of political engagement has directed the 
formation of PRHK as (1) participatory citizens' media that sought to avoid all political 
and commercial influences and probed for equal and open participation for interest 
people and (2) self-managed media association that probed for democratic participatory 
decision-making process. To account for the formation of PRHK in these two aspects, it 
helps to understand its developmental trajectory. 
PRHK as Participatory Citizens' Media 
From Anti-establishment Alliance to Independent Media 
To enact the radical democratic principles to build up an autonomous and 
independent media association, the prerequisite of PRHK was first to avoid any political 
and commercial influence. As citizens' media, PRHK upheld several basic principles: 
1. PRHK does not receive donation from corporation, political group and unknown 
sources. 
2. PRHK does not allow corporation, the government and political party to participate in 
its management. Volunteer and advisor who have declared their interest beforehand 
are exceptional. 
3. PRHK editorial is independent. It has no political stand but does not avoid any 
political issue. Every participant is responsible for his/ her own speech. 
4. PRHK strives to defend the freedom of speech, provided that it does not constitute 
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libel or violate the International Human Rights Treaties. 
5. PRHK does serve special interest for the unprivileged, the grassroots and the 
minorities groups for their 'right to disseminate'. It also provides people the right to 
speak and engage in rational dialogue. 
In general, PRHK was successful in achieving the both. But it faced more 
obstacles in achieving the latter than the former. In the early days, since most core PRHK 
members were simultaneously members of the Anti-Tung Solidarity, some activists 
mistook PRHK as an arm of ATS. In order to establish an independent image, PRHK 
decided to join the Civil Human Rights Front (CHRF,民間人權陣線）to declare itself as 
new civil association.28 
Even the government was doubtful about the nature of PRHK. To formalize itself 
as an organization for the sake of raising money, PRHK tried to register under the 
Societies Ordinance (《社團條例》），but it faced obstacle in the application process. 
At the outset of its establishment, Applied the registration in mid July and the application 
was done not until December. In normal circumstances, it takes 14 days to become 
registered society. PRHK needed more than 4 months to get it completed. Within the 
process, Term an Wong asked for explanation from the police, who answered that the 
application was under the consultation of the Television and the Entertainment Licensing 
Authority (TELA). This was abnormal procedure in such registration process, but the 
police did not explain why it had to do so. Then Terman Wong wrote a complaint letter to 
28 Established in September 2002，Civic Human Rights Front is an independent alliance composed of 56 
members, including various organizations such as political parties, NGOs and pressure groups. Despite 
their diverse backgrounds, they all share the belief of democracy and universal suffrage. On July 1st 2003，it 
organized the half million people demonstration. Since then, July 1st demonstration has become its most 
important activity every year. In the term of 2005-2006, Terman Wong was the vice-convener of the 
'Democracy and People's Livelihood' subgroup of CHRF. 
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the commissioner of the police. PRHK finally completed the application process with 
Terman Wong registered as the chairman, Fung Chi-wood and Eddie Leung as office 
bearers. 
Despite all the above-mentioned difficulties, PRHK was successful in gradually 
distancing itself from any political group. Though the founders and core members had a 
very strong political stance and interest, their minds were open to a wide variety of 
programs and participants. After a period of operation, it has established an independent 
image in the social movement field and started to gain recognition as one of the 
exemplars in the circle of Internet citizen media. 
From Media Business to Non-profit Media 
While PRHK has stood firm from political influence, it faced the commercial 
influence from the beginning to the end. Some PRHK core participants and individual 
participants complained that its close relationship with businessman Stephen Siu Yuek-
yuen (蕭若元 ) h a s violated the PRHK's first principle - "PRHK does not receive 
donation from corporation..." for Siu has lent the storeroom of his beauty treatment 
company "Be A Lady Limited"(變親 D) to PRHK as studio since it was lack of money. 
As ATS convener, Stephen Siu played a big part in the early formation of PRHK. 
He was one of the forerunners in the late 20th century Hong Kong "Internet boom" in 
which many entrepreneurs have devoted much money and resources to developing 
Internet entertainment platform. In 1999，Stephen Siu founded the Internet content 
provider company "Skynet Limited"(香港天網有限公司)and was the chairman. The 
company was closed after the burst of the "Internet boom" and the Asian Financial Crisis. 
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A large capacity server was reserved and was at last lent to PRHK. 
Besides devoting material resources, he has also had his own program Fungsiusiu 
(風蕭蕭 ) i n PRHK. It has long been the most popular Internet radio program in Hong 
Kong which could attract about 400 live audiences. He was so engaged in Internet radio 
broadcasting because he thought it was a way of providing civic education. After quitting 
the job as ATS convener in 2005，he felt that, as a citizen, he had the obligation to 
continue promote democracy and defend freedom of speech.29 Although his generosity 
and compassion were well received among other PRHK core members, they were 
discontent towards his commercial-oriented mindset. In order to attract more audience, he 
once proposed to send junk mails to the wider public and invited Bai Yun-qin (白韻琴), 
a famous yet controversial former love affairs program host in Metro Radio, to do a 
program. However, they rejected this proposal for regarding it as playing gimmicks 
merely for making noise. 
Moreover, Siu himself has also launched an Internet radio platform — Hong Kong 
People Reporter (香港人網 ) . 3 0 It once launched a beauty treatment program for the 
promotion of Be A Lady Limited. Siu wanted PRHK to relay the programs together. But 
Terman Wong turned it down because it involved commercial interest. Later, Hong Kong 
People Reporter launched another program The Great Entertainer (《大娛樂家》). 
The program was coordinated and hosted by Stephen Siu's son Siu Dang-yat (蕭定一). 
Siu Dang-yat is a film and television drama producer and is the owner of the One Dollar 
Production Limited ( 一元製作有限公司).Every week, he invited his company's 
29 He said this in his program Fungsiusiu on 1st February 2007. 
www.hkreporter.com. Last access ed 27th August 2007. 
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artists and his artist friends to be guest hosts. Because there was no explicit commercial 
promotion, Terman Wong accepted the request this time, but he admitted, "It is a little bit 
odd to do an entertainment program in PRHK, I don't like it, but since you live under 
another's house, you cannot be so arrogant to him. That's the reality." But all these 
actions from Stephen Siu have already made Terman Wong suspect that he had a hidden 
agenda to use PRHK to experiment with the commercial potential of Internet radio 
broadcasting after his failure in the Internet boom. 
Terman Wong said, he and his close associates have been always thinking of 
distancing from Siu, the financial situation, however, did not allow him to do so. Apart 
from Siu's material support, PRHK never considered receiving audience fee and 
advertisement fee. Although PRHK was already one of the most famous Internet radio 
stations, the amount of public donation was still low. According to PRHK official 
financial report, from July 2004 to May 2007，it has received less than 10,000 dollars 
donation in bank account. Additionally, though it has raised about 40,000 dollars in 
public activities, these were not enough to rent another similar-sized place like the Siu's 
company storeroom for 3 years. This situation of PRHK did reveal one of the practical 
concerns of citizens' Internet radio stations in Hong Kong that they are difficult to find a 
place to establish their own studios given so few financial supports from the public. 
From Representative Media to Participatory Media 
Since PRHK was formed in the turbulent period of political crisis by a group of 
people located in the radical end of Hong Kong political spectrum, it has acquired a very 
strong radical image. Although the "off-air of famous radio hosts" incident was the 
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blasting fuse, PRHK did not limit itself to this convention. On one hand, PRHK founders 
and core participants were very conscious to build on the political tradition of local radio 
broadcasting. Its first launched program was called Chew the Rag in the Storm (《風波 
裡的龍門陣》），the title was a combination of Albert Cheng's radio program Teacup in 
the Storm (《風波裡的茶杯》)，and his and Raymond Wong co-hosted television 
program Chew the Rag (《龍尸巧陣》)in the early 90’s. "Chew the Rag in the Storm" 
was a current affairs program. It was the most long-lived and one of the most popular 
PRHK programs. But on the other hand, they thought that the contribution of famous 
radio hosts to the society is instantaneous, therefore ephemeral. As core participant Nicky 
Hon Chun-yin (韓俊賢)explained, 
"I think that to be a good media, it has to give a long-term contribution 
to the audiences. Listening to 'famous hosts' is like masturbation. You 
may feel happy at that moment, but you get nothing afterwards." 
"In this age, everyone can be 'famous host', everyone can speak. It is 
not limited to just two people. You can see that the two famous hosts 
had a drastic change in the past two years, especially Albert Cheng 
King-hon. In the past days, he scolded the government a lot, but now 
he has became an affiliate of the Chief Executive Donald Tsang Yam-
kuen after being a legislator." 
In the initial stage, PRHK indeed has invited Raymond Wong and Albert Cheng to 
join, but they refused because they anticipated that the effect of Internet radio would be 
too small, which cannot be comparable to their good old days. At that time, their goals 
were to fight back for their original programs in Commercial Radio. But practically 
speaking, PRHK was alert that the model of 'famous radio hosts' is already not feasible 
in current political-economic situation. Eddie Leung Kam-cheung, the founder and the 
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host of Chew the Rag in the Storm, explained, 
"Because the exposures of'famous hosts' are too great, if they are so high 
profile to criticize the government, it is too easy for them to be the target 
of suppression. In this political atmosphere, they can be fired immediately. 
Television and radio stations are not willing to protect them." 
Therefore, at the very outset, they have never thought to merely bring the "famous 
hosts" to PRHK. What they instead considered more feasible and valuable was to build a 
participatory model for all interested parties in the society. The premise of PRHK was 
that Hong Kong people had to rely on themselves in voicing their opinions. It was stated 
in the foundation declaration that, 
"The difference between PRHK and commercial broadcasters is that, the 
biggest endeavor of the participants is not making commercial success, 
but the contribution to the civil society. Of course this task is somewhat 
political in nature, because it will challenge the conventional values, resist 
the homogenization of ideas, seek the consensus of the civil society, broaden 
people's consciousness of democracy and build up community life." 
Mouffe (1992, pp.232-233) suggested the radical democratic civil association "is 
a form of association that can be enjoyed among relative strangers belonging to many 
purposive associations and whose allegiances to specific communities is not seen as 
conflicting with their membership in the civil association". As the media platform of 
Hong Kong civil associations and ordinary citizens, PRHK consisted of different kinds of 
participants who had their own motives and interests: 
Table 10 The Motives of Participation of Different PRHK Participants 
Different Types of Motives/ Interests Numbers of 
Participants Participants 
Founders • Defending the freedom of speech [ 3 
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Core Participants Cultivating cultural pluralism 5-7 
• Serving the civil society 
Group Participants • Promoting own agendas 1_3 
Individual Participants • Fulfilling self-interests Cannot be estimated 
due to the absence of 
official record 
The founders set up PRHK in 2004 for defending the freedom of speech. For core 
participants, they conceived PRHK a platform of cultivating cultural pluralism and their 
participations as serving the civil society. For group participants, they joined PRHK to 
promote their own agendas. To established civil society organizations such as the Justice 
and Peace Commission of the Hong Kong Catholic Diocese (香港天主教正義禾口平委員 
會 ) a n d the Hong Kong Christian Institute (香港基督徒學會),Internet radio 
programs were just supplement to them. Already had their own promotion channels, e.g. 
pamphlets, leaflets, newsletters, lectures and often mainstream media interviews, they 
incorporated Internet radio program into their campaign strategies. To small-sized or new 
civil associations such as the better Hong Kong Movement and Interntional Travellers 
Association, Internet radio program was one of their essential activities. For individual 
participants, the active audiences who later became the participants, the medium 
characteristics of Internet radio meant little to him. Rather, it was the media production 
process that attracted them a lot. Practicing oral speech and meeting new friends are the 
also the attractions. 
For programming, even though mainstream media, and the PRHK founders and 
core participants labeled PRHK as 'political Internet radio station', PRHK programs were 
in fact diverse which ranged from social issues, current affairs to football, amine, 
transcendentalism and travel, etc. 
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Table 11 Different Types of PRHK Routine Programs31 
Social Issues 6 Anime 1 
Current Affairs 5 Book Review 1 
Arts and Culture 4 Education 1 
Entertainment 2 Health 1 
Philosophy 2 Leisure Talk 1 
Religion 2 Personal Profile 1 
Sex / Gay & Lesbian Rights 2 Political party Promotion 1 
Football 2 Radio drama (love) 1 
World Affairs 2 Transcendentalism 1 
Travel 1 
Total Numbers of Program 37 
Though their diversity of backgrounds, motives and interests, they joined PRHK 
largely for the same public concern to counter the hegemony of the mainstream media 
and society. They thought that the mainstream media has little space for them to 
disseminate information and ideas which they found beneficial to the whole society, or at 
least to their interested communities. Their presence in PRHK was the manifestation of 
cultural pluralism in Hong Kong. It was also a collective political struggle of an array of 
actors in the civil society. 
Active Participation as Enactment of Citizenship 
PRHK has not issued a principle of unity nor a membership mechanism. Although 
it has declared a whole set of founding beliefs and principles as mentioned earlier, all 
participants were not required to sign an agreement or declaration to join PRHK activities 
on the basis of common purpose or common goal. PRHK have also not issued its own 
code of practice nor a quality control mechanism. The principle of PRHK was to provide 
31 For full overview, please see Appendix 4. 
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the technical and material support to the participants, while the participants were given 
full autonomy and they were self-responsible for their programs in all aspects from 
program idea, production flow to legal obligation. 
"PRHK is like a big company that rents the rooms for all", described Lesile Yan. 
PRHK Core participants insisted that, if there were available time slots, every request 
from individual and non-governmental organization for launching program would be 
accepted, as long as it did not violate the basic principles. And no matter how low and 
fluctuating the quality was, the program would not be terminated once it is started, unless 
the participants of that program decided to do so. This arrangement underscored the 
belief of free participation that PRHK firmly held of. 
Due to this "open participation" arrangement, PRHK encompassed participants of 
subject positions, which was the manifestation of cultural pluralism. For example, one 
participant described that PRHK had a very obvious and strong 'July 1st Affection' such 
that its political image was too strong to be readily accepted by all. In June 2005, the 
International Travellers Association (國際漫遊協會)，a non-profit voluntary 
association which promotes individual travel, decided to launch its travel program Free to 
Travel around the World (《國際自由行》）.By that time, PRHK was mainly 
producing current affairs program. The program coordinator 'Ar Yan，(阿茵)said, 
"At the very beginning, some of members of our executive committee have 
raised the concern that would PRHK be too political. But at last, we reached 
the conclusion that, our program is a travel program, it has no relation with 
other stuff. Though PRHK has an image, it is also a independent media platform. 
Especially for Internet radio, people have the choice to listen or download your 
program." 
Some others even tried to distance themselves from the radical political image of 
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PRHK by playing a mild tone in social affairs commentary. Orange Ip Ho-yin, the host of 
People's Talking (《人民開咪》)，said that， 
"We focus more on analysis, because we don't want to present a radical 
image. I think it is matter of identity. We are students, not activists. I don't 
think we have to be that radical... maybe we have a little bit of self-censorship. 
PRHK has a very strong radical image, but our programs are not like that. 
To a certain extent, it can balance the image of PRHK. In fact, it is interesting 
to note that, when the public know that you are carrying struggle, demonstration 
and protest, they will think that you are doing stupid things and are unable to 
do analysis." 
It shows there were conflicts of subject positions among the level of PRHK 
founders and core participants and other general participants. Apart from this, cultural 
pluralism within PRHK was also manifest in the conflict of subject positions among 
some group participants. There were programs run by religious groups (the Justice and 
Peace Commission of the Hong Kong Catholic Diocese, and the Hong Kong Christian 
Institute) and also by homosexual rights group (the HKSAR Women Coalition). In 
convention, these two groups share different or conflictual beliefs, especially on the 
matter of sexual citizenship. Yet they both recognized the nature of PRHK as 
participatory citizens' media, it would accept people with different subject positions to 
join, therefore they did not mind participate in the presence of the others. The Hong Kong 
Christian Institute have even devoted several episodes in its program Human philosophy, 
God passion (《人世道天國 1青》）on discussing homosexuality，which were entitled 
"Faith Nurturing outside the Religious Circle" (「圈外牧養」）.Davy Wong Mei-fung, 
the project secretary of the Hong Kong Christian Institute (HKCI), explained that, 
"When we decided on our program format, we wanted to invite some people 
to join our discussion. They may be believers of other religions or practi-
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tioners in other realms. The mission of the program is not merely Christianity-
centered; Christianity is just a part of it... we wanted to use this chance to 
reach out to people outside our religious circle, or to those who cannot enter 
our world, for example, sex workers, gays and lesbians, or asylum seekers. 
They may be Christians or are interested in it, but they cannot go to church 
due to their identities. Therefore, it is upon us to go out to find and reach 
them." 
Due to its active engagement in the society, even though Christianity is already 
one of the popular religions in Hong Kong, Davy Wong still described HKCI as 
"alternative voice" in the Christianity circle. She expressed that, in Hong Kong, the 
mainstream branch of Christianity tends to conceive the world from a moral perspective, 
however HKCI thought that this perspective will obscure the very reality of the society, 
for example the social inequality. In this respect, what HKCI wants to advocate is not 
merely a Christian faith but the idea of "Christian citizen". She said that being a Christian 
citizen means that they can "engage in social and world affairs, no matter they are 
political, economic or cultural in nature". This reflected that they understood and shared 
that belief that a free and open society should possess different kinds of views; it is of no 
reason to disregard them for all of us are living together in the same society. 
For individual participants, they also conceived participation in PRHK as 
enactment of citizenship. King Yan (景仁 ) w a s one of them who had interest in 
becoming program host after being an audience. In September 2006，through the E-
politcs21 discussion board, he got the knowledge of PRHK and started to listen to its 
current affairs programs and was attracted by its political analysis. After several months, 
in December, King Yan discovered that PRHK's program Chew the Rag in the Storm 
welcomed audience to become guest hosts. Therefore, he contacted Terman Wong to 
express his intention to join in. He said that, 
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"In fact, as ordinary citizens, our opinions are always neglected. Therefore 
we have to use the platform of Internet radio to voice out and express our 
views. I have frequently expressed my views in the radio program of main-
stream radio station through phone-in and discussion; however the hosts 
usually say that, 'an audience has this view, but due to time and space 
limitation, I cannot read them all out'. This is the difference between main-
stream media and Internet radio". 
To briefly summarize, radical democratic citizenship was embodied in PRHK for 
encompassing a plurality of (or even conflictual) identities, which were, however, bind 
together "by the common recognition of a set of ethico-political values" (Mouffe, 1992， 
p.235). In the case of PRHK, as revealed by the participants, this "ethico-political value" 
referred to the promise of radical democratic citizenship that citizens should actively 
engage in the society in order to circulate their preferred discourses that are neglected or 
subordinated in the society. 
PRHK as Self-managed Media Association 
Having analyzed the formation of PRHK in terms of the inclusion of participants 
and their corresponding programs, in order to fulfill the full-fledged content of radical 
democratic citizenship, the next issue is in what way the participants joined together and 
contributed to the implementation of self-management, as advocated by PRHK founders 
at the very outset of establishment. White & Hunt (2000) conceived citizenship "a way of 
governing aggregates that draws subjects into participation in their mutual governance 
and thus involves relations with others and hence links to freedom" (96). From the 
perspective of radical democracy, the formation of citizenship is intertwined with power 
relation. That one's relation with other is "equal" is of what Oakeshott (1975) argued that, 
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in radical democratic civil association, all agencies must "prescribe the common 
responsibilities (and the counterpart 'rights' to have these responsibilities fulfilled) of 
agents and in terms of which they put by their characters as enterprisers and put by all 
that differentiates them from one another and recognize themselves as formal equals..." 
(p.128). In this regard, it is not required that all citizens have to carry out a common 
action, indeed it is a in a status "in which participants are related to one another in the 
acknowledgement of the authority of certain conditions in acting" (Mouffe, 1992, p.232). 
That means everyone should be able to notice the power relation underneath his social 
action. 
First of all, PRHK's commitment to radical democratic organizing was 
exemplified by its full dependence on volunteers. As a voluntary association, its 
participants were equal in the sense that all of them have acquired the role of volunteer, 
which was without any pay or monetary reward. As Almond & Verba (1963, p.300) 
suggested that, 
"Voluntary associations are the prime means by which the function of 
mediating between the individual and the state is performed. Through 
them the individual is able to relate himself effectively and meaningfully 
to the political system. These associations help him avoid the dilemma 
of being either a parochial, cut off from political influence, or an isolated 
and powerless individual, manipulated and mobilized by the mass institu-
tions of politics and government." 
Theoretically, the composition of volunteer helps cut off the relations of 
domination on citizens' media. But it was not less than a practical concern of PRHK 
which had limited financial resources to hire paid staff. Not long has PRHK been 
established, the society bearers Fung Chi-wood and Eddie Leung have gradually 
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withdrawn from regular management, therefore, right from the start, Terman Wong took 
up the greatest power and responsibility to manage PRHK. And as PRHK expanded, it 
had to recruit more core participants to join the everyday management. They were 
freelancers and university students who had flexible time schedule and more spare time 
to participate. Against this background, the power of managing and directing PRHK was 
concentrated into the hands of a small group of 5 to 7 people. But for participants of 
different programs, there was no regular contact and exchange between them. All of them 
only came to the studio on the day of their broadcasts. Different participants joining for 
PRHK were thus isolated. In this situation, the intra-organizational communication and 
hence power exchange among all kinds of participants was denied. 
The Denial of Participatory Democratic Mechansim 
In June 2006, when there was ample money, Terman Wong, Damian Yau and 
Nicky Hon decided to expand the scale of PRHK by setting up Station 2. Due to labour 
shortage, it tried to form a management committee by requesting some hosts of the 
current programs and recruiting more volunteers to help operate the panel, do the 
recording and maintain the studio. However, most of the participants only wanted to 
concentrate on their own programs and were not willing to participate in the decision 
making process. Terman Wong explained that he knew that most of the participants did 
not have relevant media production experience, therefore he and other participants were 
willing to provide training for newcomers: 
"I have tried to make the operation system more user-friendly. I have written 
all the guidelines in the studio. Initially, It is thought that they can learn the 
system after several times...it is more than enough for me to work two to 
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three nights per week...but the participants don't have that consciousness to 
contribute." 
"There are many passionate people in the surface, but very few of them 
are really willing to take up the responsibility...“ 
"Unless there are more people willing to help, PRHK will not expand. 
First, I don't have so much vigor. Second, it is already not a social 
movement if I take up all the stuff.’’ 
The above comments from Terman Wong represented the general mentality of 
PRHK core participants that they felt frustrated about the lack of support from other 
participants. One reason to account for this situation is that as PRHK expanded, there was 
difference of interests between the existing participants and the new participants. As 
Ronald Yick Man-kin (易校健）,the host oi People's Talking (《人民開咪》），said 
that: 
"PRHK is so open. It provides us the equipment and let us produce the 
program in our own ways. We don't have any power exchange. I don't 
know the conflict of PRHK, nor do I have to know it. I just go there on 
time, do the program and then leave. I don't care about the development 
of PRHK, I only care whether I can do my program or not, what time to 
air it and who help me to do the recording .，’ 
In fact, Yick's attitude towards his participation into PRHK was not exceptional. 
Through my field observations and in-depth interviews, this mentality was common 
among most of the interviewed participants. The fact was that, at first，PRHK was formed 
by several people of similar background who shared with the same interest to establish a 
citizens' media. At later stage, while the newcomers did not possess the same interest and 
thus did not want to contribute to the development of PRHK. In this situation, the burden 
of managing the station 2 was still largely shared among the small group of core 
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participants. 
The second reason was that, there was a lack of democratic participatory 
mechanism in PRHK. Inspired from Laclau & Mouffe's suggestion that radical 
democracy is "true participation by all subjects in decisions about what is produced, how 
it is to be produced, and the forms in which the product is to be distributed" (2001，p. 178), 
Hands (2007, p.92) contended that "it is a truly radical theory in that it is talking about 
more than just redistribution and opportunity, but the democratization of the workplace, 
and the taking command of decisions regarding the distribution of goods and services". 
In fact, even though all the PRHK participants shared the same ethico-political 
value that "Hong Kong citizen should have the right to express themselves", it is the 
practical fallacy of radical democracy to achieve participation from all participants in the 
decision-making process since they possess different interests and motives of 
participation. Therefore, the more important element of radical democratic citizens' 
media is the establishment of democratic mechanism for internal power exchange. Such 
that the general participants are enabled to contest with the core participants (the power-
holders in the association) once they have different views towards the development of the 
citizens' media, or when they aim to participate in the decision-making process once they 
get interested and have acquired the necessary knowledge and ability (Hochheimer, 1993). 
However, PRHK has failed in the establishing this kind of mechanism. This 
situation had much to do with PRHK core participants' determination to place ‘flexibility’ 
and 'quickness' very top on their operational principles, therefore clear decision-making 
procedure, such as formal meeting and writing minutes, has to be sacrificed for this 
arrangement. Damian Yau described how loose PRHK as an association was: 
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"Sometimes, when Terman Wong On-yin has coordinated a program, I just 
get known of it once it was aired. The situation is vice versa.. .we don't 
monitor others' work...we have mutual trust. I won't attack them at the 
back, nor will they." 
He also admitted that there is no strict order in PRHK, 
"The order is invisible. The order is that there are programs airing every 
night. It is already enough. Too much rules and regulations would impede 
our program development. Our stance is that the success of PRHK lies on 
cooperation and solidarity. We don't need formal meeting, since informal 
chatting is enough." 
"Formal meeting will slow down our efficiency. For example, if we decide 
to develop a new program today, maybe we can get it done tomorrow. But 
if instead we need a meeting to inform everyone of it beforehand, the 
efficiency will be slow since not all of us can match the meeting time." 
But this flexibility has committed what Freeman (1970) called "the tyranny of 
structurelessness". She argued that, in a social movement group, an elite group would be 
easily created if an informal structure were implemented. On one hand, structurelessness 
envisions flexibility and openness, but on the other hand, it is a mask of power relation. 
In fact, against the background of general lack of support from most participants on 
management stuff, there were some of them willing to concern the development of PRHK, 
for example the program hosts of Tenement House (《唐樓》 ) .They have tried several 
times to give recommendations to the PRHK core participants. But through no channel 
could they join the decision making process, finally, on 5th April 2004，they have made 
criticism publicly in their program towards PRHK management, especially pointing to 
the inferior management ability and skill of Terman Wong. The program has become a 
site of antagonism among the PRHK participants. In the program, they have expressed 
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their discontents about the neglect of a tight internal communication mechanism, which 
they thought was essential to a democratic association. Michael Tang Wing-kai (鄧永 
鍇)，one of the hosts, expressed in my interview that: 
"We are concerned about the development of program genres; when the 
station 2 was set up, we concern the matters of allocation of resources, who 
made the decision and how they made it. As an association to promote and 
fight for democracy, why is PRHK void of communication internally? Every-
thing happens so abruptly. Or maybe the decision-makers don't think it has 
relation with us... when the development of one program reaches certain 
stage, it needs different resources, but we don't know how to say it out. It is 
so strange that every person does things in his own way." 
But without a formal structure, there would be little opportunity for dissident 
voices to be absorbed. In PRHK, there was lack of intra-organizational communication. 
Even though Michael and his colleagues have made their request publicly, there was still 
no response from Terman Wong and other core members. In my interview, Terman Wong 
explained his ignorance towards the criticism on him, 
"For station 2,1 have set up a management committee. It is only they don't 
know and it is also of no need to inform them, because it is of no relation 
with others. The situation is like that Oxfam will not call all its members 
to join the meeting." 
Other core participants also shared with this view. From this remark, it shows that 
Terman Wong and his close associates (the elite group of PRHK) have betrayed the 
original promise of self-management, which in turn has concentrated all the power in 
their hands. At a result, radical democratic citizenship on the organizational level of 
PRHK was not enacted for the hierarchy and oligarchy of power structure has prevailed 
in directing the operation of PRHK. 
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The Negative Consequences of Failed Self-Management 
More important, this failure of theoretical fulfillment of democratization of 
decision making process has led to several other obstacles to its practical operation. First, 
the major negative consequence was that the loose organizational structure of PRHK has 
resulted in many internal personal conflicts among the participants, which were largely 
about the division of labour, such as uneven distribution of information and unclear 
allocation of work. In PRHK, the status of core participants was not clearly defined and 
assigned. As mentioned in brief earlier, when station 2 was founded, PRHK has recruited 
some people to form the management committee. But in my interviews, when some of 
them were asked about their role and responsibility, they expressed that they were really 
unclear about their roles. Of course, personal conflicts are ubiquitous in any kind of 
association, be it large or small, leftist or rightist, liberal or conservative. But internal 
conflicts did pose exclusive harm to a fully voluntary-based and democracy advocacy 
association like PRHK. Unlike other associations which have paid staffs to maintain 
stable operation, conflicts have destroyed the morale of the volunteers. In mid to late 
2006, there was a big and enduring dispute in PRHK around these matters. At last, the 
conflict has drawn some core participants away and heavily destroyed the public image 
of PRHK, which also has paved for the later decline of PRHK. Moreover, as Downing 
(2001, p.70) argued that, "for self-managed media to evince a fully democratic character, 
it is indeed vital for their internal democracy to be constantly responsive to the 
democratic trends and movements in society at large." Since PRHK was emerged out of 
the socio-political context of striving democratization, once its internal democracy could 
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not be achieved, there would be a tension between the discursive and the operational. The 
original promise of being a Hong Kong people's station has backfired. 
Second, PRHK, which was supposedly to be a public domain, was highly subject 
to manipulation of a small group of people for personal interest. Due to the lack of proper 
internal check and balance mechanism among the core participants, their power could not 
have been contested by others. With full power in hand, sometimes PRHK core 
participants did not seriously conceive PRHK as a public domain, the medium of PRHK 
was often exploited for their private matters and even personal attack. There was once an 
incident that a foul language sentence posted on the website of PRHK whose content was 
to blame one core participant. Although there was no adequate evidence to indicate who 
the suspect was, it was speculated to be done by another PRHK core participant, who had 
the password to change the webpage. Personal dispute also occurred within the program. 
Terman Wong On-yin and Leung Kwok-hung (梁國雄)，who was the host of another 
PRHK program Football and Politics (《波政不分》），once had a quarrel in the 
program Chew the Rag in the Storm, which lasted for about 20 minutes. The quarrel was 
originated from Wong's current affairs commentary in the Hong Kong Economic Journal, 
entitled "Long hair-styled social action is outdated" (Wong, 2006).32 In the commentary, 
Wong criticized that the way Leung and his party members33 participated in the Star 
Ferry incident is outdated when compared with the new social movement group 'Action 
Local'(本土行動)，34 because they only wanted to put on a show in front of the 
32 'Long hair' is the nickname of Leung Kwok-hung. 
33 Leung is an active member of Alliance of Social Democracy (社會民主連線)，which was established 
in May 2006. 
34 Formed in late 2006, 'Action Local' was a new social movement group on issues of cultural heritage 
protection. Most of its members are simultaneously the core members of'In-media，. 
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mainstream media but were lack of long-term struggle. On 25th December 2006，Leung 
went to the station studio without notification beforehand to directly confront Wong on 
that commentary. The other two hosts - Eddie Leung Kam-cheung and Andrew To Kwan-
hang (陶君行 ) d i d not stop them. The discussion has eventually turned into a public 
quarrel which was live broadcasted and was stored as archive like any other programs. 
The incident has aroused much criticism from audiences and hot debates in the discussion 
boards, while no apology was made from both sides publicly. The audience feedback 
mechanism could not provide a check and balance effect on PRHK. 
In fact, PRHK was one of the very few Internet media who have built online 
discussion board for people to make their comment on the development of the station, the 
program content, and the performance of the host. It provided the only channel for 
scrutiny from the public. But it turned out that there were very few comments and 
discussions really about program content and quality, probably less than five per week 
even for the most popular programs. Most of messages were gossips, rumors and 
personal attacks on PRHK core participants. The conflict was thus stirred up back and 
forth in the discussion board for even the core members were deeply involved in this kind 
of discussion. "I am a cloud"(我係一舊雲)，35 the discussion board moderator, 
expressed his frustration of participating in PRHK, 
"I have participated in PRHK for two to three years. I quitted because I 
started to get afraid of the gossips... in the discussion boards, many people 
left messages to do personal attack. Or they just criticized you for some 
minor stuff. As volunteer, I cannot use words as accurate as politicians in 
posting the comments and feedbacks. However, it still triggered so many 
criticisms." 
35 In this research, net name is also used since not all interviewees were willing to give their fiill names. 
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Core participant Nicky Hon Chun-yin (韓俊賢 )a lso criticized the behaviour of 
some audiences, 
"When you called out this group of people to provide help, they would 
refuse. They only scold. In fact, at the early stage of development, for 
example, when the recording archives were uploaded late for a while, 
they started to criticize us...They just sit there and demand. I think they 
have to show some understanding, but they did not, they just want to 
listen to the programs. That's all." 
In regard to this situation, the PRHK's official discussion board was once forced 
to close down because there were so many irrelevant messages kept posting on it. But the 
core participants considered that since PRHK was participatory citizens' media, it was of 
no reason not to offer audience the opportunity to leave their comments and joined 
discussion with others. Therefore, later, it set up a new discussion board. However, the 
same situation happened again. PRHK finally found it difficult and time-consuming to 
manage all those messages again, finally, it had to especially set up a "quarrel section" 
( �駡單戈區�） t o demarcate the irrelevant messages from those really about program 
content. As a whole, the use of discussion board failed to achieve the goal for enhancing 
open participation and encouraging dialogue exchange. This phenomenon highlighted the 
reality of citizens' Internet media that, its medium characteristic of relatively easy 
anonymous participation from Internet user may poses critical impediment to reach the 
goal of citizens' media to advocate the democratic value. 
Third, the structurelessness of the PRHK organization, the oligarchy of decision 
making process and the lack of resources to launch more extensive promotion have cast 
another limitation that the shape and direction of PRHK was ambiguous. Freeman (1970) 
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explained that "the more unstructured a movement is, the less control it has over the 
directions in which it develops and the political actions in which it engages". While there 
was no formal promotion and recruitment plan, the developmental trajectory of PRHK 
was highly influenced and limited to a few people's personal backgrounds and social 
networks. For example, from the very beginning to mid 2005，PRHK has devoted a 
number of programs on labour issues because Nicky Hon has a close relation with labour 
associations. But since 2006, when veteran social activist Damian Yau became more 
active in management, there were more human rights group participating in PRHK. When 
PRHK launched its blog - "People's blog"(人民通識部落），it was only Terman Wong 
who mass-mailed the information to those in the mailing lists of his account. 
Under these circumstances, the reach of audience was limited. While PRHK was already 
the one of the most known stations, the live listening rates of its most popular program 
Fungsiusiu were just about 500 people, those of unpopular ones would be less than 10. 
Although the technical devices and program format of PRHK were arranged to encourage 
interactivity between the host and the audience, the response was less satisfactory than 
the expectation of the management and the hosts. Phone-ins and ICQs were always 
welcome in every program; it encouraged citizen participation, especially for the current 
affairs program Chew the Rag in the Storm, people were invited to participate into the 
program by making appointment through email or on discussion board beforehand. 
However, the degree of participation was not high. Even for Chew the Rag in the Storm, 
the second popular program, in its 2-hours airtime, there were usually about 10 ICQ 
messages and many of them were just from several people. Phone-ins were even less. 
Nicky Hon Chun-yin admitted that the promotion of PRHK was not adequate, 
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"The problem of promotion lies in three aspects. First, we too stuck 
on conventional promotion method, such as delivering handbills. 
Second, we tried to focus on thinking instead of doing. Third, we are 
afraid of doing and don't want to do... in fact, I think the promotion of 
PRHK is likened to election campaign. We have to find the audience 
one by one, not to launch television advertisement, to hang up banner." 
He recalled that, in the July 1st demonstration in 2005, the name of PRHK was 
printed on every CHRF banner since it has helped broadcast the July 1st demonstration. 
Moreover, in every public event, PRHK has set up its stall on the streets and has 
distributed handbills. But he said, after these direct and indirect promotions, the listening 
rates did not show a drastic change. 
All the above have shown the several "participatory limitations" of PRHK 
resulted from its particular organizational form. Finally, in the midst of the crisis of 
internal conflict among the core participants and the continuous lack of audience support, 
in the beginning of 2007，Terman Wong and his close associates decided to close down 
PRHK by in the mid of the year. Wong explained that, 
"It is because we want to put an end to the history of PRHK. Why?...For 
the goal of'everyone can broadcast', we have achieved...for this, no one 
can deny the historical glory of PRHK.. .however, the original group of 
people (founders and core participants) are now disunited, it is meaning-
less to continue to hold the title of PRHK" 
While neither have the general participants nor the audiences been consulted 
beforehand or invited in the decision making process, it was not until April that they 
started to get informed of the decision through the announcement posted on the front 
page of the website. There was no feedback from anyone having the intention to succeed 
the operation. At a result, whereas the less-established citizens' Internet radio stations 
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such as Radio71 and CP Web Radio (previously called "Radio45") still struggle to 
survive, PRHK was first closed down on 25th May 2007 before they do after three years 
of operation, despite its once pioneering role in citizens' Internet radio broadcasting in 
Hong Kong. 
This chapter has examined how PRHK has tried to locate its position as citizens' 
media by reconfiguring the existing social relations already embedded in the traces of its 
formation. Participants joined PRHK largely shared the same ethico-political value 
(public concern) with PRHK for defending freedom of speech and cultivating cultural 
pluralism. Under this big umbrella of public concern, they possessed different subject 
positions and hence had their own corresponding agendas and motives. To conceive 
PRHK as a radical democratic media association, the principle of radical democratic 
citizenship was manifest in its open participation of various kinds of participants and the 
autonomy given to them in producing their own preferred programs. However, it failed in 
establishing participatory democracy mechanism within PRHK. The lack of this 
mechanism resulted in a mask of power relations, which has at last posed several critical 
limits on the "participatory dimension" of PRHK. The further development of PRHK was 
thus impeded, rendering it still being a "small circle media" both in terms of small 
organizational scale and restricted extension of reach. In the end, the failure of achieving 
radical democratic citizenship on the organizational structure has heavily contributed to 
the decline of PRHK. 
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Chapter 8 一 PRHK as Radical Democratic Media Site 
From the perspective of radical democracy, media is a public political contested 
terrain for representation and counterpoise. As Mouffe (1992, p.231) put it, radical 
democratic citizenship is not a legal status, but "a form of identification, a type of 
political identity: something to be constructed, not empirically given". The identification 
is achieved through the participation process in which the citizens recognize themselves 
as political subjects, powerful enough to register their "differences" against the relations 
of domination. 
Positioning of PRHK Media Operation 
From the perspectives of PRHK founders and core participants, throughout the 
three years, the most important concern for them was the positioning of media operation, 
which included the production mode and scale, the composition of programs and 
corresponding participants, and its outreach activities. Altogether these three areas 
constituted the overall orientation of PRHK as a citizens' Internet radio station. The 
common theme behind the three areas was the consideration of how to seek the balance 
between being an influential citizens' media and just providing a platform for interested 
people to have their program. It is important to note that the orientation was not pre-fixed 
from the very outset; rather it changed over time according to the PRHK management's 
continuing reflections on their experiences. 
1. Production Mode and Scale: Amateur vs. Professional 
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Unlike other Internet radio stations in Hong Kong, PRHK tried to model the 
programming format of the mainstream radio stations for it first aimed to establish the 
potential of social impact and accumulate a stable amount of live audiences. It insisted on 
doing live broadcast every night from Monday to Saturday, therefore a stable studio was 
essential. Program jingles and promotion teasers were also made for each program. Some 
core participants once planned to do news reportage but the idea was finally turned down 
because they could not afford to do their own coverage and they thought that it would be 
meaningless for them to repeat the mainstream media news in citizens' media because it 
was their beliefs that PRHK had to offer something unique and different to the audiences. 
As a famous and established citizens' Internet radio station, RPHK did attract 
professional media practitioners for program production. Keith Ho Ku (何故 ) a n d 
Leslie Yan Chi-ching have both previously worked for the Metro Radio. To them, the 
performance of PRHK was unsatisfactory in several aspects: (1) the studio management. 
There is no rule and regulation on studio environment, such as disallowance of irrelevant 
people entry into the studio during on-air period; (2) the promotion strategy. There is no 
detailed and long-term promotion plan; (3) the program production. There was no 
guidance for quality control, e.g. production design, the timing and the flow; (4) the 
equipment. Program hosts are not provided with enough headphones. 
However, as mentioned in the previous chapter, since PRHK was lack of money, 
it had to remain on amateur production. In addition, they conceived that the qualities of 
different PRHK programs were uneven. Because of this, Keith Ho believed that the 
impact of Internet radio has been overestimated: 
"Until now, there are only a few well-known Internet radio stations. But 
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strictly speaking, they can not be called "stations". Every one is just 
having his/ her own program. If one cannot build a strong line-up, the 
impact will be limited." 
Hence, another concern for PRHK was the decision on the types of program and 
participants it should launch and recruit. Although building a strong and popular line-up 
of hosts seemed to be a strategy of mainstream radio station, PRHK has once proposed to 
implement it for a period of time to order to extend the reach and increase the popularity. 
2. Composition of Participants and Programs: Politics Oriented vs. Cultural Pluralism 
At the early stage of development, while the social atmosphere of demanding 
political reform was still hot, PRHK has attracted numerous opinion leaders - politicians, 
veteran journalists, cultural critics, professors and current affairs commentators - to 
participate. As the social atmosphere faded, they quitted gradually and most of them 
never come back again. Apart from the participants, the interests of audiences were also 
on the political issues. 
Table 13 PRHK Website Reach Rate from June 2004 to June 2007 
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According to the Alexa traffic ranking, the reach rates of PRHK website have 
been fluctuating drastically over the years.36 It is hard to account thoroughly all the ups 
and downs in the diagram yet from it we can get some hints on the public demand on 
PRHK. First, unlike mainstream radio, PRHK could not keep a stable reach and 
popularity, the listening to Internet radio is still not successfully incorporated into Hong 
Kong people's daily media usage practice. Second, to take each year as a cycle, the ups 
laid in the middle of the year in all the three cycles, which were the period of mass 
political activities - the June 4th candle light vigil and the July 1st demonstration. This 
pattern illustrates that the public demand on PRHK was mainly about political issues, 
which were closely related to real world political events. 
This trend could also be further confirmed by PRHK particular programs. 
Although PRHK core participants did not ever make out a thorough and systematic 
account of the ratings, but through everyday monitoring of the ratings, they also sensed 
this situation. In the three years of operation, the most popular programs were always 
current affairs and social affairs programs which were hosted by politicians like legislator 
Leung Yiu-chung and former legislator Cyd Ho Sau-lan. Usually the numbers of live 
audience of their programs Chung's Sincere Advice (《忠言入耳》）and Citizen 
Fighting (《公民搏格》)could reach about 100. Besides, on October 3rd 2005, it 
specially invited Raymond Wong Yuk-man to be guest host in the program Chew the Rag 
in the Storm. Since the Streaming technologies have a limit on the number of streams, 
which is the capacity of accommodating live audiences. Usually the number of live 
36 The website of Alexa search engine is http://www.alexa.com. According to the Alexa's definition, "Reach 
measures the number of users. Reach is typically expressed as the percentage of all Internet users who visit 
a given site". http://wvvw.alexa.com/site/help/trafFic_learn more. Last accessed 27th August 2007. 
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audiences cannot exceed 500; otherwise the server would be closed down. Right from the 
start, PRHK chairman Terman Wong expected that the program would be very popular 
and the rating would have largely increased. Therefore, about one week before the 
program, he has started to make public notice on the website to call upon the assistance 
of other Internet radio stations to lend out their servers for backup uses. The program 
turned out to be a great success for it has attracted over a thousand live audiences. 
In light of this, core participant Nicky Hon recalled that, in 2005, PRHK has 
somewhat considered to change the orientation on programming when they noticed the 
listening rates kept dropping: 
"At that time, every time all of us sat down together, the first thing to 
discuss is the dropping of listening rates. Everybody was nervous. There 
was once a proposal that we should have political programs every night 
from Monday to Friday." 
However, even though they thought that the launch of more political programs 
could have increased the impact of PRHK. The fact was, in tracing back the news archive 
in the past three years, there were a few number of coverage on the emergence and 
operation of PRHK. It was reported in mainstream newspaper as a social and cultural 
phenomenon, but not its program content. PRHK program content was seldom reported 
or used as reference, let alone setting news agenda.37 PRHK chairman Terman Wong said 
that he has been continuously searching for the social impact of PRHK throughout the 
years. Terman Wong is a veteran current affairs commentator. He wrote for Appledaily 
and the Economic Journal where his critical and sharp comments on current affairs were 
widely received among journalists and columnists. He deeply sensed that the impact of 
Internet radio can never be comparable to mainstream newspaper and radio phone-in 
37 Electronic news search engine ‘Wisenews，was deployed. 
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program during its heyday. 
Terman Wong noticed that the direct social impact of PRHK was little, but has 
gradually realized that the intrinsic value was large and significant. That is, providing 
service to those interested in producing their own programs. It was the reason why he and 
other core participants decided to set up the station 2 in mid 2006 to accommodate more 
diverse participants and programs and have tried to experiment self-management by other 
participants. Furthermore, the intention of PRHK for offering autonomy and control to 
the participants was also shown in three other arrangements. First, PRHK core 
participants emphasized that, every program in PRHK should be labeled as "joint 
program"(合辦節目）not but "PRHK produced program" to specify its equal 
partnership relation with the participants. Second, PRHK insisted to build a webpage for 
each program, trying to enable the participants to make their own promotion and facilitate 
the audience searching for the particular program easily on the Internet. Third, the 
durability of program was subject to the will of the participants. Terman Wong explained 
that, 
"My criterion is that the program will continue if you are committed to 
doing so. I am just providing a little service to them... the participants 
usually have little chance of making program, but they are the embodiment 
of cultural pluralism... though the listening rates may be low, I will still 
let them continue..." 
Having reconfigured their orientations towards the operation of PRHK as citizens' 
media, core participants later founded that maintaining the community ties of group 
participants was one of the important achievements of PRHK, although it was not the 
initial aim and goal of PRHK. Core participant "Penguin" Cheung King-leung (張京 
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樑）said that, 
"Many Hong Kong people work day and night for money. Minority 
media can provide non-material satisfaction to the participants. It is 
of great meaning and value that they can find a little pleasure here. 
One of the significances of Internet radio is that, it can gather a 
group of people. Usually when the activities of one association 
gradually decrease, people will also gradually leave, the association 
will eventually collapse. Internet radio can provide a platform for 
them to stay together regularly. Its function is like a community 
centre." (Cheung, 2007) 
Being a loyal audience for years, "Penguin" was attracted by the political affairs 
program to participate into the management of PRHK. But after one-year participatory 
experience, he expressed that, "frankly speaking, I haven't envisaged that Internet radio 
can have this effect before joining PRHK". The fact is PRHK was successful in providing 
both a physical and virtual space for building community ties of some group participants. 
For the International Travellers Association, since it was established in 1987. In the 
following 18 years, it had a physical site. However, due to lack of resources, it had to 
close the site in 2005. "Ar Yan" (阿茵) , t h e former promotion secretary, said that, 
"We have observed that, our site has lost its attraction as the Internet is 
popular. Many information can be searched on it, people don't have the 
need to come to our site to read books anymore. Therefore, we tried to 
know and wanted to through Internet radio to reach more people." 
Therefore, the association had to move the promotion channel onto the Internet by 
launching Internet radio program in PRHK and setting up a discussion board. But she 
said, 
"Yet Internet was just one of the channels which enable communication 
and sharing without being face-to-face. Of course there is lack of intimacy. 
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We know that we should not totally rely on discussion boards, for example, 
we will continue to hold some activities such as travel trip...the direction 
of our association is that, we will put the information onto the Internet, but 
we still continue to do social gathering." 
Apart from being one of the substitutes for face-to-face gathering, Internet radio 
program, to some associations, was the only chance for members to meet and discuss 
with others. Since June 2005, Civil Human Rights Front started the program CHRF Have 
to Speak (《民陣有野雲冓�) .The aim of the program was to articulate the common 
interests of different civil associations. Ken Cheung Kam-hung (張錦雄），the convener 
(term 2006-2007) of the "democracy and livelihood group"(民主及民生小組）of 
CHRF, said that, 
“We emphasize that democracy and livelihood should not be separated. 
We should not only seek universal suffrage. If this universal suffrage 
cannot guarantee more benefits of the minorities or the grassroots, this 
democratic system is insufficient." 
Jo Lee Wai-yi (李偉儀 ) , t h e former convener (term 2005-06)，described that, 
political parties always treated civil associations as "disposable goods" and "fools" such 
that they only wanted the civil associations to back them up in gaining media spotlight, 
but reciprocally did not take their demands and agendas seriously. She explained that, 
"Usually, political party-organized protests are instrumental...but we 
wanted to consolidate the civil society. When you looked back the 
July 1st demonstration before the 1997 handover, at that time, different 
groups held their own agendas, labour groups focusing on labour issues, 
political groups on political issues...the civil society was fragmented, 
but it has changed a lot in recent years. The year 2003 was a climax. 
We all felt that Tung Chee-wah has failed in his job, that's why we all 
came out and showed support to each other. In that year demonstration, 
gay rights group has held a big rainbow banner which could help block 
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the sunshine, people did not mind standing under the banner. Therefore, 
we think that the civil society has been progressing. CHRF Have to Speak 
aimed at strengthening it. We are not just promoting and mobilizing 
people to go for every protest, but we really have some issues to speak 
out." 
The program has thus provided them the space and chance to sit down together to 
exchange their views on different social issues which helped tighten and consolidate the 
connections between different civil associations and facilitated the articulation of 
interests in the civil society. 
Furthermore, PRHK has provided a new social setting that was "transcendental in 
time and space” that helped disseminate their views to the broader society. Davy Wong 
Mei-fung, the project secretary of the Hong Kong Christian Institute, said that, 
"The advantage of PRHK for us is that, its reach is not limited to the religi-
ous circle and setting. Anyone who gets online, and get access to PRHK can 
listen to our program. He/ she need not be a Christian. We believe that our 
faith nurturing activities should not only focus on Christians. Anyone can 
get reference from our materials, no matter he/ she is Christian or not" 
This significant meaning of participation had to do with the medium characteristic 
of Internet radio. Besides the "horizontal dimension" of the reach of Internet radio, 
participants found its "vertical dimension" was significant for them. From the 
perspectives of management, Terman Wong has the following reflection in the mid-
course of PRHK's three-year operation: 
"I think it should not calculate the success of social movement just in terms 
of cost efficiency, otherwise we have no reason to carry it anymore. In fact, 
one can not estimate how influential minority activity can be...to take my 
books as example, although it seems that they have no impact at all, but 
now I notice that there is very few commentary on Hong Kong politics, so 
it is good to keep a few in the library. In fact, over the years, PRHK has 
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already accumulated a tremendous amount of programs, its Internet server 
is nearly full..." 
Indeed, many participants understood that even though the live listening rates and 
the downloading rates were not high, the archives of program recordings were still 
valuable as an indicator of historical change. Alexander Yuen Tai-ming said that, 
"The most important thing is that I have kept the stuff on record to indicate 
that we have made such a comment right at that moment...we should try as 
long as we are able to do so, yes, we don't know what the result will be, but 
I don't care either..." 
Tang Yiu-keung, the host of Anime Rubbish (《動漫廢物》），also said that， 
"My satisfaction is that I have participated in the Internet radio program 
on amine with the most episodes and archives so far. We are not the first 
one to have this kind of program, but we are the best at keeping the records. 
In fact, if you don't keep them, it is like you have done nothing at all. But 
we have archives for the audiences to listen back to show that we really 
keep broadcasting every week, no matter it is Mid-autumn festival or New 
Year holiday" 
As Alton (2002, p. 139) suggested that, "publishing on the Internet requires that 
only a single 'copy' of any document exists to provide mass circulation. It not only 
dispenses with the notion of circulating copies, it also blurs the distinction between 
production and distribution, since the origination of a document in a format suitable for 
uploading on the Internet entails the second". This characteristic of Internet media 
enables the sharing the information in a low cost. And the sharing process is facilitated by 
the strategy of PRHK to implement "open source" practice. All PRHK programs did not 
carry copyright and were free for download, transfer, storage and demonstration, as long 
as the authors' rights of the programs were respected and not for commercial use. 
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3. Outreach Activities: Collaboration with other Internet Radio Stations 
In fact, to extend its social impact, PRHK was actively and deeply involved in 
collaboration with other citizens' Internet radio stations. In America, low-power FM 
radios have been very popular since the 60，s. Hundreds of thousands of micro radio 
stations have joined to form the Microradio Empowerment Coalition (MEC) to fight the 
FCC's ban on microradio broadcast and has successfully urged the government to 
legalize their status (McCauley, 2002, p.513). Compared with this microradio movement, 
the co-operations between the citizens' Internet radio stations in Hong Kong were not 
mature. Their cooperations were largely event-oriented and remained on technical and 
resources allocation levels, there was few on routine program development, let alone a 
deep collaboration on challenging the existing broadcasting policies. 
Being the most established Internet radio station in Hong Kong, PRHK did 
provide technical and labor support to other Internet radio stations. PRHK occasionally 
lent the studio to Openradio (開台 ) f o r free for program recording since it does not 
have its own studio. Moreover, PRHK was actively involved in the co-organized outdoor 
broadcast activities. The aim of their cooperation was to maximize labor and material 
resources, and equally important for Internet media, to seek technical support. 
Table 12 A List of PRHK Co-organized Outdoor Broadcast Activities 
Activities Stations in Cooperation with Date 
“912 Election Live Broadcast E-politics21, Hiradio, 2004/09/12 
Action" WM6471，Pureaddiction 
�912直播大行動》 
“New Year's Day Demonstration E-politics21, Hiradio, 2005/01/01 
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Live!" WM6471, Pureaddiction 
《元旦live直播大行動》 
“Zhao Zi-yang Candle Light E-politics21, Hiradio, W M 6 ^ l T ^ 0 0 5 / 0 l / 2 l ~ 
Memorial Live!" Talkonly, Goldensong, Radio71, 
(悼念趙紫陽晚會直播大行動� Pureaddiction 
"June 4tn Candle Light Vigil Live!"~~E^politics21，Hiradio, WM6471，2005/06/04 
《六四燭光晚會 Live!) Talkonly, Goldensong 
"July 1st Demonstration Live!" E^politics21} Hiradio 2005/07/01 — 
《七一遊行Live!� 
"July 16m Candle Light Vigil Live!" E-poiidcs21, Hiradio 2005/07/16 
�7i6燭光晚會Li〜e!� 
""Yukman's Conversation with E^politics2I:; Hiradio, Talkonly 2005/09/04 
Netizens" 
《毓民與網民對談》 
“Cattle Depot Book Fair" 1l:-po!itics21, Hiradio/ralkoniy 2005/10/oT" 
《牛棚書展》 
"Famous Radio Hosts Broadcasting Yukmanfans.org 2005/11/13 
Night" 
《名嘴開咪夜》 
Terman Wong recalled the heyday of cross-stations cooperation - "912 Live 
Action Broadcast" in 2004 that, 
"The atmosphere at that time was still very good, I mean, the political 
atmosphere. It was after the 2003 district election, and then followed 
by the step down of radio famous hosts, and then the establishment of 
PRHK.. .under this hot atmosphere, we have gathered a group of active 
netizens to have meeting on this project, it was around 20 to 30 people!" 
"The primary task was to keep on air...and then to build a new website 
and keep it updated, and find enough people to keep talking...the pro-
gram was aired per half an hour. The whole program has last for the 
whole day. Many people have participated into this project, such as 
Stephen Siu and Eddie Leung. On that day, we really felt very happy 
and excited." 
Mainstream media has its time limitation on each program, but this limitation 
does not exist in citizens’ media. Since 2004, PRHK have co-organized the live 
broadcasts of June 4th Candle Vigil and July 1st demonstration in cooperation with other 
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Internet media. Mak Tak-ching (麥德正)，the secretary of the E-politics21 and the host 
of PRHK program Neighborhood on the Internet (《網絡上的芳鄰》），said that， 
"Take this year July 1st demonstration as example, mainstream media only 
provided a few minutes coverage, in which interviews last for about 20 
seconds. Our 'people reporting' does not have the problem of limited space. 
Our reporting last for several hours, and have interviewed a few dozens of 
citizens, there is no time limitation for them to speak, it is hoped that it could 
reflect the plural interests of the protesting people... in this demonstration, we 
were also interested in those not participating in the protest, mainland tourists 
and shop owners, they are also our targets. Our unedited live broadcast can 
record all the direct response and full text of interview content of interviewees. 
Our 'people reporter' and program hosts have also kept updated the condition 
of protest." (Mak, 2005) 
To local people, the live broadcasts were complementary to those of mainstream 
media. Therefore, the live broadcasts were initially aimed at overseas Chinese 
communities. Although Internet is a global realm, PRHK, however, could not extend its 
reach to wider international or Chinese communities. PRHK core member explained that, 
the PRHK website has long been shut down in China such that there was no formal 
channel to get contact with PRHK program. As calculated from the Alexa search engine, 
91.2% of PRHK users were still from Hong Kong, the remaining proportions were from 
Canada (5.9%) and Macau (2.9%). It showed that PRHK programs were mainly for local 
reception, which corresponded to what Atton (2004，p. 135) has contended that, despite 
the online nature of Internet radio, it is still better to conceive it as an "imaginative space" 
rather than a global media since "its fundamentally local relevance (if not its reach) 
obscures the formation of a space for a wireless imagination that exists beyond the binary 
of local/ global". From the case of PRHK, It demonstrates that the "globalizing 
possibilities" of Internet radio was limited by its nature of content. Therefore, it is argued 
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that the potential of Internet radio is manifest in localized context. 
In fact, while the cooperation among the Internet radio stations remained on 
technical support and resources allocation, PRHK decided to collaborate with other 
activists to carry out civil disobedience. On 1st October 2005，Citizens' Radio (民P曰巧電 
台 ) h a s occupied the radio frequency (FM 102.8) of Metro Radio to carry the FM radio 
/ 
broadcast; PRHK was the content provider which let the Citizens' Radio to broadcast its 
current affairs program Chew the Rag in the Storm. The program was live produced in 
PRHK studio as usual. Terman Wong recalled that, 
"At that night, many people went to PRHK studio. We called a person to 
travel by taxi while at the same time listening to the live broadcast, it was 
to see how far the FM radio signals could have transmitted... ” 
"It was quite interesting, it really works! Though we don't know how many 
people listened, but at least there were simultaneously several hundred people 
listening to the PRHK Internet program. The message was thus delivered to 
them." 
He thought that this experiment showed that the technology is already user-
friendly enough for citizens' broadcasting: 
"As long as you have produced a radio program, and then you can get it 
broadcast at all the 18 districts with this similar technology, the equipments 
are indeed so cheap ...It really doesn't require so advanced technology to 
do FM broadcast." 
The event was the very first collaboration between Internet radio station and civil 
disobedience and the deployment of both Internet and low-power FM technologies. To 
the participants of this event, the experiment was a milestone of citizens broadcasting, but 
they got frustrated with the lack of public support. In fact, collaboration with the 
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politicians may be a strategy to enhance popularity. But PRHK and its affiliates had a bad 
relationship with Radio45，the Internet radio station founded by the Article 45 Concern 
Group. For example, for the "912 Live Action Broadcast", the live broadcast program 
about the legislative council election in 2004, Radio45 showed the intention to cooperate 
with other Internet radio stations, including PRHK. However, they turned down the 
request from Radio45 because they doubted that the primary aim of Radio45 was just to 
do election campaign promotion for the Concern Group members. At last, it was PRHK 
doing the broadcast with other stations, while Radio45 did it on its own. Terman Wong 
said, 
"We have abandoned it...we ignored it and disliked it also...they are all 
playing politics and having too much personal agenda..." 
His remarks clearly show that the civil association had heavy distrust towards the 
political society. This was why they have not sought any help from the political groups 
and politicians to fight for institutional change in broadcasting policies. Therefore, the 
activities of citizens' Internet radio stations were largely remained in the realm of civil 
society. 
Then, to what extent did they challenge the hegemony of government on radio 
broadcast rights? The outcome was the endeavor of Internet radio stations over the past 
few years did not successfully force the government to reconsider the necessity of 
opening up of radio frequencies, but has paradoxically further legitimized the 
government's denial of public FM radio channel. In response to the legislators' criticisms 
on this subject in November 2006, the government stated that, 
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"With regard to the penetration of Internet and broadband services and 
the development of wireless communication technologies, there is an 
increase of quantity of media and proliferation of media formats. The 
transfer of information is also faster and its scope is broader. All these 
have enlarged the space of freedom of speech in the whole society. The 
spring up of new communication technologies is a common phenomenon 
across the world...blog, podcasting，Internet radio, webcasting and online 
sharing platforms are now very popular, and thereby every one can be 
writer, DJ, director and reporter..." (Commerce and Economic Develop-
ment Bureau Communications and Technology Branch, 2006) 
The response from the government was a succinct demonstration for the lack of 
influence of citizens' Internet radio stations. All in all, their efforts have not constituted a 
strong enough counter-hegemonic force to the government centered radio broadcast 
rights. 
Independent Internet Radio Programs 
Having analyzed above the orientation of PRHK media operations in different 
dimensions, it is demonstrated that the power of citizens' Internet radio (including PRHK) 
was not strong enough to contest on institutional level or a broader societal level. 
Therefore, the ultimate impact of PRHK in the past few years should be better conceived 
to lie in its own participants and immediate audience. Henceforth, this section aims at 
examining the how the PRHK program could serve a basis for participants circulating 
counter discourses and registering "differences". 
Going Beyond the Existing Radio Regulation 
But before going to this subject immediately, the problematic of regulatory model 
of Internet radio has to be dealt with first since a legal framework of regulation is vital to 
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the entrusting the legitimacy and the radical democratic potential of citizens' media and 
its media operation. Vittet-Philippe (1986) provided a thorough account of regulatory 
models of local radio stations in European countries in the 70s and the 80s: 
Table 14 Different Regulation Models of Local Radios in European Countries 
Model Implemented Regulatory Process 
Region 
Early Devolution Britain, Germany, At the very outset, the states took the 
Sweden initiative in deregulating the broadcasting 
system. 
Explosive Italy, Greece, While the states had tight centralized control 
Deregulation Portugal on broadcasting, the local radios emerged 
largely "from below" by marginal minority or 
opposition groups. 
Constructive France, Belgium, After the private radio moment emerged, the 
Re-regulation: Switzerland government started to re-regulate them. The 
from "Pirate" to aim was to keep the stability of the system 
"Private" and preserve the original character of the 
radio stations. 
Controlled Scandinavian The states set up legal framework to 
Experimentation countries encourage the establishment and operation of 
local radio. 
The situation for Internet radio in Hong Kong was somehow different from all the 
above regulatory models. Starting from the first phase of commercial Internet radio 
broadcasting in 1999，the government had no intention to issue legislation especially for 
Internet broadcasting, because it thought that the form of Internet radio station is not 
identical to the form of traditional radio broadcasting. As explained by the former 
Secretary for Information Technology and Broadcasting Kwong Ki-chi (廣其志 ) a t the 
time: 
"Same as other websites, people have to actively go onto Internet in order 
to receive Internet radio broadcasting. It is different from traditional broad-
casting that directly transmit the program to people's homes and offices. 
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The nature of Internet radio broadcasting is identical to website production. 
It is a kind of publication..." (Wenweipo，August 27th 1999) 
The government worried that, if it tried to pose regulation on Internet radio, it 
would give out a signal to the public that the government has the intention to regulate 
Internet. However, it does not mean that in Hong Kong, Internet radio can escape from all 
kinds of regulation and scrutiny. Internet does not set radio free; indeed, it just brings 
radio from one broadcasting environment to another. 
Even though the Broadcasting Authority cannot regulate Internet radio program, 
since it is still regarded as an article like newspaper and magazine, Television and 
Entertainment Licensing Authority (TELA) is responsible for the regulation. On 23rd 
September 2004, Stephen Siu Yeuk-yuen started to say foul languages in his program. 
Someone has made complaint to TELA. From then on, according to the Common Law, 
Chapter 390，'Control of Obscene and Indecent Articles Ordinance, S24, Restriction on 
publishing indecent article, 1 D.，PRHK had to post the following notice on the website: 
"WARNING: THIS ARTICLE CONTAINS MATERIAL WHICH MAY 
OFFEND AND MAY NOT BE DISTRIBUTED, CIRCULATED, SOLD, 
HIRED, GIVEN, LENT, SHOWN, PLAYED OR PROJECTED TO A 
PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF 18 YEARS." 
Although in accord to the law it is mandatory to post the above statement on the 
webpage, it is not seriously implemented in reality. Since there was no verification 
system, Internet users under 18 years old could still reach the program. 
Second, Internet radio is subject to the libel law. Once in his program, Stephen Siu 
Yeuk-Yuen accused that businessman Stanley Ho Hung-sun is the chief instigator of the 
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Incident of the Democratic Party legislator Albert Ho Chun-yan attack case.38 Terman 
Wong said, this accusation might constitute libel, if PRHK were sued, it could have been 
closed down by that time. In regard to this kind of danger, the participants of the program 
People's talking (《人民開咪》），the collaboration between PRHK and In-media 
Hong Kong (香港獨立媒體 ) , h a s registered itself as a society. This arrangement was 
to prevent embroil the whole association once it gets legal problem. It showed another 
potential risk of running a citizens' media. 
Third, Internet radio is also subject to the election guidance. On 12th September 
2004，PRHK co-organized with other Internet radio stations a special program of the 
2004 Legislative Council election - the "912 Election Live Broadcast Action" whose 
content was largely about the attractive sidelights of the election campaigns. In fact, the 
issue of legality of Internet radio was first raised in 1999，the heyday of "Internet Boom". 
According to the Guidelines on Election-related Activities in Respect of the Legislative 
Council Elections, Chapter 11，"Election Broadcasting, Media Reporting and Election 
Forums", every media including Internet broadcasting has to abide by the principle of fair 
reporting that every candidate should be granted equal opportunity to express their views 
in each program. On this issue, government treated citizens' Internet radio the same with 
mainstream radio broadcaster. However, on 1st March 2007, when Raymond Wong 
wanted to join the Chief Executive Candidates Forum as a journalist on behalf of his 
Internet radio station Myradio，39 the government rejected his application for it 
38 On 20th August 2006，Democratic Party legislator and lawyer Albert Ho Chun-yan was attacked and 
beaten up by three people. It was suspected that the attack was related to Ho's law business. It was also 
speculated and hinted in the mainstream media that the attack was related to one law case involving the 
interest of Stanley Ho. 
39 Myradio is the Internet radio station founded by Raymond Wong Yuk-man and Stephen Siu Yeuk-yuen in 
January 2007. 
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disregarded citizens' Internet radio station as media organization. It shows that starting 
from the first phase of Internet radio boom until now, in government's conception, the 
status of citizens' Internet media has still been a grey area. And the existing regulation on 
Internet radio program has been loose. 
In 2007，there was a hot debate about the Broadcasting Authority (BA) rulings on 
two television programs shown on TVB. One of them was classic movie An Autumn's 
Tale (《秋天的童話》）in which the leading role 'Boat-head' (acted by Chow Yun Fat) 
has frequently spoken foul language. Another one was RTHK program Gay Lover (《同 
志•戀人》）.The program aimed at discussing the difficulties for the gays and lesbians 
to come out and the impediments for them to fight for the homosexual marriage rights. 
The two programs have received a number of complaints. And the BA accepted the 
complaints against both programs. 
There were two related programs in PRHK that could show how it has 
transcended government regulation. For one of the programs What the Hell is about the 
Homosexual Activism?(《搞t3鬼同志運動》），its hosts were the founders of the 
Women Coalition of HKSAR, who were the same interviewees in the television program 
Gay Lover. In this program, under no BA regulations, they WERE able to defend their 
sexual rights by expressing their concerned issues, for example, sex activism in Hong 
Kong, sex skills and sex toys for homosexual people. They also regularly invited the sex 
workers' rights concern group "Zi Teng" to discuss the routine work situation of sex 
workers. 
Another program was Listen Live (《聽 L i v e �） . T h e Cantonese pronunciation 
of “聽 Live" (teng Live) is close to “聽拉” (teng lai), which means "waiting to be 
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arrested". The theme of this program was to purposively say foul language throughout the 
program. There were two purposes. First, they wanted to bring forth a grassroots 
atmosphere to the audience. Second, they tried to experiment their innovative ideas of a 
new kind of Internet radio program. On the program website, it was declared "as to 
challenge the taboo, we must reach the bottom line in order to examine the highest limit 
of freedom of speech".40 Leslie Yan, the program host, said: 
"When we go to restaurant, we can see that people there always discuss 
women or politics, and usually these people are less-educated, their saying 
always involve foul language...we want to bring this feeling onto Internet 
radio program. It is a new experiment for Internet radio, we want to 
experiment it." 
There were continuous feedbacks from the audiences that there were too much 
foul languages in PRHK program, but Eddie Leung explained, 
"If you cannot say "fuck", you cannot flick the government. It is the 
foundation of freedom of speech. If you continue to lift the threshold, 
it will have a bad consequence. If you cannot say foul language today, 
probably you may not say other things in the future, such as to insult 
the government officials and to comment on politics." 
Listen Live was once the third most popular program lagging behind only by 
FungSiuSiu and Chew the Rag in the Storm. The hosts were very proud and surprised to 
have attracted so many audiences since they are not famous people. Despite the success, 
the hosts, however, said that the program has failed in another sense. Damian Tsang，the 
leading host and the initiator of the program, explained that the audience did not really 
get the essence of the program design. He conceived saying foul language only as a kind 
of program format but not the soul of the program content. Yet the audience thought the 
40 The webpage cannot be retrieved. 
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other way. He remembered once they have not spoken so much foul languages; the rating 
dropped. Damian claimed that what he said are rational, sensible and meaningful and he 
hoped that the audiences could read between the lines and not just focused on their foul 
language. Leslie Yan, the second leading host of the program, also said that the foul 
language has downgraded their image, because what they have discussed indeed could be 
expressed thoroughly without foul language. At last, they decided to terminate the 
program. Damian Yau evaluated the program as the following: 
"Maybe I really walk too far, not so many audiences understand my idea... 
for example when we mention sex workers, I would call them 'chicks', and 
I also use some insulting words to call the gay people. But you know, I have 
been participating in sex activism for years, I won't use these wordings in 
daily life, however I will use them in the program...I have to stand on the 
same level with the audience and explain difficult things in simple wordings." 
To them, audience rating and popularity were not the primary concern. What 
indeed mattered was that they wanted to experiment any suitable form and style of speech 
to deliver their messages effectively. 
Free from Political-economic Constraints 
Apart from escaping from existing legal regulation, the status of independent 
citizens' media also enabled PRHK to achieve the goal. This point can be well 
demonstrated by reflecting on the current situation of mainstream media. From a political 
economy perspective, in regard to the 1997 handover, local scholars began to observe the 
Hong Kong mainstream media landscape in face of increasingly intrusion of Mainland 
China's power. Lee & Chu (1998) gave a pessimistic prediction that the overall political 
stance of Hong Kong media would be increasingly oriented towards the Chinese 
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government, and thereby the problem of self-censorship would become more serious. 
This prediction was validated by longitudinal studies on media's political orientation (So, 
1998，2001). 
Under these circumstances, sensitive political issues, especially those about the 
legitimacy of the Chinese Central Government, are seldom discussed in mainstream 
media. Even there was, it could have drawn enormous criticisms from the establishment. 
On 17th July 1999，RTHK invited Cheng An-kuo (鄭安國），the Taiwan's top 
representative in Hong Kong, to be the guest host of the radio program Letter to Hong 
Kong (《香港家書》），in which Cheng used the "state-to-state” theory (「兩國 
論」）to describe the relationship between China and Taiwan. After then, RTHK faced 
heavy criticisms from the Chinese government's representatives in Hong Kong, 
Free from the political-economic constraints embedded in the mainstream media 
operation, PRHK was not afraid of and also was very fond of discussing similar sensitive 
political issues. Most participants even conceived discussing sensitive political Issues of 
the uniqueness of citizens' Internet radio program. On 30th November 2004, in the 
program Listen Live!，participants discussed the "Hong Konger Frontiers" (「我是香港 
人連線 j )，an online advocacy group of the independence of Hong Kong. They have 
also discussed the possibility of disuniting China's territories. 
PRHK also did not hesitate to invite sensitive political and controversial figures to 
join the program. On 2nd April 2005，it invited Ng Suet-yi (吳雪兒），the editor of 
the Epoch Times and Cheung Chi-hung (張紫虫工)，the contact person in Hong Kong of 
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the Tuidang Service (全球退黨月艮務中心)to be guest hosts.41 In the program, they 
talked about the ideals and daily operation of these two associations. In addition, in 2006 
and 2007，PRHK accepted the request from the Hong Kong Alliance in Support of 
Patriotic Democratic Movements of China to help broadcast China's current affairs 
seminar right before the June 4th event anniversary.42 The contents were largely about 
social problems and activism in China. 
Sharing with the poststructural thrust of radical democracy to underscore agency's 
resistance towards structural constraint, White and Hunt (2000) have taken a Foucauldian 
perspective to conceive citizenship as 'ethical care of the self'. It is the kind of 
citizenship that "obliges us to not only to tell the truth, but also requires us to engage in 
practices that reveal certain truths about ourselves" (p.95). In light of this, participating in 
independent media practice to produce one's own preferred cultural code can be 
conceived as a citizenship enacting process. Michael Tang Wing-kai (部永錯)，the 
program host of Expanding the Politics (《拉闊政治》)and Tenement House (《唐 
樓》），deeply expressed that, after the resignation of the famous hosts in 2004, he could 
hardly find truth in the mainstream media. Particularly he felt that, nowadays, the 
mainstream media and society are very afraid of talking about the Hong Kong's local 
41 The Epoch Times is an internationally published newspaper which is unique yet controversial for its 
heavy criticism towards the Chinese Communist Party. And Tuidang Service is a New York-based 
organization which advocates Chinese people to quit the membership of the Chinese Communist Party. 
Though there is no concrete supporting evidence, it is widely believed by many that they were both 
established and are operated by Falun Gong members. In 1999，the Chinese Communist Party declared 
Falun Gong as evil cult and banned it in Mainland China. 
42 The Hong Kong Alliance in Support of Patriotic Democratic Movements of China, established in 1989 in 
response to the 1989 June 4th event in Beijing, is a Hong Kong-based association which demands for 
democratic reform in China. It holds June 4th event candle light vigil every year and organizes public 
education activities regularly. In 1989，in Beijing, thousands of people of which many of them university 
students took to the streets protesting against the Chinese government and demanding for freedom and 
democracy. The democratic movement was ended with the violent crackdown by the government. It was in 
the eyes of many Hong Kong people and the western media a massacre. Up till now, the incident is still a 
sensitive political issue in China that the Chinese government intends to play down. 
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consciousness because they would associate it with the situation of Taiwan and wrongly 
equate "local consciousness"(本土意識）with 'political independence'. 
"Local consciousness is a narration of the stories around us. Everyone 
has to recognize the stories of his/ her own family, neighborhood and 
community, because all these contributed to the construction of our 
knowledge, our relations with others and our self-images. Therefore 
it is so necessary. But in Hong Kong, local consciousness is meant by 
our national identity...I don't think local consciousness is such a big 
concept, it is just a searching of our stories and identify who we are. 
It is so simple" 
Michael Tang emphasized that "democracy starts from everyday life" is the theme 
of his programs: 
"I think that we should not regard politics as so theoretical or abstract. 
It is in fact related t our everyday life. For example, when you drink a 
cup of milk tea, it also involves politics and economics." 
While not knowing whether the program really could foster local consciousness 
among the public, Tang himself was the beneficiary of what he has produced: 
"Every time I finished the program, I gained more knowledge about the 
self-selected and concerned issues, this helped me judge my identity as 
Hong Kong people." 
Tang's mentality was typical among most PRHK participants who shared the 
same belief that democracy (or other kinds of social change) always starts with one's self. 
Hence, political struggle is also originated from one's life. Despite PRHK, as the medium 
of Internet radio, has offered an "equivalentical-egalitarian" and autonomous antagonistic 
site for political struggle, it is of no way to prioritize the importance of the site over the 
initiative of the participants. 
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Citizens Matter More Than the Platform 
The required initiative of struggle against oppression, as Benhabib (1992, p. 100) 
contended that, "begin[s] by redefining what had previously been considered 'private', 
non-public and non-political issues as matters of public concern, as issues of justice, as 
sites of power which need discursive legitimation". Alexander Yuen Tai-ming (袁大 
明），a chiropractor, is well known within Hong Kong medical circle. Since the 80s, he 
started his long fight against the mainstream medical field for the status of chiropractor. 
He once published an advertisement on newspapers, saying that "Hong Kong 
Chiropractors' Association sincerely advices Hong Kong that chiropractors are not those 
widely named 'western doctor'". Since the advertisement was so sensitive, apart from the 
leftist papers and English papers, other Chinese papers did not publish this advertisement. 
Besides, Yuen is a renowned medical practitioner for he has been invited to be guest host 
in many mainstream media. Very often, his comments have raised much controversy 
among the public. There was once that he commented that it was unhealthy to do 
vaccination. He and the program director were heavily criticized by the radio station 
management. Because of this incident, the program director resigned. 
To Yuen, Hong Kong media are biased towards the western doctors, a group of 
aristocracy whose vested interests. Therefore, he created the program Better Hong Kong 
(《香港出路》）in PRHK to defend the rights of alternative medicine practitioners， 
such as chiropractors and Chinese medicine doctors, and to advocate the maximization of 
medical choices. But to go beyond his personal and professional interests, he used the 
famous quotation of George Bernard Shaw that "all professions are conspiracies against 
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the laity" to elicit the very foundation of democratic values: 
"The true meaning of democracy has to be actualized by everyone. An 
ordinary citizen has more space and freedom to reform the society because 
they have lesser pressure and burden... though I believe most of the selected 
people have the good will to contribute to Hong Kong and China, everyone 
of them is limited to his own past experience and thinking, which at last a 
good will is not identical to good result." 
Though he himself is a professional chiropractor, his program is aimed at 
demystifying the profession. He explained that, the validity of arguments is not built on 
one's position, but what he/ she really said. He thought his role was to awaken people on 
this. 
Furthermore, without the hierarchic bureaucratic control in mainstream media, the 
flexibility of PRHK also enabled participants to make program to keep abreast of social 
demand. The launch of the program Free Talk on Horse Racing (《賽馬自由講》）was 
a typical program corresponding to media controversy. Long before the program was 
started on 31st January 2006, the idea of the program came earlier in regard to the 
government's intention to not let Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK) continue to 
broadcast the horseracing program. In April 2005，Donald Tsang, who was still running 
for the election for Chief Executive, has commented that, as a public broadcaster, RTHK 
should not continue to broadcast entertainment program like horseracing. 
But to "Waterwave"(键漪)，the program host, horseracing program per se 
cannot be simply categorized as "mainstream" or "minority", it is the way of presentation 
that matters. He explained, "Horseracing is a mass entertainment, but our perspective is 
alternative, we are expressing for those powerless horseracing fans". He criticized that, 
nowadays, most of the mainstream media are favorable to the authority. Most horseracing 
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television programs are produced by the Hong Kong Jockey Club; most of the 
horseracing critics are employees of the Jockey Club; also these critics are the publishers 
of the popular horseracing newspapers. While the Jockey Club tried to promote "horse 
gambling"(賭,馬)，Waterwave tried to advocate the idea of "horse racing"(賽馬). 
He insisted on the clear demarcation between these two concepts. He said that, 
"When you talk about 'horseracing', people will immediately have a 
picture in mind that the horses are running on the track, people lining 
up for bet, and some old people squatting. In this society, people will 
think that, if you not people like VIP of Jockey club, you are one of 
a motley crowd" 
Waterwave's idol was Bill Tung (董驃)，a past-away horseracing critic who 
was famous and popular among the public for his courage to criticize the Jockey Club. In 
his program, Waterwave followed Tung's style to criticize the administration of the 
Jockey Club and the conspiracy of the horse race. Bur they would not invite any Jockey 
Club employee to be guest, they explained "it will cause trouble to the guests, and then 
why can we do this instead? It is because we have no burden". This remarks highlights 
and reaffirms that although PRHK was an independent Internet radio platform, it was not 
sufficient for it to become a site of antagonism for political struggle. It requires more 
from the "subject of struggle" who is willing to step out to confront the authorities. 
To conceptualize the role of PRHK as Internet radio, it has offered a unique site of 
antagonism not just restricted to political agendas, participants with different subject 
positions employed their creativities and imaginativeness to produce their own preferred 
cultural codes in accord to their own motives and interests. Through the self-controlled 
production process, they registered and further exerted their own social differences by 
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transforming the relations of suppression embedded in other social sites into the relations 
of oppressions in PRHK. Therefore, making Internet radio program in PRHK was a 
means and an end for them challenging the existing power relations. 
Continuous Struggle after PRHK 
And with the advancement of technologies, radical democratic citizenship was 
also easily constructed and enacted by the participants after the decline of PRHK. 
Originally, the establishment of PRHK was a transitional plan for a group of social 
activists who had the mission to advocate for the opening of the radio spectrum in Hong 
Kong. However, before PRHK could have waited for the fruitful result, it was closed 
down in May 2007after three years of operation. Yet its impact did not vanish 
immediately but can be traced and manifest in the continual efforts on Internet 
broadcasting of its former participants. As Rodriguez (2001) contended, 
"Although many citizens' media have short lifecycles, this does not mean 
they do not achieve anything, and these achievements, however, can pro-
bably best be understood as those of empowered citizens who continue 
acting on their newfound abilities in a different realm" (p. 159). 
Shortly after the closing down of PRHK, many participants have sought different 
ways to pursue their interests. First, Eddie Leung Kam-cheung and Stephen Siu Yuek-
yuen have joined former famous radio host Raymond Wong Yuk-man to establish a new 
Internet radio station "Myradio". Having reflected on the experience of PRHK, Myradio 
is different from PRHK in five ways: (1) it operates in a business model which aims at 
making profit by receiving advertisement to sustain the operation; (2) it does not rely on 
volunteer in management and operation, people performing these tasks are paid staffs. 
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The model of self-management is forbidden; (3) it adopts a "star system" on 
programming but does not aims at providing service to all interested civil associations 
and ordinary people. Moreover, it has frequently organized fans gathering activities for 
particular programs; (4) it strives to take advantage of other kinds of Internet platform to 
extend its scope of audiences, for example, Youtube and podcast; (5) it refuses to build an 
online discussion board to avoid personal disputes between the participant and the 
audience, and among the audiences. Overall, Myradio's strategy is primarily on raising 
popularity and then hoping to foster social impact, while the dimension of participation is 
limited. 
Second, PRHK has helped civil associations like the Better Hong Kong 
Movement, the International Travellers Association, the Neighboorhood & Worker's 
Service Centre (街坊工友服務處）and the Philosophia Cultural Society (睿哲文化學 
會) t o establish their own channels. Having been a service receiver from PRHK core 
participants for years, with their encouragement, support and guidance, these associations 
have acquired the necessary skills and equipments of Internet radio broadcasting to 
pursue their own interests. 
Third, PRHK core participant Damian Yau Nai-kuen has become the paid 
operator of Myradio and he has planned to establish a "social movement station" in the 
foreseeable future to continue serve those human rights group which have previously had 
their programs in PRHK, for example, the HKSAR Women Coalition, the Justice and 
Peace Commission of the Hong Kong Catholic Diocese and the Hong Kong Christian 
Institute. 
Fourth, Terman Wong On-yin and one of his close PRHK associates Penguin 
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Cheung King-leung have joined together to use Youtube and podcast to produce current 
affairs program once for every one to two weeks. Besides, Michael Tang, one of the 
critics of PRHK management style, also said that, due to the ease and many possibilities 
of new communication technology, he and his program partners need not to join any 
Internet radio station to continue Internet broadcasting in the future. In this case, the 
production process will be more decentralized and individualized. 
Therefore, the ultimate legacy of PRHK was not limited in the quality and 
quantity of radio program it has produced but is included with its effort in initiating and 
providing an extensive exercise on the practice of Internet radio broadcasting, stimulating 
interested civil associations and citizens on the use of it, and assisting them to experiment 
it. The continual efforts of former PRHK participants show that there is still demand for 
citizens' Internet radio broadcasting, but the form will no longer be limited to a "station 
form" like PRHK, which required a stable studio to accommodate a number of 
participants of diverse backgrounds. In sum, the decline of PRHK did not mark an end of 
Internet radio as tool for radical democratic citizenship. Rather PRHK has broadened the 
social basis of Internet broadcasting: through participating in PRHK to experiment radio 
program production, the participants, as political subjects, were empowered. They will 
carry over this experience in citizens' Internet broadcasting in their future projects. 
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Chapter 9 一 Conclusion and Discussion 
Summary of Findings 
Widely recognized as the pioneer of citizens' Internet radio in Hong Kong, PRHK 
exemplified radical democratic citizenship in three aspects - the formation process, the 
organizational form and the media production. 
What are the structural constraints on the radio broadcast rights in Hong Kong? Why did 
PRHK suddenly emerge and why was in the form of Internet radio? 
In Hong Kong, the government-dominated broadcasting policies are tight for 
citizen participation. The radio market is also too closed to accommodate more new 
broadcasters to compete with the existing ones. As Laclau (1996，p.86) contended, 
"The aim of a radical democratic citizenship should be the construction 
of a common political identity that would create the conditions for the 
establishment of a new hegemony articulated through new egalitarian 
social relations, practices and institutions" 
PRHK sought a new broadcasting space beyond commercial influence, 
government control and political parties' manipulation. It was a public intervention aimed 
at transforming the existing condition of media industries and political landscape in the 
manner of collective action. It was a collaborative political project among the civil 
associations such that its survival was closely tied with the development of civil society. 
The sudden formation of Internet radio station PRHK in 2004 resulted from the 
instantaneous intersection of democratic forces in the historical moment of 2003. It was 
connected with the legacy of Internet activism in July 1st 2003 demonstration, which was 
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the unprecedented extensive political and democratic uses of Internet in Hong Kong 
history. While the initiatives of some PRHK founders to set up a radio station for the sake 
of protecting freedom of speech dated back to the 1997 handover，it was the hot social 
atmosphere in 2004 triggered by the step-down of famous hosts that provided them the 
impulse to put their ideas into real practice. What they indeed wanted to rescue, maintain 
and advocate the value of freedom of speech, which has long been embedded in the long 
political tradition of the Hong Kong radio industry since the late 60s. 
Is PRHK a radical democratic media association? How and why? 
PRHK represented a new political space where diverse relations of oppressions 
were manifest. At the early stage, it was comprised of various social forces from Hong 
Kong civil society which shared the same public concern of defending freedom of speech, 
aspired the common ethico-political value that "one should rely on his/ herself to voice 
out the opinion". As it developed and welcomed more participants of diverse background, 
PRHK tried to go beyond the political agenda and extended the scope of political struggle 
into cultivating cultural pluralism and experimenting self-management. The ideal of 
radical democratic citizenship was achieved for the first goal by implementing the 
mechanism of open participation for all interest parties, but it failed in the second goal for 
not successfully actualizing internal participatory democracy. On one hand, there was 
lack of support from the newcomers such that they just came and joined and have their 
own programs made. Most of them did not have the intention to care about the survival 
and development of PRHK. And they were not fully informed of their rights and power in 
PRHK. On the other hand, the PRHK founders and core participants also had to shoulder 
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the responsibility of not implementing an internal democratic mechanism. PRHK 
founders and core members have been putting all effort on 'outward communication' and 
political struggle. They stressed on a loose organizational form for flexibly facilitating the 
participants to develop their own programs to reach out to the wider public. But they have 
lost sight of the importance of establishment of'internal communication' and power 
exchange mechanism. It is in fact an ironic situation that an association, which advocates 
societal communication and democracy, is itself lack of communication and democracy 
within. The power of management and decision making was just shared among a small 
group of the founders and core participants. And without established channel of opinion 
feedback and formal meeting, their power could not be contested inside the association. 
In this respect, the developmental trajectory of PRHK was restrained by the personal 
backgrounds of the core participants. Overall, the "participatory dimension" of PRHK 
and the autonomy of its participants were limited to a certain extent. 
Is PRHK a radical democratic media site? How and why? 
Most PRHK programs were challenging the hegemony in the mainstream society 
and mainstream media. And most PRHK program participants had limited entry into the 
mainstream media or did not have related mainstream media participation experience 
before. To go beyond liberal perspective that individual who is supposedly to be free to 
contest idea, and also the Marxist perspective that individual is structured to be a passive 
receiver of capitalist idea, in radical democracy, individual is an active "subject of 
information" as well as the "subject of struggle". As Downing (1984，p.298) underscored 
the importance of accounting for the "imaginative dimension" of radical media: 
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"The democratic subjects themselves are flesh-and-blood, not concrete-
and-steel; that they have feelings, fantasies and fears, humor and pain... 
the "imaginative dimension"...is that area in which socialist communica-
tion has to prove, yet in a non-exploitative and anti-elitist fashion". 
He called upon the recognition of individual as a live democratic subject whose 
mind and creativity should be taken into account in examining the nature of radical media. 
For the case of PRHK, while it was free from the dependency relations (regulatory, 
political-economic and bureaucratic) generally embedded in mainstream media, 
according to their knowledge, social networks and organizational resources, they found 
and developed their own ways and implemented available resistance strategies to pursue 
their interests and exerted differences in PRHK. Their strategies were to utilize every 
space provided by Internet radio to demystifying the mainstream media, challenging the 
power and interests holders, opening up more room for dialogue, sharing additional 
information, circulating counter-discourses. What they all strived to do with Internet 
radio was to find a space for themselves, but it was also a way of opening up more 
possibilities of living and dialogue for the whole benefit of the society. Radical 
democratic citizenship was achieved in their media operation in making use of the 
political space for registering their differences in the society, as the participants revealed. 
This success is well indicated in the situation that some participants still continued 
practicing Internet radio broadcasting even after the closing down of PRHK. As 
Rodriguez (2001) suggested that, 
"Instead of thinking of democracy as an ultimate goal, a final state-of-
things to reach, we should look at how democratic and non-democratic 
forces are being renegotiated constantly, and how citizens' media can 
strengthen the former, thus contributing to the - although sometimes 
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ephemeral -swelling of the democratic" (p.22). 
Therefore, the value of PRHK and its radical democratic potential did not vanish 
immediately right after its decline. Rather they can be traced in the ongoing broadcast 
activities of PRHK participants. After the participation in PRHK, they have acquired the 
experiences to pursue their interests on their own with the easy availability of new 
communication technologies. Their radical democratic citizenship, therefore, can be more 
fully enacted for the production process is now more individualized. 
All in all, radical democratic citizenship was actualized in the formation process 
of PRHK and its media operation, but was in part failed in its internal organizational form, 
which was the main reason to account for its decline. For the role of Internet, as 
demonstrated in the case of PRHK, it has provided a broad social and technological 
setting and a means for interested parties making use of it to reaffirm their own 
differences with the majority of the others, thus enacting their radical democratic 
citizenship. But as the platform of civil associations, the survival or flourish of citizens' 
media is contingent on the development of civil society and the construction of radical 
democratic citizenship not just among the participants of one particular citizens' Internet 
radio station but the wider public. Sufficient stable human resources and financial support 
from the civil society are required for long-term and stable sustainability requires. While 
the existence of citizens' media is to serve the public, reciprocally, public will and 
support built upon the same ethico-political value are needed to provide it the 
significance and motivation to remain existent. 
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Broader Implications 
Radical democracy is an ideal-type and a normative theory (as mentioned in Table 
1 in Chapter One) which prescribes the ideals of the society and media system that one 
should strive to achieve and struggle for in the face of the presence of power relations on 
one hand, and it is also a practical strategy which guides the direction of movement for 
social change on the other hand. Therefore, having applied this lens on PRHK, we can 
review and account for the fulfillments and the tensions of its original promises and its 
implications on actual social action. 
The emphasis of radical democratic citizenship on flexible subjectivity of citizen, 
cultural pluralism and the possibility of multi-faceted dimension of the political struggle 
are crucial to understanding of the emergence and orientation of citizens' media in Hong 
Kong. PRHK was one of the illustrative examples, l he theory captures the lived and 
vivid experiences, also the actions, emotions, thoughts and reflections, of PRHK 
participants in the process of enacting and struggling for their radio broadcast rights. As 
Laclau and Mouffe (2001，p.181) contended about the idea of radical democratic 
citizenship: 
"What has been exploded is the idea and reality itself of a unique space of 
constitution of the political. What we are witnessing is a politicization far 
more radical than any we are known in the past, because it tends to dissolve 
the distinction between the public and the private, not in terms of the encroach-
ment on the private by a unified public space, but in terms of a proliferation 
of radically new and different political spaces." 
This idea accurately attributes the social change to the powerfulness of people and 
their political will of challenging the existing hegemony. It successfully establishes the 
relationship among politics, media, and identity in the context of probing social change. 
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As Smith (1998, p.32) said that radical democratic citizenship: 
"should share political values and tools, engage in collaborative strategies, 
and reform its identity as it takes on board the democratic demands of the 
other progressive struggles- it should also continue to develop its own 
distinctive worldview and pursue its own projects." 
While the idea of radical democratic citizenship is enacted in response to its 
particular "political values" and "own distinctive worldview", Rodriguez (2001, p. 164) 
suggested that it is significant to examine the emergence of citizens' media in view of the 
intersection of three elements: 
1. A historical, social and cultural context that poses unique obstacles while also 
offering specific options for the implementation of citizens' media. 
2. The citizens' will to re-appropriate the media to satisfy their own needs and to seek 
their own inforroation and communication goals. 
3. The citizens' enactment of creative strategies to exploit to exhaustion every fissure in 
the dominant media system. 
The lens of radical democratic citizenship on citizens' media offers the anti-
essentialist perspective conception of the emergence of Internet radio in Hong Kong. It 
triggers us to conceive Internet radio not just a totally new media but a new form of 
media which has its social and political connections with existing power relations, such 
that the form in which Internet radio was emerged and deployed was subject to the 
intention of Hong Kong people, who were bind by shared political value, for their 
political project. Hence while blog is an enhanced user-friendly version of old html 
homepage, Internet radio is the digital format of traditional radio. Internet does not set 
radio free; indeed, it just brings radio from one broadcasting environment to another. To 
briefly conclude, from the perspective of radical democracy, the extensive democratic 
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uses of Internet radios in Hong Kong should be understood in the very fact that - Internet 
has re-branded radio in enhancing the functions and regrouping the audience community, 
but it was the political tradition of Hong Kong radio industry that has generated the ideas 
and desirability of deploying Internet for citizen broadcasting for the same value of 
protecting the freedom of speech of Hong Kong. 
The idea of radical democratic citizenship also sheds light on the conception of 
the formation and operation of the citizens' Internet radio stations. But before going in 
details into it, it should be reminded that to account for the rise of fall of citizens' media 
in Hong Kong through PRHK, it is important not to rule out the its peculiarities 一 the 
unsatisfactory management skills of the core members, their own personalities and their 
personal networks - all these were significant factors contributing to the rise and fall of 
such an amateur and voluntary association like PRHK. These features have been 
addressed and their impacts are not underestimated although it is more significant to 
highlight how the developmental trajectories of PRHK have depicted the characteristics 
of Hong Kong civil society and citizenship. 
Therefore, despite these particular peculiarities of PRHK, in this study we can still 
learn a general lesson of citizens' media. In this two tensions of radical democratic 
citizenship can be found out. First of all, it concerns about the organizational formation of 
citizens' media. The poststructuralist and anti-essentialist thesis of radical democratic 
citizenship has put forward a new alternative for the political left movement. It is to go 
beyond the orthodox Marxist perspective of undertaking a unitary liberation centered 
upon historical pre-given class structure, but to carry out a multi-dimensional struggle for 
accommodating heterogeneity of voices in a multicultural society in accord to the 
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particular historical moment. Then the first tension is how to accommodate the 
differences which is precisely manifested in the decision making process. 
Democratization of political space is an important promise of radical democracy, which 
means achieving participatory democracy within the media organization. Unlike most 
citizens' media built upon one particular theme, for example, class, gender, race or 
subculture, etc, PRHK is special and new in its organizational form of accommodating 
participants of diverse backgrounds and agendas. On one hand, it is the virtue of radical 
democratic citizenship that allows more possibilities of participants and programs (a 
larger base of civil society force and multi-faceted counter-hegemonic discourses) and 
thus offers higher flexibility and larger room of development for citizens' media 
organization by gathering more talent and resources. But on the other hand, there exists 
unequal degree of commitment and level of participation with PRHK since everybody 
had his/her own agenda and interest. Although the management had concentrated the 
power into their hands from the very outset, the fact was that they found it difficult to 
involve lots of participants into decision-making process and management at the mid and 
later stage of development. With situation like this there is inevitable presence of 
dominance and hierarchy, which is in contrary to the advocacy of radical democratic 
citizenship on an egalitarian and autonomous site. To tackle this problem, a well 
established participatory decision-making process is possible to enable solidarity and 
harmony and help prevent the presence of relations of subordination within the 
association, and thus smoother and sustainable organizational operation. On the practical 
level, it is a hard question whether to compose the organizations by volunteers or paid 
staff. The biggest problem of a fully volunteer-based association is lack of perseverance 
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among volunteers. The uneven degrees of commitment among the volunteers would lead 
to internal conflicts, posing heavy damages to the stability and sustainability of operation. 
But for the mode of paid staff, it requires a large sum of money. In light of this, apart 
from the little amount of donation, there should be a way for citizens' media to raise more 
money, for example, becoming a content provider to other media for monetary return, 
accepting advertisement, receiving membership fee, etc. But again, it runs against the 
very first principle of PRHK, i.e., they should avoid commercial interest. However, this 
inquiry is beyond the focus of this thesis and remains in question at this moment, but I 
envision that the answer shall be obtained from the further comparison of PRHK and 
Myradio, the two exemplars of "citizen model" and "commercial model" of citizens' 
Internet radio station. 
The second tension arises from the orientation and the scope of struggle of 
citizens' media. In fact, before it changed to the mode of providing broadcasting space 
and services (equipment and labour) for interested parties for broadcasting, PRHK had 
set the goal of struggle on the opening up of the public radio spectrum. This transition 
and the very fact that the radio spectrum is still restricted suggest that the struggle against 
the government hegemony on radio broadcasting policies failed at last. Since citizens' 
media movement belongs to the larger Hong Kong social movement family, its problem 
of struggle lies not only in itself but in the whole social-political structure. If to conceive 
PRHK as the window of Hong Kong civil society, it has presented the separation between 
the civil society and the political society in Hong Kong. Theoretically speaking, same as 
deliberative democracy which fails to address the citizen activities on institutional levels 
for its clear demarcation between state/public versus market/ private (Ku, 2000，p.218)， 
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Laclau & Mouffe's radical democracy seems to have also lost sight of the political 
struggle on institutional levels. Canel (1992，p.37) criticized that their idea to extend the 
spaces of struggle has the paradoxical effect of depoliticizing the political struggle, for its 
concern on struggle in civil society has overshadowed the institutional aspects of politics 
- the relationship between social movement with political parties, and with the 
government. In Hong Kong, the activities of most Internet radio stations, including 
PRHK, remained on a civil society basis over the years. They disliked cooperation with 
political parties in program development and technical support and nor did they have any 
collaboration with almost all politicians and legislators for fighting institutional changes 
in broadcasting policies, except legislator Leung Kwok-hung and former legislator Tsang 
Kin-shing, both of them in fact have a stronger activist image. But when the government 
further denied the necessity of a public FM radio channel in regard to the flourish of 
Internet media, the activists may have to figure out a way which can re-establish the 
connection and trust between the democratic forces in the civil society and that of the 
political society in initiating a more extensive (both social movement and constitutional) 
struggle in the long run. It may anticipate that the struggle may achieve a greater impact 
by going beyond the boundary of the civil society in order to seek collaboration with the 
political society (the legislature and the political parties) in terms of recruiting more 
politicians into program production and urging for constitutional reform in the legislature. 
The tension/ problem unfolded here is how to strive for a balance in this seemingly 
perennial dilemma of either restraining action in the realm of civil society for autonomy 
or reaching out to the realm of political society for synergy. 
Not only was the citizens' Internet radio movement, as represented by PRHK, 
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disconnected with the political society, but also was largely separated from the wider 
public. The possible plan of re-establishing the relations with the audience and wider 
public may be by re-positioning the nature of radio program content for a more popular 
appeal. Hence this will pose another perennial dilemma for citizens' media - the uses of 
opinion leaders or ordinary citizens as appeal? It is a matter of quality and the vital 
strategy of how to gain popularity and influence. As citizens' media that aimed at 
actualizing the wants of everyone to have his/ her own program, PRHK has chosen the 
latter. The consequences are that the quality of different programs was much harder to 
control. Being popular means that the program and the message are well received among 
the public, but it also implies that the hosts will be under more spotlight and public 
scrutiny, which may limit and restrain their room of speaking their opposition views. 
Moreover, another relevant matter is the need and effectiveness of deploying 
Internet radio as citizens' media. If to compare with the Internet citizens' media emerged 
in the same phase, until now, Internet column (In-media Hong Kong) and Internet video 
(Rebuildhk.com) have drawn the attention of the public but not Internet radio, 
mainstream media and political parties. Additionally, for the Internet radio itself, with the 
rapid advancement of technologies, there are many hardware and software available 
which open up more possible forms of online audio broadcasting, such as podcast in the 
future. It seems that Internet radio is of little significance than other media. But as briefly 
mentioned in the Chapter One, what PRHK stands for was just one of the several forms 
of struggle for independent media operation, other forms including media education and 
public campaign directly challenging the operation of mainstream media may be the 
possible practical solutions to the problem of Internet radio being a "small circle" media. 
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In fact, In-media Hong Kong has long been adopting these actions- organizing public 
lectures, issuing electronic newsletter and publishing books regularly, which have 
successfully established itself a relatively strong public and media awareness and 
recognition and thus having a significant mobilization power on social movement. 
Overall speaking, is radical democratic citizenship still a suitable struggle strategy 
for citizens' Internet radio movement in the context of Hong Kong? To answer this 
question, it needs to clearly identify on the goal of struggle. If it is to envision a 
progressive conception on the normative media role and function, to reconfigure the 
space of citizens for expressing opinions and circulating counter-discourses, and to 
mobilize citizens for actively striving for their own rights, the answer is YES, it is still a 
powerful theoretical lens and a practical strategy. But as Fraser (1997, p.82) argued that 
counterpublic has "dual orientations", on one hand, it endeavors to maintain its own 
operation and legitimize its existence in its validity, and on the other hand, it seeks to 
influence the wider public and even strived to engage in wider decision making process. 
Therefore if it is to ensure a stable and large-scale struggle for a long run, striving for 
impact and making resonance with the wider public and mainstream society, the answer 
at this moment is NO. The fact is radical democratic citizenship is still just articulated 
among the group of participants and their respective communities. However, the answer 
"NO" should not be conceived as a permanent and absolute answer, nor should it be 
treated as a denial of radical democratic citizenship. The answer can be altered to "YES" 
if the questions and suggestions above can be dealt with and implemented accurately in 
accord to the changing social-political context. Since no grand narrative theory can 
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remain perfect when tested in reality, the theory of radical democracy, despite all its 
seemingly unsolvable tensions, does envision a progressive, liberative and pluralistic 
social change that no other alternatives, such as liberalism and communism, can offer, for 
it intends to extend the fundamental roots of liberalism and equality beyond the structural 
constraints. 
Limitations of the Study and Further Suggestions 
All the questions raised in the previous section cannot be fully dealt with in this 
thesis and at this moment of initial stage of the movement, but I do find them valuable to 
researchers for further studies and activists for ongoing struggle. Back to this thesis, there 
are several limitations for the study. First, the historical analysis can be stronger. Since I 
only entered the field since June 2006, the study is only a cross-sectional examination, 
which only reveals partial account of the birth and decline of PRHK. The whole picture 
will be more perfect if I can interview those who have participated in the early formation 
of PRHK. However, this encountered problems too. One reason is that, since there were 
many personal conflicts inside PRHK, some important people are difficult to contact after 
they left PRHK for it is impossible to get their contacts from those who have stayed. 
Another reason is that, PRHK itself does not have the official profile of its participants; 
therefore, it is impossible for me to have a full picture of the PRHK community. In 
addition, the picture is left unfulfilled also with the lack of information of audience and 
listening rates. Since PRHK has not conducted any relevant research on this, the 
reception of citizens' media remains to be investigated. 
As an exploratory work, this study has raised more questions than that it has 
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solved. First, it is about the challenges of Internet Radio. Internet radio, as demonstrated 
in this study, offers the rights and freedom for people to engage in society in their own 
discursive manner, but it is also important to note that this freedom of saying what one 
wants, delivering what one genuinely believes, and expressing what one wants to frame 
does not detach from any responsibility. As McClure (1992，p. 124) contended that, 
"To frame ‘the social' as a site of political action, to take cultural codes 
as objects of political struggle, is not to invoke the lightness of being 
nor is it simply to replace the logic of sovereignty with the play of signi-
fiers. Such extension of agency into social practices and cultural repre-
sentations carry with them the weight of responsibility, and the constant 
risk of being called to account". 
Being a low-threshold and easily manipulated medium, radio has long been 
abused for illegal practices, for example the violent uses of radio in Rwandan Genocide 
(Kellow & Steeves，1998) or the clandestine radio stations in Taiwan.43 However, the 
introduction of regulation may pose risk to their survival. Hamilton (2004) analyzed that, 
the conditions of low-power FM radios in U.S. have been deteriorating under 
rationalization of political, economic, and regulatory limits and pressures. And in 
examining the transformation of Taiwan's underground radio to community radio, Ke 
(2000) analyzed that the intervention of the government through broadcasting policy and 
regulations and the invasion of market power have contributed to the disintegration of 
alternative radio. Yet at present the regulation on Internet radio is still loose, however, in 
the foreseeable future, there will be increasing degree of legal regulation. First, it will be 
the stricter enactment of the copyright ordinance. There are increasingly cases in America 
43 Clandestine radios in Taiwan emerged and flourished in the period of political suppression by 
Kuomintang (KMT) in the 60's and 70，s. Therefore, those radios have long been largely supportive of the 
opposition party Democratic Progressive Party (DPP). After DDP became the ruling party in 2000， 
President Chen Shui-bian strengthened the alliance with those radios in order to attack KMT. 
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that the enactment of copyright ordinance has throttled the development and even the 
survival of Internet radio (Cherry, 2002; Goodman, 2002). In Hong Kong, there were also 
signs that the government started to initiate regulation on Internet. In 2005, the Hong 
Kong the government has recently successfully sued a case of illegal BT download, the 
very first one in the world. From 2006 to 2007，there were other three controversial legal 
cases about online discussion boards.44 Another move will be the consolidation of the 
Office of the Telecommunications Authority and the Broadcasting Authority in the 
coming years which intended to fill the regulatory gap created by the trend of media 
convergence. According to the 2005 Broadcasting Services Survey, 37.3% of the 
interviewees supported regulating online radio programs. Among which a majority of 
them (72.5%) considered that the standard should be the same as those on traditional 
radio programs since "similar materials should be subject to similar regulations" (95.9%). 
On the other hand, 24.1% of the interviewees thought that there was no need of 
regulation because "one could choose not to listen to such materials" (43.2%) (Hong 
Kong Broadcasting Authority, 2005, pp.10-11). In fact, this survey has to be interpreted 
in terms of both its purpose and result. For the purpose, it was the first time the 
Broadcasting Authority has surveyed about the regulation of Internet radio. Therefore, it 
is reasonable to speculate that the government has an agenda to formulate a more 
comprehensive regulatory model for Internet radio in the future. For the survey result, it 
is indicated that a larger proportion of Hong Kong people favored regulation, though it is 
44 In February 2006’ the government accused a 42 year-old man who has left a message on Discuss.com.hk， 
one of the most popular comprehensive discussion boards in Hong Kong, in August 2005 to call upon the 
others to join him for a "flash mob rape，，(「強簽快閃黨 j ) .The second case was that, in September 
2006, another man, who had the net name "Hezbollah terrorist", has left a message on the same discussion 
board to declare that he had the plan to blast the consulate of United States and the Hong Kong Disneyland 
in a suicide bombing. The two men were judged guilty by the court. In October 2007, the Oriental Daily 
sued the Uwants.com and one particular netizen "TheOne88" for libel. The case is still under legal 
procedure. 
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not a prevailing view. With the broadcasting policies and law are now both catching up 
with the technological development, whether the creativity, innovativeness and the room 
for discussion, altogether the unique characteristics of Internet radio, could be maintained 
remains in question. 
The second suggestion for future research is that, beyond a case study of one 
Internet radio station, it is also significant to examine the whole development of Internet 
media activism in Hong Kong through the lens of social movement theory. Until now, 
there is a lack of articulation of common interests among the different kinds of citizens' 
media, since their co-operations still remained on the level of program production and 
technical support. Why was it so? What does it reveal about the status of social 
movement in Hong Kong now? The third is a macro yet a more fundamental problem. 
Why did the media activism on radio broadcasting come so lately in Hong Kong? And 
how was this emergence connected with the previous media activism on press，handbills 
and magazines? From historical perspective, this investigation would shed more light on 
the role and effect of citizens' media in Hong Kong civil society and political ecology. 
Concluding Remarks 
After more than thirty years of vicissitudes with the ups and downs of hundreds of 
thousands of citizens' media around the world since the 70s, it is widely demonstrated, as 
an embodiment of a bottom-up, participatory and tailor-made form of communicating 
process, citizens' media is capable to exert multifaceted democratic effects，mostly in 
localized contexts. PRHK did not escape from the short cycle of incidental rise and 
sudden fall. At the critical moment of the turbulent crisis of freedom of speech in the 
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conception of the public, PRHK has taken the role to defend it. However, until now, 
concomitant with the closing down of PRHK, the development of citizens' Internet radio 
station has come to the stage of recession. Although it is hard to exactly predict the future 
development of citizens' Internet radio in Hong Kong at this moment, we may anticipate 
that, Internet radio broadcasting and its contribution to radical democratic citizenship will 
appear in different forms with the change of public demand and the ceaseless 
development of new technologies, for example podcast and Youtube. These more 
personalized and user-friendly broadcasting tools may enable more people to carry their 
own broadcasting without an intermediary civil association like PRHK. Those subject 
positions once excluded from this kind of association may now be able to enact radical 
democratic citizenship on their own. 
To finally conclude, despite the closure of PRHK, its lesson will be taken into 
account in the history of citizens' media in Hong Kong for it has represented an 
unprecedented historical moment when Hong Kong citizens, empowered in the strong 
social atmosphere striving for local democratic reform, have made extensive use of 
Internet for building their own citizens' media. In this process, Internet was both the 
instrumental tool and enabling setting for achieving radical democratic citizenship. From 
now on, the very reality is that the technologies and broadcasting space are always out 
there. Whether there will be once again an upsurge of citizens' media in the future is 
subject to the viability of the civil society and the willingness of the citizens to fight for 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix 3: The Full List of Interview Outlines 
Protocol A: Interview Outline for the Founders and Core Members 
I. Introduction: First of all, I have to thank for your generosity for offering the 
chance of interview. I am Leung Ka-kuen, a postgraduate student of the School of 
Journalism and Communication at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am doing 
a research on the Internet radio broadcasting in Hong Kong. Hence the coming 
interview will be around your experience in participating into PRHK. The interview is 
aimed at knowing your personal comment, therefore there is no right or wrong. It is to 
remind you that the whole process of interview will be digitally recorded. But the 
personal privacy will be protected. If you do not feel good amidst the interviewing 
process, you can choose not to answer the question. And if you have question about 
the above allegation, you can ask for further explanation now. 
II. Background: Occupation, age, and education level 
III. The Formation of PRHK: 
a. Why did you establish PRHK? Why at that moment? What were the motives 
behind? Why were the goals? 
b. How did you think the public attitude of “freedom of speech" in Hong Kong? 
c. In the particular context of Hong Kong, what do you think about the role and 
function of citizens' media? 
d. Why did you set up the PRHK station 2 in June 2006? How is it different from 
station 1? 
IV. View on Mainstream Media 
a. What do you think about the relationship between PRHK and mainstream 
media? 
b. What do you think about the performance of mainstream media? 
V. View on Citizens' Media 
a. Before joining PRHK, have you participated into other citizens' media? 
b. How do you compare PRHK and other citizens' Internet radio stations in terms of 
the role and function? 
c. How do you think about the medium of Internet radio? 
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d. There is another group of activists doing civil disobedience at the same time. How 
do you think of this kind of social action? Have you joined them? How do you 
compare your action of setting up Internet radio station with them? 
VI. The Organization Structure of PRHK 
a. Can you elaborate the organizational structure of PRHK? Is it tight or loose? 
b. How did you recruit participants? What is the principle? How do you conceive 
you and they as a group of people? Apart from PRHK, do you always join social 
activities with them? 
c. The core members of PRHK have a very strong political image. Do you think how 
will it affect the development of PRHK? 
VII. Production of PRHK Programs 
a. Can you elaborate the production process of PRHK programs? How to decide 
the format and content? 
b. How do you compare the PRHK programs with those of mainstream media? 
c. Apart from routine programs, can you elaborate the production process of 
outdoor broadcast activities and co-organized activities? 
VIII. Relationship between PRHK and the Society 
a. The listening rates of PRHK are still low, how does it affect the plan of 
development of PRHK? What do you plan to increase its popularity and 
influence? 
b. How do you think the public demand on citizens' Internet radio? 
c. How do you probe for more people participating in PRHK? What do you think 
about the degree of participation at this stage? 
IX. Past Experience of Civic Participation 
a. When did you start to participate into social movement activists in an active 
manner? 
b. How do you compare them with the experience in PRHK? 
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X. Evaluation and Anticipation 
a. At this moment, what goals was achieved? What not? 
b. What are your satisfaction and dissatisfaction in participating in PRHK? 
c. All across the world, the life cycle of citizens' media is short, how do you think 
about the situation in Hong Kong? 
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Protocol B: Interview Outline for the Individual Participants 
I. Introduction: First of all, I have to thank for your generosity for offering the 
chance of interview. I am Leung Ka-kuen, a postgraduate student of the School of 
Journalism and Communication at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am doing 
a research on the Internet radio broadcasting in Hong Kong. Hence the coming 
interview will be around your experience in participating into PRHK. The interview is 
aimed at knowing your personal comment, therefore there is no right or wrong. It is to 
remind you that the whole process of interview will be digitally recorded. But the 
personal privacy will be protected. If you do not feel good amidst the interviewing 
process, you can choose not to answer the question. And if you have question about 
the above allegation, you can ask for further explanation now. 
II. Background: Occupation, age, and education level 
III. Motives and Goals of Participation 
a. What is your role in PRrIK? 
b. When did you start to participate? 
c. Why did you participate? For what motives and goals? 
IV. History 
a. Who initiate the program? Can you say more about the background 
b. How did you decide the format and content of the program? 
V. Rights of broadcasting 
a. What does participation in PRHK mean to you? 
b. How do you think about the medium of Internet radio? 
c. There is another group of activists doing civil disobedience at the same time. How 
do you think of this kind of social action? Have you joined them? How do you 
compare your action of setting up Internet radio station with them? 
VI. Responsibilities of Participation 
a. As a volunteer, why do you willing to participate in PRHK? 
b. Do you issue a code of practice for your own or among your colleagues? Why and 
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why not? What are they? 
c. Do you have a quality control mechanism for your program? Why and why not? 
What are they? 
d. What do you think of a good Internet radio program? What are your criteria? 
VII. Participation Process in PRHK 
a. The name of this station is "People's Radio of Hong Kong, the catchphrase is 
"People have to speak, we have to broadcast", is your theme of program coherent 
with the identity of PRHK? 
b. How do you describe the theme and message of your program? 
c. Can you elaborate the production process of PRHK programs? 
d. The listening rate of Internet radio program is still low, how does it affect your 
program format and content? 
e. Do you face any difficulties in producing the program? 
f. How do you promote your program? How do you probe for more people 
participating into your program? 
g. Apart from PRHK, do you also participate in other Internet radio stations? If yes, 
how do you compare the participatory experience in PRHK with that of another 
station? 
VIII. PRHK as Political Community 
a. How did you meet your program colleague(s)? How do you describe your 
relations with them? 
b. How did you meet the other PRHK participants? How do you describe your 
relations with them? 
c. Who is the most influential in your program? Was there any debate during 
production process among you and your colleagues? How did all of you reach 
consensus at last? 
d. Beside your own program, do you listen to other PRHK programs? 
e. Do you have the image of target audience in your mind? What are they? 
f. Each PRHK program has its own section in the discussion board, how do you 
use this platform to communicate with the audience? 
IX. Evaluation and Anticipation 
a. At this moment, what goals was achieved? What not? 
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b. What are your satisfaction and dissatisfaction in participating in PRHK? 
c. Do you plan to produce another brand new program in PRHK? What is your 
idea? 
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Protocol C: Interview Outline for the Group Participants 
I. Introduction: First of all, I have to thank for your generosity for offering the 
chance of interview. I am Leung Ka-kuen, a postgraduate student of the School of 
Journalism and Communication at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am doing 
a research on the Internet radio broadcasting in Hong Kong. Hence the coming 
interview will be around your experience in participating into PRHK. The interview is 
aimed at knowing your personal comment, therefore there is no right or wrong. It is to 
remind you that the whole process of interview will be digitally recorded. But the 
personal privacy will be protected. If you do not feel good amidst the interviewing 
process, you can choose not to answer the question. And if you have question about 
the above allegation, you can ask for further explanation now. 
II. Background: Occupation, age, and education level 
III. Motives and Goals of Participation 
a. What is your role in PRHK? . 
b. When did you start to participate? 
c. Why did you participate? For what motives and goals? 
IV. History 
a. Who initiate the program? Can you say more about the background 
b. How did you decide the format and content of the program? 
V. Rights of broadcasting 
a. What does participation in PRHK mean to you and your association? 
b. How do you think about the medium of Internet radio? 
c. There is another group of activists doing civil disobedience at the same time. How 
do you think of this kind of social action? Have you joined them? How do you 
compare your action of setting up Internet radio station with them? 
VI. PRHK and Civil Association 
a. What do you think of the development of Hong Kong civil society now? Is it 
suitable to the survival of your association? 
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b. Before participating in PRHK, how did your association try to voice out? 
c. Have your association thought of setting up its own Internet radio station? 
VII. Responsibilities of Participation 
a. As a volunteer, why do you willing to participate in PRHK? 
b. Do you issue a code of practice for your own or among your colleagues? Why and 
why not? What are they? 
c. Do you have a quality control mechanism for your program? Why and why not? 
What are they? 
d. What do you think of a good Internet radio program? What are your criteria? 
VIII. Participation Process in PRHK 
a. The name of this station is "People's Radio of Hong Kong, the catchphrase is 
"People have to speak, we have to broadcast", is your theme of program coherent 
with the identity of PRHK? 
b. How do you describe the theme and message of your program? 
c. Can you elaborate the production process of PRHK programs? 
d. The listening rate of Internet radio program is still low, how does it affect your 
program format and content? 
e. Do you face any difficulties in producing the program? 
f. How do you promote your program? How do you probe for more people 
participating into your program? 
g. Apart from PRHK, do you also participate in other Internet radio stations? If yes, 
how do you compare the participatory experience in PRHK with that of another 
station? 
IX. PRHK as Political Community 
a. How did you meet your program colleague(s)? How do you describe your 
relations with them? 
b. How did you meet the other PRHK participants? How do you describe your 
relations with them? 
c. Who is the most influential in your program? Was there any debate during 
production process among you and your colleagues? How did all of you reach 
consensus at last? 
d. Beside your own program, do you listen to other PRHK programs? 
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e. Do you have the image of target audience in your mind? What are they? 
f. Each PRHK program has its own section in the discussion board, how do you 
use this platform to communicate with the audience? 
X. Evaluation and Anticipation 
a. At this moment, what goals was achieved? What not? 
b. What are your satisfaction and dissatisfaction in participating in PRHK? 
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